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Abstract
Current attempts to manage parallel applications on Clusters of Workstations (COWs)
have either generally followed the parallel execution environment approach or been
extensions to existing network operating systems, both of which do not provide
complete or satisfactory solutions. The efficient and transparent management of
parallelism within the COW environment requires enhanced methods of process
instantiation, mapping of parallel process to workstations, maintenance of process
relationships, process communication facilities, and process coordination mechanisms.
The aim of this research is to synthesise, design, develop and experimentally
study a system capable of efficiently and transparently managing SPMD parallelism on
a COW. This system should both improve the performance of SPMD based parallel
programs and relieve the programmer from the involvement into parallelism
management in order to allow them to concentrate on application programming. It is
also the aim of this research to show that such a system, to achieve these objectives, is
best achieved by adding new special services and exploiting the existing services of a
client/server and microkernel based distributed operating system. To achieve these
goals the research methods of the experimental computer science should be employed.
In order to specify the scope of this project, this work investigated the issues
related to parallel processing on COWs and surveyed a number of relevant systems
including PVM, NOW and MOSIX. It was shown that although the MOSIX system
provide a number of good services related to parallelism management, none of the
system forms a complete solution. The problems identified with these systems include:
instantiation services that are not suited to parallel processing; duplication of services
between the parallelism management environment and the operating system; and poor
levels of transparency.
A high performance and transparent system capable of managing the execution
of SPMD parallel applications was synthesised and the specific services of process
instantiation, process mapping and process interaction detailed. The process
xvii
instantiation service designed here provides the capability to instantiate parallel
processes using either creation or duplication methods and also supports multiple and
group based instantiation which is specifically design for SPMD parallel processing.
The process mapping service provides the combination of process allocation and
dynamic load balancing to ensure the load of a COW remains balanced not only at the
time a parallel program is initialised but also during the execution of the program. The
process interaction service guarantees to maintain transparently process relationships,
communications and coordination services between parallel processes regardless of
their location within the COW. The combination of these services provides an original
architecture and organisation of a system that is capable of fully managing the
execution of SPMD parallel applications on a COW.
A logical design of a parallelism management system was developed derived
from the synthesised system and was shown that it should ideally be based on a
distributed operating system employing the client server model. The client/server
based distributed operating system provides the level of transparency, modularity and
flexibility necessary for a complete parallelism management system. The services
identified in the synthesised system have been mapped to a set of server processes
including: Process Instantiation Server providing advanced multiple and group based
process creation and duplication; Process Mapping Server combining load collection,
process allocation and dynamic load balancing services; and Process Interaction Server
providing transparent interprocess communication and coordination. A Process
Migration Server was also identified as vital to support both the instantiation and
mapping servers.
The RHODOS client/server and microkernel based distributed operating
system was selected to carry out research into the detailed design and to be used for the
implementation this parallelism management system. RHODOS was enhanced to
provide the required servers and resulted in the development of the REX Manager,
Global Scheduler and Process Migration Manager to provide the services of process
instantiation, mapping and migration, respectively. The process interaction services
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were already provided within RHODOS and only required some extensions to the
existing Process Manager and IPC Managers.
Through a variety of experiments it was shown that when this system was used
to support the execution of SPMD parallel applications the overall execution times
were improved, especially when multiple and group based instantiation services are
employed. The RHODOS PMS was also shown to greatly reduce the programming
burden experienced by users when writing SPMD parallel applications by providing a
small set of powerful primitives specially designed to support parallel processing. The
system was also shown to be applicable and has been used in a variety of other research
areas such as Distributed Shared Memory, Parallelising Compilers and assisting the
port of PVM to the RHODOS system.
The RHODOS Parallelism Management System (PMS) provides a unique and
creative solution to the problem of transparently and efficiently controlling the
execution of SPMD parallel applications on COWs. Combining advanced services
such as multiple and group based process creation and duplication; combined process
allocation and dynamic load balancing; and complete COW wide transparency
produces a totally new system that addresses many of the problems not addressed in
other systems.
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1Chapter 1 Introduction
A variety of problems exist in the areas of applied science, information systems and
engineering that require considerable computational resources to solve. They, until
recently, have only been available through parallel processing on supercomputers or
massively parallel processor systems. The level of computational resources found
within a Cluster of Workstations (COWs) has been increasing rapidly over recent
years; this fact combined with the excellent price to performance ratio of such systems
places parallel processing on COWs as a serious competitor to the traditional parallel
processing on supercomputers and massively parallel processor systems. To date, the
full potential of COWs as well as other parallel systems has not been fully utilised
because of poor application and system software. Though application parallelisation
and expressing parallelism have been extensively studied, parallelism management has
been neglected. In particular, parallel processing on COWs experiences unacceptable
low performance because of poor support from operating systems. In order to make a
COW an efficient platform for parallel processing, there is a need for a thorough study
into parallelism management, such that high performance from the execution of
parallel applications is achieved, utilisation of computational resources is improved
and users experience simpler programming environments.
1.1 Motivation
Parallelism can be achieved at a variety of levels, ranging from the instructional level
through to the program level. The level of parallelism is commonly referenced in terms
of the granularity of parallelism, instructional being fine grained and program being
coarse grained. Four models of parallelism exist [Flynn and Rudd 96]: Single
Instruction Single Data (SISD), Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD), Multiple
Instruction Single Data (MISD), and Multiple Instruction Multiple Data (MIMD). Out
of these four models of parallelism, only the SIMD and MIMD models have practical
applications and for which parallel architectures have been designed and built.
2Of these two models there exists, as presented in [Xu and Hwang 96], four
basic parallel architectures: Symmetric Multiprocessors (SMP), Massively Parallel
Processors (MPP), Distributed Shared Memory Multicomputer Systems (DSM), and
Clusters of Workstations (COWs). Alternatively, if parallelism is obtained at the
program level, instead of the instruction level, it is possible to obtain Single Program
Multiple Data (SPMD) and Multiple Program Multiple Data (MPMD) models of
parallelism which have a coarse granularity of parallelism [Goscinski 97]
Of these parallel architectures, COWs have considerable potential.
Workstations with their impressive (and increasing) computational capacities, are
prevalent throughout many organisations, companies and government offices. The
speed and capacity of commodity networks that connect COWs are also increasing at
rates faster than that of processors. These benefits combined with the attractive price to
performance ratio make COW based systems ideal for parallel processing, especially
coarse grained parallel processing. Based on these factors parallel processing on
COWs is gaining popularity.
1.1.1 Clusters of Workstations
The primary feature which makes COW based systems desirable as parallel
architectures are that they are composed of commodity based workstations and high
speed networks, a feature which reduces the cost of such systems. The overall price to
performance ratio is also an important feature. The amount of computational resources
located within COWs, which may be composed of hundreds to thousands of
workstations, is considerable. Clusters of Workstations can be categorised, based on
the number of users and how these users access the system, into two types: dedicated
and non-dedicated COWs. 
Dedicated COWs are sets of workstations which typically only have one user
executing parallel applications. The majority of workstations are used primarily as a
computational resource and thus have no need for monitors or keyboards, with only a
small number actually having these resources for users to access the COW. Non-
dedicated COWs are the more common form found, where sets of workstations in
3laboratories or offices are interconnected, each having a monitor and keyboard for user
input and output. Depending on the time of day, the number of users accessing
individual workstations within a COW may vary from no users, to all workstations
being used by all users. However, the average utilisation of these workstations is low
with many workstations (a wide range of figures have been quoted 14-18% [Nichols
87], 33% [Theimer et al. 85], 70% [Mutka and Linvy 87] and 65-80% [Douglis 90])
within the COW not being used to their full potential, enabling them to run parallel
applications. Non-dedicated COWs allow workstations to be shared among many
parallel applications without conflicting with interactive user tasks.
A number of problems exist with COWs which greatly impact on the
performance of processing parallel applications. The main problem is their
susceptibility to severe load imbalances, which may lead to the degradation of
performance in user applications. Parallel applications tend to amplify this problem
due to the large number of processes used in such applications. This problem is
compounded when multiple users execute many parallel applications simultaneously.
Load imbalances occur when some workstations within the COW are heavily loaded,
whilst other are idle or lightly loaded.
Another problem area lies with the level of control, or autonomy, that a user
has, or would like to have, over their own workstation. In non-dedicated COWs, users
may observe the processes of other users executing on their workstation, leading to the
owner experiencing poor interaction performance. Parallel processing on non-
dedicated COWs could have a considerable influence on the level of autonomy users
experience of their workstations. When managing this parallelism, this influence needs
to be considered.
The final problem of COWs, which affects parallelism management, relates to
the distribution of resources. Parallel processes executing on a COW may access
resources (computational, storage or peripheral) on local and/or remote workstations,
or may be executing in parallel on many workstations. The access to these distributed
resources should be transparent to the user and the application developer. When
programming parallel applications the user (programmer) should not need to be
4concerned with the location of resources used by the applications. This should be the
responsibility of the parallel management system.
1.1.2 Factors Affecting Parallel Processing
Parallel processing is affected by two major and distinct factors, which could be
represented in time when solving a problem in parallel [Goscinski 97]. Firstly, the units
of parallelism within an application need to be identified and that parallelism
represented in an form that is capable of being executed within the COW. The current
research and development mainly concentrates on this factor. The second factor, which
is as important as the first, relates to the execution and management of the parallel units
on the COW.
Figure 1.1  Parallel Processing Stages (Timeline)
These factors, represented as two phases over time, are shown in Figure 1.1.
Within the first phase, the identification of units of parallelism within an application is
not a simple task and is generally left up to the programmer to perform. Limited
support can be obtained from parallel programming languages, as they can offer higher
levels of abstraction which make the development of parallel applications easier.
Parallel languages also offer good levels of readability and portability. The main
disadvantage of parallel languages relates to the large number of languages that are
available which are generally difficult to use. Furthermore, users are reluctant to learn
new programming languages as their primary objective lies with the development of
the parallel applications. 
Parallel compilers can also support the identification of parallel units within an
application. Although being the focus of considerable research for many years,
parallelising compilers are limited in the parallelism they can detect [Wolfe 96].
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5Parallelising compilers are able to convert traditional sequential programs, written in
languages familiar to the programmer, into code that has some parallelism identified
and represented. The use of parallel compilers relieves the programmer from the
tedious and time consuming task of manual parallelisation and communication.
Limited as these tools are, as the technology matures greater degrees of parallelism will
be able to be extracted.
Parallel programming tools and environments, such as PVM, MPI and p4, are
useful for assisting the user to represent parallelism, as they present to the users a
consistent interface of the underlying COW hardware. Although, since these tools and
environments are implemented at the library and server level, applications using these
tools suffer from increased overheads, leading to a degradation in performance. These
tools also differ in the level of support they provide the programmer; some
implementations provide support for communication, synchronisation and execution of
processes, while others only support a subset of these.
Once the units of parallelism (or processes) within a program have been
identified, these units need to be instantiated and executed on the COW. To achieve this
the units need to be represented, or expressed, in a form that the operating system can
support. Representation of parallelism involves using the system calls and service
features for process invocation, inter process communication and process coordination;
which are provided by the operating system on which the parallel applications are
executing.
The second factor influencing parallel processing, shown in the second phase
of Figure 1.1, involves the management and control of the executing parallel units
[Goscinski 97]. It is the management of parallelism, not the identification or
representation of parallelism, which forms the primary focus of this research. The
primary expectation of the users are that their parallel applications perform as quickly
and efficiently as possible and that they are relieved from manual management of
parallelism.
61.1.3 Problems of Parallelism Management
When managing parallelism on a Cluster of Workstations a number of problems arise
which need to be considered, these include:
• Process Instantiation — although necessary in all parallel processing
systems, to obtain the performance levels needed for improved
performance, efficient methods of both process creation and duplication
are required.
• Mapping of processes to workstations — how should processes be
allocated to workstations and once allocated should those mappings
remain static or should the processes be allowed to move. More generally,
how should the computational resources of a COW be managed.
• Managing communication between processes — how should
communication between processes that may exist on the same workstation
or on remote workstations (or even be moved between workstations) be
managed? Parallel processes need to communicate effectively not only
with other processes within the parallel application but may also need to
communicate with server processes.
• Coordination of execution — the distributed nature of parallel processing
on COWs causes problems when at certain points throughout their
execution, parallel units need to coordinate with other members of the
parallel application, before continuing. It is possible for related processes
to be on different workstations or even be moved between workstations.
Under these circumstances, how should the relationships and coordination
between the parallel processes be maintained?
1.1.4 Current Research Results
Very few solutions or proposals have been made which address the management of
parallelism on COWs, with the majority of implementations providing only partial
solutions. A common approach taken to deal with the management of parallelism issue
is through the development of an environment or tool based upon an operating system
(e.g., Unix). The environment is usually composed of a set of server processes and
7library functions that provide the extra functionality required to manage parallelism.
Examples of the environment based approach include PVM [Geist et al. 94], [Beguelin
et al. 94] and MPI-2 [MPI 94], [MPI 97]. Such implementations are inefficient due to
the fact that they provide the process management, transparency and communication
services through libraries and server processes, not provided within the operating
system. Other services may in fact be duplicated due to the environments attempting to
provide a consistent interface to the applications, for example, PVM provides global
naming of processes, whereas the underlying operating system provides local naming.
These problems have been demonstrated in work done by [Rough and Goscinski 97] in
examining the results of running PVM on a distributed operating system.
Only two implementations for the management of parallelism which take
advantage of the underlying operating system have been proposed. The first is the
NOW system from Berkeley [Anderson et al. 95] built as a user-level runtime
environment on an existing operating system, that being the Solaris operating system
from Sun Microsystems. The second is the MOSIX system [Barak and La’adan 98],
[Barak et al. 96] which is based on extensions to the BSD operating system and also
uses the services of the PVM environment. The NOW system differs from the MOSIX
system in the fact that NOW is built on top of the operating system as a set of servers
and libraries, rather than additions and alterations to the kernel code itself. Although,
NOW does have a limited number of enhancements to the classical elements of an
operating system services that support network of workstations model. These elements
within the kernel have been enhanced through user definable kernel modules and
affected the file systems, scheduling and network access. 
The MOSIX and NOW systems differ from parallel tools and environments in
that they do not need the applications to be modified or re-compiled with special
libraries for them to take advantage of the parallel management functions they provide.
The NOW system, due to the fact that it is predominantly built at the library/server
level, therefore aligns closer to the environment based approach, as with PVM and
MPI. The MOSIX system is left as the only system that provides management of
parallelism within the operating system itself.
81.2 Research Aims
Presently available implementations of COWs are not being utilised to their full
potential, especially when executing parallel applications. Current attempts to manage
parallel applications on COWs have generally followed either the parallel execution
environment approach or as enhancements to network operating systems. To efficiently
and transparently manage parallelism within the COW environment requires enhanced
methods of process instantiation, mapping of parallel process to workstations,
maintenance of process relationships, process communication facilities, and process
coordination mechanisms. Both the approaches introduced do not provide complete or
satisfactory solutions which satisfy all of these requirements. Therefore for efficient
parallelism management for COWs, these approaches are unsuitable.
A system that is required to efficiently and effectively manage parallel
applications within a COW should provide transparently, complete levels of process
instantiation, mapping, relationship, communication, and coordination services.
Broadly, these can be categorised into global resource management services (including
both static and dynamic load balancing mechanisms) and execution support services.
The aim of this research is to synthesise, design, develop and test a system
capable of managing parallelism, efficiently and transparently, on a cluster of
workstations. This system should relieve the programmer from the involvement into
parallelism management in order to allow them to concentrate on application
programming. It is also the aim of this research to show that such a system, to attain
these objectives, is best achieved by exploiting the services of a client/server and
microkernel based distributed operating system.
To achieve these aims a number of tasks need to be completed, including:
1) The identification of the features required to support the management of
parallel processing on COWs through the analysis and critique of related
systems and work.
92) The synthesis and logical design of a general system that possesses the
identified features necessary to support the management of parallel
processing on COWs.
3) The development of, in the RHODOS distributed operating system
environment, a system capable of managing parallelism on COWs. This
system should provide:
— efficient methods of instantiating processes on workstations within a
COW that are specifically designed with objective of supporting
parallel processing;
— automatic mapping parallel processes to workstations both at the start
of their execution and over the lifetime of the parallel application;
— the ability to maintain communication between processes,
transparent to the location of the processes whilst supporting direct
and group based communication; and
— support for the coordination of execution. Parallel processes should
be able to coordinate with other processes of their parallel application
at given points of their execution for data distribution and
consistency. This requires the maintenance of process relationships
(parent/child) over the entire COW.
4) The testing of an implemented system based on the physical design
presented in Task 3. Performance results should be obtained for both the
primary components of the system, including the various process
instantiation methods developed, as well as the overall performance of a
set of common parallel applications managed by the RHODOS
parallelism management system.
1.3 Research Methods
To achieve the aims presented in Section 1.2 the research methods of experimental
computer science [Snyder 95], [Plaice 95] have been employed. The benefits of
employing experimentation in computer science have been well documented [Tichy
98]. The management of parallelism on COWs involves the study of a number of
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complex and time-varying factors that would be very difficult to analyse theoretically.
An important aspect of this work is to demonstrate that the dynamic nature of COWs
can be harnessed to support the management of parallelism.
The design and implementation issues of a system capable of managing
parallel processing on COWs have been carried out to demonstrate the feasibility and
to act as a “proof-of-concept” [Snyder 95] of the aims given. The implementation and
testing of the system also acts as a “proof-of-performance” [Snyder 95], indicating that
a system based on a distributed operating system provides a level of performance that
is equal, if not better, than with comparable systems. Performance is best shown using
experimentation, where “Experiments probe the influence of assumptions, eliminate
alternative explanations of phenomena, and unearth new phenomena in need of
explanation” [Tichy 98]. A number of software artifacts have been developed and
represent a core product of this work. These software artifacts exist in the form of
modules added to a distributed operating system to support the management of
parallelism, as well as common parallel applications which are used to provide
performance data and demonstrate the feasibility of managing parallelism on COWs.
1.4 Contents of Thesis
The contents of this thesis are structured as follows. Chapter 2 describes the basic
concepts and issues for parallel processing which form the foundations for this work. A
review of work related to the management of parallel processing on COWs are
presented. The issues related to the management of parallel processing and the current
methods used to address them are introduced. A number of related systems are also
presented, including: the Berkeley NOW Project and the MOSIX system from the
Hebrew University of Jerusalem.
Chapter 3 presents the synthesis of a system that is capable of managing
parallel processing on COWs. A SPMD based parallel processing model is provided to
form a foundation and definition of terms used in the synthesis. Also presented in
Chapter 3 are the features of COWs that promote parallel processing, as well as the
problems encountered by a parallelism management system. The requirements of a
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system to manage parallelism on COWs are also provided. The major design issues
presented in this chapter are: process instantiation — including traditional single
process creation and advanced multiple and group based creation and duplication
services; process mapping — including load collection, process allocation and
dynamic load balancing; location and communication transparency; and computation
coordination. Finally, the overall architecture in the form of a logical design of a
parallelism management system that is constructed on a client/server and microkernel
based distributed operating system is proposed and justified. The services identified in
the synthesised system are mapped to a set of server processes: Process Instantiation,
Process Mapping and Process Interaction servers, with an additional Process Migration
server supporting the instantiation and mapping servers.
The RHODOS distributed operating system is introduced and detailed, as a
platform for the development of a parallelism management system, in Chapter 4.
Furthermore, the features that have been added and enhanced to support the
management of parallel processing on COWs are presented. Using the issues identified
in Chapter 3, the features of RHODOS which are suitable for achieving our aim are
highlighted. Chapter 4 demonstrates the feasibility of the logical design and the
benefits of implementing parallelism management within the RHODOS client/server
and microkernel based distributed operating system. The enhancements made to
RHODOS in the form of additional servers such as the REX Manager, Global
Scheduler and Process Migration Manager; and extensions to existing servers such as
the Process Manager and IPC Manager, are also presented in this chapter. The final
implemented system is shown to produce an original result, the RHODOS Parallelism
Management System. Finally, Chapter 4 details the unique process instantiation
services that are provided within the RHODOS Parallelism Management System to
improve the performance of parallel processing on COWs.
Chapter 5 introduces the experiments carried out, detailing the testing
environment, the applications used and the performance results obtained. The
performance of the key individual services, such as the single, multiple and group
based process creation and duplication methods; local and remote interprocess
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communication services; and the process allocation and dynamic load balancing
services (provided by the RHODOS parallelism management system) are presented in
this chapter. Overall execution times of both a generic SPMD parallel program and a
set of mathematical and search based SPMD parallel applications, managed by the full
services of the RHODOS Parallelism Management System are shown. The results
obtained from the set of parallel application programs are compared with the results
obtained for the equivalent programs supported by the PVM environment as well as
those supported by DSM mechanisms and shown to provide a marked performance
improvement. The final section of Chapter 5 describes a variety of diverse research
areas that have, with great ease, employed the services of the RHODOS parallelism
management system. These research areas include the RHODOS Distributed Shared
Memory System, the RHODOS Parallelising Compiler project and the port of the PVM
programming environment to RHODOS.
In the final chapter a summary of the major results and achievements obtained
from this research are presented. A conclusion is also made stating that the aims of this
research have been achieved. The directions that this work will take in the future are
also presented.
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Chapter 2 Parallel Processing Issues 
and Related Work
2.1 Introduction
Parallel processing on clusters of workstations, as presented in Section 1.1.2 covers
two major areas: the parallelisation of a given application program; and the
management of that parallelism during execution of a parallel program on a COW. A
variety of facilities exist to assist the user in the parallelisation of a program, but only
very few systems exist that provide basic facilities to support the management of this
parallelism. In general this support is poor and parallelism management is the
responsibility of the programmer/user.
The goal of this chapter is to present the current approaches to the management
of parallelism on COWs and to highlight the features of the available systems. This
chapter is structured as follows. The first section discusses the current parallelisation
approaches and environments. Although the primary focus of this thesis is that of
parallelism management, the issues related to the parallelisation of a program are
presented to form a basis to indicate the lack or inadequacy of parallelism management
facilities within the parallelisation environments. The second section identifies the
approaches taken by parallelisation environments related to parallelism management.
The third section details the only two existing systems, NOW and MOSIX, that attempt
to address the problems associated with parallelism management. This chapter is
concluded with a summary of the shortcomings with the current approaches when
attempting to manage parallelism efficiently on COWs.
2.2 Program Parallelisation
The overall efficiency and effectiveness of parallelism management on a COW is
directly influenced by the outcome of program parallelisation, in particular by the
selected units of parallelism within a parallel program, the interaction between the
parallel units in the form of communication and coordination, and the representation of
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this parallelism. This section introduces the issues and example systems related to the
identification and representation of parallelism.
2.2.1 Parallelisation Issues
The parallelisation of a program involves the identification of the available parallelism
and the representation of that parallelism in an executable form. A range of methods
exist for the identification and representation of parallelism within a program,
including:
• Manual Parallelisation — the programmer is solely responsible for the
identification of units of parallelism and their synchronisation. Parallel
languages and parallelisation packages are used by the programmer for
these purposes.
• Semi-automatic Parallelisation — coordinated effort between the user and
parallelising compiler resulting in the identification of parallelism within
a program.
• Automatic Parallelisation — a parallelising compiler is solely responsible
for the identification and representation of parallelism within a program.
A comprehensive survey and review of three parallelisation methods was
presented in [Goscinski 97] and [Goscinski 98]. The following paragraphs highlight
those languages, packages and systems from Goscinski’s work that relate to the
parallelisation of programs for execution on COWs.
2.2.2 Manual Parallelisation
Manual parallelisation of a program requires the user (programmer) to have input into
the identification and representation of a parallelism within a program. Manual
parallelisation involves identification and representation support being provided by
either a parallel language or parallelisation package.
Parallel languages such as Emerald [Black et al. 86], Linda [Carriero and
Gelernter 88], [Carriero and Gelernter 89] and Orca [Bal et al. 90], provide higher
levels of abstraction which reduce the programmers burden whilst increasing the level
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of readability and portability for parallel programs [Goscinski 97]. Parallel languages
are generally difficult to use, restrict programs to particular parallelism models which
may not be suitable for the program being developed and force programmers to learn a
new language.
Parallel packages such as PVM [Geist et al. 94] and [Beguelin et al. 94], p4
[Butler and Lusk 93] and MPI [MPI 94], [MPI 97], although do not assist in the
identification of parallelism (this is left to the programmer), they do support the
representation of parallelism through a number of specialised primitives for execution,
communication and coordination of the parallel processes. Current parallel packages
are predominantly communication oriented and rely heavily on the input/direction
from the user.
2.2.3 Semi-Automatic Parallelisation
Semi-automatic methods of parallelisation require the cooperation between the
programmer and a parallelising compiler. In such methods, the programmer is required
to indicate areas within the program that are potentially parallelisable. The compiler
uses this information to extract and represent the parallelism. ParaScope [Cooper et al.
93] is such a system that combines a compilation system, editor and debugging system
to form an integrated parallelising environment. The user is supported by these
components in the parallelisation of a program, visualisation of parallelism and
program transformations to aide in the identification of parallelism.
2.2.4 Automatic Parallelisation
Fully automatic parallelisation methods involve parallelising compilers that convert
standard sequential programs into parallel programs. The advantages of parallelising
compilers such as Paradigm [Banerjee et al. 95], SUIF [Hall et al. 96], and the
RHODOS Parallelising Compiler [Evans and Goscinski 97], [McAvaney and
Goscinski 98], are that the users can develop programs in the languages they are
familiar with, in a standard sequential fashion and the compiler is able to detect and
extract the parallelism that is contained within it. Using automatic methods relieves
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users form the time consuming and error prone process of parallelisation but
parallelising compilers for COWs are only just beginning to mature [Goscinski 98].
2.2.5 Related Systems
The parallelisation environments presented in this section include: Linda, Orca, PVM,
p4, MPI, Parascope, Paralex and the RHODOS Parallelising Compiler. The
parallelisation features of these environments will now be detailed.
Linda
Linda [Carriero and Gelernter 88] is a parallel programming extension currently
implemented for the C and Fortran languages. It has been developed at Yale University,
Connecticut, as a language to relieve the programmer from having to think in terms of
concurrency. Linda achieves concurrency through the use of tuple spaces, which are
accessed through a logical naming system based on a selection of its variables. Tuples
are generated by processes and placed into the tuple space, where other processes can
retrieve them, thus enabling communication. Parallelism is a achieved by multiple
processes retrieving tuples from the tuple space and performing work on that data,
based on a distributed data structure model.
Orca
Orca [Bal et al. 92] provides a new parallelism model by providing a parallel
programming language designed specifically for COWs. Developed in the Vrije
Universiteit, Amsterdam, Orca is based on a shared data model where abstract data
structures are replicated throughout the COW and accessible by Orca processes. These
shared data items allow communication between processes and support parallelism.
Data copies are updated by an Orca runtime system that appears similar to the
distributed shared memory model.
Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM)
The Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) project [Beguelin et al. 94], [Geist et al. 94] is a
joint research project between Emory University, Atlanta, Oak Ridge National
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Laboratories, Tennessee, and the University of Tennessee, Tennessee. PVM is
primarily a message passing system which can be used to combine the resources of a
heterogeneous network of workstations for the execution of parallel programs. The
PVM system is built on top of existing operating systems through the use of server
processes (PVM daemon processes) and specialised libraries. PVM provides a set of
primitives for the execution, communication and coordination of processes, or tasks,
within the virtual environment it supports. The current, publicly available version,
PVM 3.4 supports the definition of a virtual machine which is specified by the user.
Workstations can be added to, or deleted from the virtual machine by the user, but only
one program and user can execute on this virtual machine. 
p4
Developed at Argonne National Laboratories, Illinois, p4 [Butler and Lusk 93] was
designed to support the representation of parallelism, in a simple and portable manner.
p4 is a library of C and Fortran based macros and subroutines that support both the
shared memory and distributed memory programming models. Parallel p4 processes
can be created statically and dynamically, supported by two forms of communication:
shared memory and message passing. However, message passing is not available to
dynamically created processes.
Message Passing Interface (MPI)
Message Passing Interface (MPI) is a standard that was developed to provide a
coordinated direction in the variety of message passing applications, tools and
environments that have been developed. The MPI standard is a product of a consortium
of computer vendors, research institution, government laboratories and related
industries [MPI 94]. The standard defines the syntax and semantics of an extremely
rich message passing based communication suite for arbitrary parallel platforms
ranging from MPP based systems to clustered and networked based systems.
The first version, MPI-1, defined a set of single and collective group
communication primitives [Dongarra et al. 96]. The intention of this standard was that
computer vendors will provide implementations of these communication services
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following the MPI standard with existing and new computer systems developed. The
second version of the standard, MPI-2 [MPI 97], provides extensions and definitions
for process management.
ParaScope
Parascope (Parallel Shared Computational Prototyping Environment) [Cooper et al.
93] is a research project of the Center for Research on Parallel Computation, which is a
consortium of University and research laboratories throughout the United States.
Parascope is a suite of tools that support the development of parallel programs.
Originally developed to support the programming of parallel loops within Fortran
language, the current version uses inter-procedural analysis and optimisations in the
form of a compiler to detect conflicting memory accesses between parallel processes.
An intelligent editor is also part of the suite to support the user in developing parallel
fortran programs by providing them with information on data access and sharing. A
debugging tool is also available.
Paralex
Paralex [Davoli, et al. 96] is a complete parallel application programming environment
with run-time support features that was designed and developed at the University of
Bologna, Italy. Through a simple to use graphical interface it allows the programmer to
define, edit, execute and debug parallel applications. Paralex automatically generates
code for distributing computation; and process replication that supports fault tolerance
and run-time based dynamic load balancing. The use of an extensive graphical
interface in the Paralex system simplifies the programming of parallel applications by
isolating the programmer from the distribution, fault tolerance and heterogeneity
complexities of distributed systems.
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RHODOS Parallelising Compiler
The RHODOS parallelising compiler [Evans and Goscinski 97], [McAvaney and
Goscinski 98] is being developed in Deakin University, Geelong. The RHODOS
compiler was specifically designed for identifying and representing coarse grained
parallelism for execution on COWs. This compiler transforms a sequential Pascal
program into data and functional based parallel program. The compiler relies on the
RHODOS distributed operating system for the spawning and placement of the parallel
processes identified within the program, as well as the provision of mechanisms to
support the synchronisation of the parallel processes.
2.3 Parallelism Management
Although clusters of workstations have a number of features that make them desirable
architectures for parallel execution, there are a number of specific features that make
the management of parallelism difficult. To analyse the available parallelism
management approaches it is desirable to classify them. It is proposed here that a
taxonomy of parallelism management approaches be divided into support
environments or systems developed at the user level and systems developed within an
operating system. The taxonomy of parallel management systems is illustrated in
Figure 2.1. 
Figure 2.1  Taxonomy of Parallelism Management Approaches
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User level based support environments are built on top of an existing operating
systems through the specialised server processes and libraries that provide some
parallelism management services. The special libraries contain sets of macros and
routines that are linked to the program when it is compiled. The server processes
provide runtime services which the program accesses through interprocess
communication facilities. Examples include the PVM library and PVM daemon
process.
The second approach presented in this taxonomy is where parallelism
management services are provided as integral components of the operating system.
This approach is distinct to the user level systems which do not closely integrated with
the operating system. Parallelism management services built at the operating system
level are implemented as extensions to the functionality of the operating system. Two
varieties of operating systems currently exist: networked operating systems such as the
NOW project; and distributed operating systems such as the MOSIX system.
Parallelism management services provided at the user level are written using
the standard interfaces provided by the underlying operating system to any normal user
process and are therefore portable to workstations of different architectures [Beguelin
et al. 94]. User level systems are simple to implement since the interface to the
underlying operating system are well defined and the many existing development and
debugging tools can be used to aide in their programming. The primary disadvantages
of user level parallelism management systems are that they lack the functionality
required for complete management systems since they are restricted by the level and
range of services offered by the operating systems on which they are built. This also
causes such systems to be inflexible in their structure and provision of services, due to
their reliance on the operating system. User level systems have to operate
independently to the operating systems since they are separate entities. This separation
causes user level based systems to have higher overheads and often require the
duplication of services already provided with the operating system.
Parallelism management systems developed within an operating system
generally provide higher performance due to the reduction in overheads. Such systems
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also provide greater levels of flexibility and functionality as the parallelism
management services are extensions to the internals of the operating system.
Unfortunately, due to the complexity of existing operating systems extending and
adding services to support parallelism management has been shown to be a difficult
goal to achieve [Ghormley et al. 97].
Very little work has been performed in the area of parallelism management on
COWs. Of the work that has been performed, research efforts have concentrated on
providing support at the user level. The following section detail the current research
attempts to address parallelism management on COWs and is divided into user and
operating system based approaches. The primary features, advantages and
disadvantages of these environments are presented.
2.4 Systems Supporting Parallelism Management
Only a small number of environments exist that attempt to address the problem of
parallelism management. The environments that are detailed here include those
developed at the user level (PVM and MPI); and those developed within an operating
system (NOW and MOSIX). These environments are examined from the following
aspects: the design objectives; the structure and components; specific parallelism
management support; and, identified problems.
Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM)
PVM forms the first serious attempt to address parallelism management although this
environment provides little support for the user. PVM supports the dynamic spawning
and killing of tasks, as well as a rich set of communication primitives for single and
collective style communication. The instantiation of processes is supported by initial
placement but the default scheduling is that of simple round-robin selection and can be
over-ridden by the user. More complicated scheduling can be provided either through
third party support or written by the user. Process communication is transparent, and
coordination between parallel processes is provided through barrier primitives.
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PVM does not provide dynamic load balancing nor does it have a process
migration facility. Research has been carried into extending PVM to support these
services and include: MPVM (Migratable PVM) and UPVM (User PVM) [Otto 94] but
are limited in the level of transparency they provide. The next generation of PVM,
HARNESS [Dongarra et al. 98], will support multiple virtual environments that can
dynamically combine, separate and interact with other virtual environments. The focus
of HARNESS is to provide a system that is extremely modular with ‘pluggable’
components that can be added and removed as required.
Message Passing Interface (MPI)
MPI details the syntax and semantics for a range of primitives for dynamic creation
and termination of parallel processes. The standards presented do not limit the
implementation of initial placement or dynamic load balancing services, but these
remain the responsibility of the user, the hardware vendor or third party to implement.
The Berkeley NOW Project
The Network of Workstations (NOW) project was developed at the Computer Science
Division of the University of California, Berkeley [Anderson et al. 95]. The NOW
system consists of one hundred and five Sun Ultra 170 commodity workstations
connected by a Myricom high speed network. Each workstation operates a full version
of Solaris, the Unix operating system provided by Sun Microsystems which has been
extended with the support of a global operating system layer (GLUnix) to provide
network wide process, file and virtual memory management [Ghormley et al. 97]. The
services of the current GLUnix version have been built at the user level through the
support of a master process, daemon processes and GLUnix libraries. The limitations
of running the system in user mode were identified in [Ghormley et al. 97], and relate
to the loss of transparency introduced when executing processes remotely. To remove
this problem, it is intended that future versions of GLUnix take advantage of the
dynamically loaded kernel modules associated with process management, memory
management, scheduling and I/O services, such that processes are provided with a
complete, transparent and global view of the network of workstations.
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The NOW system provides support for parallel execution in the form of semi-
transparent remote execution, barriers, co-scheduling and an implementation of the
MPI standard based on Active Messages [Culler et al. 97]. The NOW system supports
the creation of multiple copies of the same process on the N least loaded workstations,
following intelligent job placement strategies, but is unable to properly handle all of
the UNIX input and output semantics required by the process. Load balancing and
process migration were identified as desirable requirements for the system but were not
implemented. The reason that complete transparency and services such as process
migration were not implemented was that the NOW system (GLUnix) was developed
at the user-level and such features were identified as only implementable at the kernel
level.
The MOSIX System
The MOSIX system was designed and developed in the Institute of Computer Science
within the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. MOSIX [Barak and La’adan 98] is the
product of a set of enhancements to the kernel of the BSD operating system allowing
processes to efficiently and transparently share the resources of set of workstations
connected by high speed local area networks (both commodity and custom). MOSIX
currently runs on two computer cluster, a 16 Pentium workstations (PCs) and 32
Pentium-Pro workstations; connected by fast ethernet and myrinet networks,
respectively.
The MOSIX system supports a number of advanced features, including:
probabilistic based information dissemination; preemptive process migration; dynamic
load balancing; memory ushering; efficient kernel communication; decentralised
control; and scalability. Parallel processing on MOSIX [Barak et al. 96] can be
achieved by simply creating a set of processes and having the dynamic load balancing
component balance the load of the workstations by employing the preemptive process
migration service. PVM has been used to provide extra parallelism management
services and to provide a process allocation mechanisms. Experiments reported in
[Barak and La’adan 98] show that the performance of PVM applications on average
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achieve slow-downs of 35-75% when compared to the execution of the same
application supported by the MOSIX dynamic load balancing facility.
MOSIX is the only system that provides parallelism management features
within an existing operating system and has demonstrated that such features can
provide improved levels of performance and transparency. A number of problems exist
with the MOSIX system from the parallel processing point of view. Firstly, dynamic
load balancing is provided but PVM is relied upon to perform the initial placement of
process. As presented above, the default in PVM is based upon round robin scheduling.
This appears to ignore the powerful load collection and balancing components that
already exist in MOSIX, such that in invalid initial placement operating by PVM needs
to be rectified by the dynamic load balancing component. Secondly, although
communication is transparent, all remote communication must be handled through the
home (or originating) workstation, causing a bottleneck of communication once a
process is migrated away to another workstation.
2.5 Summary
Once parallelism has been identified and represented in a program, units of parallelism
must be efficiently managed to ensure that high performance is provided. Only a small
number of systems exist that attempt to address the management of parallel programs
executed on COWs. The approaches used can be divided into those that are
implemented at the user level and those that are implemented within an operating
system. The user level approaches examined in this chapter included PVM and MPI,
while the operating system approaches included NOW and MOSIX. Each of these
approaches was shown to be unable to fully and transparently manage parallelism on
COWs.
The PVM environment was shown to provide minimal support for the
management of parallelism, providing only single process creation services and simple
round-robin based initial placement algorithms. A number of attempts to implement
process migration and dynamic load balancing have been made but these have
provided limited success, with restrictions in transparency. The second user level
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approach investigated was that of the MPI standard. This standard defines an extensive
suite of transparent communication and process management services for processes
executing on arbitrary parallel architectures (including COWs). The MPI standard
focuses only on the syntax and semantics of such services and relies upon the hardware
vendors to implement.
The NOW and MOSIX systems were presented as environments built as
extensions to an existing operating system. The NOW project built as an extension to
the Solaris networked operating system also only provides single process creation
based services and initial placement algorithms. The creation services provided by
NOW do not support complete transparency due to the limitations imposed by the
underlying networked operating system.
The MOSIX system showed that an existing networked operating system
could be extended to provide a fully distributed operating system capable of harnessing
transparently the resources of a COW for parallel processing. Of all the systems
investigated in this chapter, the MOSIX system provides the highest level of support
for the management of parallelism on COWs. Support in the form of process creation,
initial placement, process migration and dynamic load balancing are provided to assist
in the management of parallelism. However, a number of problems exist: initial
placement is provided by an implementation of PVM and thus is separate from the
dynamic load balancing facility; and communication of migrated processes must be
performed through the home (origin) workstation, thus creating a potential
communications bottleneck.
Out of the user level and operating system based approaches that were
examined, only the latter attempt to address the problem of parallelism management
with a satisfactory level of transparency and efficiency. Moreover, only the MOSIX
system, which provides parallelism management within a distributed operating system,
was shown to provide desirable outcomes in terms of parallelism management. In
general the following points can be made as a summary of the systems investigated:
• Parallelism management services provided as extensions to an operating
system, more precisely a distributed operating system, are better suited to
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the efficient management of parallelism on COWs. This approach
involves enhancing and adding services within the operating system itself
rather than duplicating services at the user level.
• All systems presented only support instantiation of parallel processes
based on process creation, where process duplication is ignored.
• Multiple process creation is provided to the user in each of the
environments investigated. The actual implmentation is based upon
multiple single process creation calls, rather than as a single multiple
process creation.
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Chapter 3 The Synthesis of a 
Parallelism Management 
System for COWs
3.1 Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to present the synthesis of a system that is capable of
managing SPMD based parallelism on COWs such that users experience: high
performance from their parallel programs and simplified programming environments.
Two basic approaches to the management of parallelism on COWs were
presented in Chapter 2: management support included in parallelising tools such as
PVM and MPI; and management support provided by the addition of features to
network and distributed operating systems, as with the NOW and MOSIX systems,
respectively. Both approaches were shown not to be able to fully and transparently
manage parallelism on COWs. In general, parallelism management has been neglected;
the work mainly concentrates till now on finding and expressing parallelism.
To report on research into the synthesis of a parallelism management system,
this chapter is organised as follows. Section 3.2 presents the primary issues which
define the scope of parallelism management on COWs, including the features of the
SPMD parallel programming model, COWs, and problems faced when executing
SPMD parallel programs on COWs. Section 3.4 presents the synthesis of a system that
supports parallelism management, the scope of which is presented in Section 3.2. The
logical design of a system, based on the components identified in the parallelism
management synthesis, are presented and detailed in Section 3.5. The final section
summarises the main results presented in this chapter.
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3.2 Basic Issues of Parallelism Management on 
COWs
In order to synthesise a complete system for parallelism management on COWs it is
necessary to identify the key components of such a system and their interaction. For
this purpose it is necessary to study the issues which define the scope of parallelism
management on COWs. These issues are as follows: parallel programs, in particular
those based on the SPMD model; specific features of COWs that support SPMD based
parallel processing; and execution for parallel programs on COWs. The study of these
issues allows the identification of both the requirements of parallelism management
and the components of a parallelism management system.
3.2.1 SPMD Based Parallel Programs
Parallel programs, as indicated in Section 1.1.2 of Chapter 1, can be generated by three
general methods. Firstly, the programmer may choose to develop their entire program
by hand with the support of a parallelising tool or parallel language. Secondly, the
programmer may work cooperatively with parallelising compilers to generate parallel
programs. Thirdly, the programmer may wish to convert a traditional sequential
programs into parallel programs through the employment of parallelising compiler. All
three methods allow the identification and representation of parallel programs such that
they can be executed on a parallel computer system. 
At the program granularity level, two models of parallelism exist, the Single
Program, Multiple Data (SPMD); and Multiple Program, Multiple Data (MPMD)
models. Of the SPMD and MPMD models, the SPMD is addressed more commonly
and is the focus of this research. The SPMD model of parallelism, or data parallelism
[Bacon 93], is achieved by executing the same parallel unit, part of a program or even
the whole program, on different portions of the problem data.
In general, a SPMD based parallel program is distinguished from an MPMD
based parallel program in that with the SPMD model there is no memory sharing
(interaction) between the parallel units during the parallel execution stage. Although, it
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may be necessary for the parallel units to exchange boundary data with their
neighbouring parallel unit, this does not constitute a sharing of memory and can be
classified as part of the data partitioning.
The code listed in Figure 3.1 presents a generic SPMD based parallel program
with a set of general parallelism primitives used to partition the data, create units of
parallelism, coordinate execution, mark the beginning of a section of parallel code and
mark the end of a section of parallel code. This generalised code would form the output
generated from the parallelisation of a program. Based on the work by [Goscinski 98],
the primitives presented here include: pardata, parinit, parbegin and parend; respectively.
Out of these primitives the parinit and the parallelism bounds parbegin and parend
involve the management of parallelism, since these are the primitives that relate to the
initialisation of a computation and virtual execution environment, execution,
coordination and termination of units a of parallelism.
Figure 3.1  Generic SPMD Parallel Program Code
The problem data in a SPMD program is partitioned into n separate and non-
overlapping data units. In the generic SPMD program presented in Figure 3.1 this is
performed by the pardata primitive. The data units are then distributed to each of the
parallel units through the parinit primitive.
main()
{
… // Parent process may execute a
… // sequential component
pardata: Di, i=1..n, Di ∩ Dj=0 // Partition the data
parunit: spmd_program // Name of the parallel unit
parinit( n, spmd_program, Di, i=1..n ) // Instantiate and execute the set
// of ‘n’ parallel units
parbegin:
spmd_program( D1 ) // Parallel units executing on
… // separate data partitions
spmd_program( Dn )
parend
…
}
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Figure 3.2 provides a graphical representation of the generic SPMD parallel
program code presented above. The code shown in this figure represents simple
parallelism where one unit of parallelism/program is executed on n pieces of data. Any
parallel program must begin with a segment of sequential code before entering the
parallel phase with n units of parallelism, marked by the parinit primitive. In this case
each parallel unit within the program operates on their allocated partition of the
problem data.
Figure 3.2  General SPMD Parallel Program Structure
The conclusion of the parallel phase of the program is marked by the parend
primitive. The final sequential code of the main program that exists after the parend
cannot continue until all of the parallel units have completed and their results returned.
The final sequential code is responsible for the final operation and presentation of the
programs results.
In this sub-section, a number of parallelism management research problems
related to the SPMD model of parallel processing have been identified. The problems
include: how parallel units should be created at the parinit stage; how to distribute the
problem data to each of the parallel units and to start their execution; and how should
par_end:
...
... /* Sequential Code */
parent_code()
... /* Sequential Code */
...
par_data: Di, i=1..n
par_init( n, Child_code, Di )
par_begin:
...
...
Child Code(D1)
...
...
...
...
Child Code(D2)
...
...
...
...
Child Code(Dn)
...
...
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coordination between the parallel units and the main program be performed such that
the parallel units can return the results of their execution. 
3.2.2 Clusters of Workstations
In this sub-section, a COW is studied from the parallel processing point of view. The
basic features of COWs are identified and the primary differences between dedicated
and non-dedicated COWs are highlighted. Also presented are the problems COWs
impose on the programs they execute.
COWs are generally constructed from sets of commodity based high-end
workstations (or PCs) interconnected by commodity or custom based high speed local
area networks (such as ATM, FDDI and Fast Ethernet; and Myranet respectively)
[Barak and La’adan 98] and [Goscinski 98]. The workstations are homogenous and
consist of high capacity single processor based systems with local cache and memory.
File services are primarily provided centrally on a dedicated file server and thus shared
by all workstations within the COW. Workstations may have local disks, but are
generally only for local processing and for the support of virtual memory. Network of
workstations (NOWs) are defined in [Barak and Braverman 97] to be sets of
heterogeneous workstations connected by high speed commodity or custom based high
speed networks. Homogenous based COWs connected by commodity based networks
are the focus of this research.
COWs can be divided into two groups, dedicated or non-dedicated. Dedicated
COWs are systems which do not support multiple users and generally only execute
non-interactive, batch based parallel program at time. If multiple parallel programs
must be executed, this must be performed in a batch fashion. Non-dedicated COWs
allow the workstations to be shared concurrently between many users [Goscinski 98].
Therefore, a non-dedicated COW supports the execution of many applications which
can be submitted by many users simultaneously, These applications may be sequential
or parallel, interactive or non-interactive. The configuration of COWs can be changed
dynamically, with new workstations being added to the COW or workstations being
removed from the COW for maintenance.
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The individual workstations within non-dedicated COWs are generally
allocated to individual users through which they interface and access the resources of
the COW (distributed over the entire cluster). Programs executed on non-dedicated
COWs can equally access the resources of the local workstation and the resources of a
remote workstation operated by another user. 
The computational load (or simply load) of a non-dedicated COW is directly
related to the amount of work being performed by each of the individual workstations.
The work being performed by an individual workstation is related to the number of
processes and their characteristics that are being executed at that point in time. The
load of individual workstations within a non-dedicated COW varies over a period of
time depending on the number of processes (both local and remote) being executed.
Figure 3.3  Workstation Performance vs. Load
A workstation is classified as being idle when no processes are being executed
on it, whilst an overloaded workstation is one that has many executing processes
causing a reduction in the overall performance of that workstation due to scheduling
and multitasking overheads, as depicted in Figure 3.3. Individual workstations
experience, over time, dramatic fluctuations in load, ranging from being heavily- or
over-loaded through to lightly loaded or even idle. These load fluctuations occur as
users log in and out and as different programs are executed.
Load imbalances exist when some workstations within the COW are
overloaded while others are lightly loaded or even idle [Goscinski 91]. A COW with an
evenly distributed load provides a better level of performance to all applications since
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the full potential of the COW is being accessed evenly. Load imbalances can also occur
when workstations are added or removed from the cluster, which can be performed
dynamically. A load balancing service is required to alleviate the problem of poor
performance caused by load imbalances.
The overheads experienced from the use of commodity and custom based
networks in COWs are considerable when compared with the high speed interconnects
and buses used in MPP based systems [Goscinski 98]. The computational units of the
workstations have a greater level of performance than that of the high speed networks
used to connect the workstations. Therefore the networks form the limiting factor when
choosing the level of granularity of a parallel program. Coarse grained parallel
programs that perform more computation than communication are therefore more
suited for execution on COWs, as the number of instructions executed compared with
the amount of data communicated (between workstations) is much higher than that of
fine grained parallelism.
Many multiprocessor systems with specific network topologies (such as MPP
systems) require the allocation of processes to processors to occur before execution can
take place. When the structure of a parallel program is known beforehand, then this
type of static scheduling can be performed. The scheduling requires information on
execution times, ordering, communication patterns and numbers of tasks that form the
parallel program. Examples of such deterministic scheduling algorithms are found in
[Gupta and Srimani 97] and [Tsuchiya et al. 97]. This is not required for COW based
parallel processing where no prior knowledge of a program’s resource requirements
such as execution times, number of tasks and communication patterns, are needed for it
to be executed. Since, every process managed on a COW is independent and thus
management decisions can only be based on information gained on the execution of
processes and not based on the pre-defined or expected resource requirements of the
process that is to be executed.
In summary, COWs were shown to be suitable for coarse grained parallelism
and were also shown to be very susceptible to load imbalances. The support for
executing more than one process, of more than one parallel program and the need for
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load balancing were also identified as necessary. The non-dedicated, homogeneous
based COW supported by commodity networks, are COWs chosen for this research
due to the high proliferation of such systems throughout companies, organisations and
institutions; and the impressive price to performance ratio such systems hold.
3.2.3 Executing SPMD Based Parallel Programs on COWs
In the previous two sub-sections the features and general structure of SPMD based
parallel programs and non-dedicated COWs were presented. The general structure of
SPMD programs was shown to contain primitives to create, initialise and coordinate
the units of parallelism. Non-dedicated COWs were shown to require load balancing
facilities to ensure satisfactory levels of performance and that individual workstations
should have the ability to execute many parallel programs. This sub-section introduces
the issues related to the execution of SPMD based parallel programs on non-dedicated
COWs. 
Figure 3.4  Structure of an Example Parallel Program
SPMD based parallel programs, as indicated in Section 3.2.1, exist when n
data units are processed by n identical parallel units of code on a set of processing
entities. COWs were shown in Section 3.2.2 to support processes as their primary unit
of execution. It was also shown that such parallel architectures are suitable for coarse
grained parallelism. Therefore, when executing SPMD based parallel programs on
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COWs it is clear that parallel units can be represented by processes and processing
entities represented by workstations.
To assist in the description of parallel execution on COWs it is useful to
separate a generalised parallel program into three distinct phases. The three phases,
presented in Figure 3.4, relate directly to the primitive statements parinit, parbegin and
parend. The three phases of the main parallel program, or parent, include the
initialisation, parallel execution and termination phases. The initialisation phase within
the parent process involves instantiating a set of identical child processes and
distributing the problem to each of the child processes. The second phase, the parallel
execution phase, involves the child processes executing concurrently on the data they
have been allocated. Once complete, the child processes return the results to the parent
process. The final phase involves the parent process collecting the results from each of
the child processes and computing the final result.
Figure 3.5  Data Parallel Program Models
Individual workstations within a COW, as presented in Section 3.2.2, are
capable of executing many processes concurrently through time-sharing mechanisms.
An SPMD based parallel program may require the execution of many parallel child
processes to solve the given problem. The actual number of parallel processes is
determined either by the programmer, the amount of data to process, or by the
parallelising compiler. Therefore, it is also possible for the number of child processes
within a parallel program to exceed the number of available workstations within the
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COW. The impact on the performance of the parallel programs when executing under
these conditions requires further study and will be addressed in Chapter 5.
In a parallel program following the simple parallelism model as shown in
Figure 3.5(a), the parent process on a given workstation initialises a set of n child
process which are instantiated and executed on a set of m workstations, where n ≥ m.
When n = m, each child process executes on a separate machine, while when n > m a
subset of child processes must share workstations. In the nested parallelism model
shown in Figure 3.5(b) the child processes are capable of instantiating sub-children to
complete their assigned work. In this case, the parent process executing on a given
workstation initialises a set of n child process which are executed on a set of m
workstations, while a number of child process themselves initialise and execute a set of
j sub-child processes, where (n+j) ≥ m. As in the previous example when (n+j) = m,
each child process executes on a separate machine, while when (n+j) > m a subset of
child process must share workstations. In both models when m = 1, all child processes
must be instantiated on the only available workstation.
The problem of mapping processes to workstations exists with both the simple
and nested parallelism application models presented above. In both cases, the
processes should be mapped to workstations with the objective of providing a balanced
load over all workstations. A balanced COW-wide load ensures that no workstations
are underloaded whilst other are overloaded, thus providing all executing programs
with a fair share of the COWs computational resources.
During the execution phase, the time that each parallel process takes to
complete execution is dependent on a number of factors including the amount of data
each process has been allocated and whether the parallel process employs nested
parallelism. In the latter case, a parallel process may itself create a set of parallel
processes to process portions of the data it was allocated. All of these factors lead to
inconsistent and unpredictable processing times. The whole parallel section of the
program is only completed once all parallel processes have completed their individual
executions. An example of this is shown in Figure 3.6. The parallelism management
system during this stage must provide a coordination mechanism to allow the parallel
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processes to reach a common point, or to ensure the parent process does not continue
execution until all of its parallel processes have completed execution.
Figure 3.6  Differing Execution Times for Parallel Processes
The problem of load imbalances results directly form the differing execution
times of the parallel processes and the number of parallel applications executed on a
COW. When a particular parallel process executing on a given workstation completes
and terminates this will result in a reduction of the load of that workstation. The load of
that workstation may in fact become underloaded or lightly loaded whilst others within
the COW remain heavy or overloaded. A method to alleviate these dynamic load
imbalances would involve the movement of processes from overloaded workstations to
underloaded or lightly loaded workstation. Process migration is a service that allows
executing processes to be moved from overloaded workstations to lightly or idle
workstations. Very few system have successfully implemented a fully transparent
process migration service due to the high level of complexity and poor support features
offered by the underlying operating systems. Systems that have successfully
implemented transparent process migration include: Ameoba [Steketee et al. 94], Mach
[Milojicic 94], MOSIX [Barak et al. 93] and RHODOS [De Paoli and Goscinski 98].
The Condor System [Litzkow et al. 97] is a software package that supports the
preemption of processes from one workstation to another through the use of check-
pointing. This system has been used in production mode for over a decade for the
management of long-lived computations executed on (large) COWs. Condor does not
TI
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provide a pure process migration service as it lacks the transparency and dynamic
aspects of the previously mentioned systems, due to the employment of checkpointing.
From the description of parallel execution on non-dedicated COWs presented
in this sub-section, a number of problems have been identified. The first problem
relates to the method by which the set of child parallel processes are brought into
existence, which workstations these processes should be mapped to and how data is
allocated to them. The second problem relates to the coordination and the maintenance
of a relationship between the parent process and the child processes. The final problem
relates to the load imbalances that are caused by inconsistent processing times of
parallel processes leading to their exiting at differing times.
3.2.4 The Scope of Parallelism Management on COWs
Throughout Sections 3.2.1, 3.2.2 and 3.2.3, a number of problems were identified that
relate specifically to the execution of SPMD model based parallel programs on COWs.
In this sub-section the scope of a parallelism management system is defined through
the identification of the specific problems which need to be addressed.
The management problems of the execution of SPMD based parallel programs
on non-dedicated COWs include:
• Instantiation of parallel processes — involving the creation of new
processes.
• Mapping of processes to workstations — involving the selection of which
workstation a process is to be instantiated upon.
• Distribution of initial data to parallel processes — involving
communication between the parent process and the newly instantiated
child processes.
• Coordination between the parallel processes — involving methods needed
to allow parent and child processes to coordinate execution.
• Alleviating load imbalances — involving the removal or reduction in load
imbalances between idle or lightly loaded workstations and heavily or
overloaded workstations.
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It is claimed here that a system that addresses each of these problems is able to
efficiently and simply manage parallel processing on COWs. Therefore, these
problems form the scope of the parallelism management system which is synthesised
in the following section.
3.3 Identification of Services to Support Parallelism 
Management
The goal of this section is to present and detail the services required for the synthesis of
a parallelism management system. The services are identified based on the problems
identified in the previous section.
3.3.1 Parallel Process Initialisation
The first service of a parallelism management system relates to the problem of parallel
process initialisation on COWs. Process initialisation involves the selection of a
workstation on which the new process should be executed upon, and the method by
which the process is brought into existence. The services that address these problems
are process mapping and process instantiation, respectively.
The process mapping service involves the selection of a workstation upon
which a given process should be executed. The mapping decision must be made such
that the overall load of the COW remains balanced (the mapping of a process to
workstations is closely related to the load imbalance problem identified in Section
3.2.4). Therefore the process mapping service requires information on the load of each
of the individual workstations. The load of each workstation needs to be collected and
presented to the process mapping service such that mapping decisions can be made
which produce a balanced COW-wide load. Thus a load collection and dissemination
service is a direct requirement of the process mapping service.
The process instantiation service is required to support the creation of new
processes on the workstations selected by the process mapping component. The
number of child processes that should be instantiated should either be determined by
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the user or by the process instantiation service. The process instantiation service should
ensure that the parallel processes are created in the most efficient manner available.
The final service required in the initialisation of parallel processes is that of
delivery of the problem data to the each of the parallel processes. It was shown in
Section 2.2 that the partitioning of the problem data into data units is the role of the
parallelisation stage. In a SPMD parallel program the allocation of the data units to
each of the parallel processes is a simple service most commonly performed through
direct communication.
3.3.2 Process Execution
The second set of services relate to the execution phase of the parallel processes.
Coordination of execution between child parallel processes and the parent process is a
service that is necessary to maintain the structure of the parallelism. Coordination is
required either during the execution of the parallel processes when they expect further
data and at the termination of the parallel phase, when the parent process requires
results from each of the child processes. The child parallel processes may be on the
same workstation as the parent process or on remote workstations. To maintain a
simple programming environment the parent child relationship should remain
transparent and independent on the location of processes.
As indicated in Section 3.2.2 the load conditions of individual workstations
can change over time, and thus the distribution of load throughout the COW will also
change accordingly. Therefore, a mapping decision made at the time the child
processes were instantiated producing an even overall load, may become unbalanced
due to the dynamic load behaviours of the COW [Goscinski 91]. When a load
imbalance occurs a re-mapping operation is required to return the load of the COW
back to equilibrium. Thus, the final service of the parallelism management systems is
that of dynamic load balancing. Dynamic load balancing is a service that involves
process mapping during the execution of processes, rather than at their instantiation.
This service must solve the problem of deciding when to perform this load balancing
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operation, which process should be chosen to move and which workstation should the
process be moved to.
The mapping of processes to workstations, whether at instantiation or during
execution, is a combination of scheduling of processes both on a per workstation and
globally; resource discovery methods for identifying which workstations within a
COW are usable; resource management controlling the use of the workstations; and the
collection and dissemination of load information for mapping at the time of parallel
process initialisation and execution.
3.3.3 Parallel Processing Transparency
The presented parallelism management services need to be provided such that they
satisfy the users’ expectations of a high performance and simplified programming
environment. The previous services identified in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 help in the
provision of a high performance environment for the execution of parallel programs on
COWs. Transparency greatly reduces the users’ programming burden by hiding the
actual location of the executing parallel processes and presenting the users with an
environment where their parallel programs are executed on the COW rather than
individual workstations.
As a result of process mapping child processes may reside on different
workstations to that of the parent process and other child processes within the same
parallel program. Therefore the issues of transparency should be a prominent factor in
any solution proposed. It was shown in [Goscinski 97] that transparency should be
provided at three levels, including: location transparency, process relation transparency
and device access transparency.
Location Transparency relates to the objective that access to computational
resources should be transparent to the user. The user should not be concerned with the
location of the workstation on which their processes are executing. To the user the
entire COW should appear as a single, large virtual computer. Communication
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transparency must be supported to provide location transparency. Two processes
executing should not be aware that they communicating locally or remotely.
Process Relation Transparency relates to the objective that user should be
unaware on which workstation their processes are executing. Users should also be
unaware on which workstations their child processes or parent processes are executing.
Process relation transparency reduces the programming burden and allows the
employment of load balancing techniques by supporting child process to be
instantiated on remote workstations, and to be moved between workstations.
Device Access Transparency involves processes being able to maintain access
to the terminal, I/O ports and disks, regardless of the location of the processes with
respect to the device.
3.4 Synthesis of a Parallelism Management System
As presented in Sections 3.3.1, 3.3.2 and 3.3.3, parallelism management on COWs
involves a number of services, including:
• the provision of process instantiation methods; the mapping of processes
to workstations; load collection and dissemination;
• the partitioning and dissemination of data; the maintenance of
communication, coordination and relationships between parent and child
processes distributed over a COW; and
• the ability to dynamically balance the load of a COW.
Any proposed system should provide these identified services in a transparent
manner, whilst supporting the user requirements of high performance and ease of
programming. The goal of this section is to synthesise a system which provides the
services identified above and according to the scope presented in Section 3.2.4. Figure
3.7 shows a proposal of how a parallelism management system can be used to logically
map the users conceptual view of their parallel program onto the physical resources of
a COW.
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Figure 3.7  Location of a Parallelism Management System
3.4.1 Process Instantiation
As presented in Section 3.2.3, the first stage of a parallel program requires the parent
process to instantiate a set of child processes. Thus, the first service that must be
provided is that of process instantiation. The process instantiation service should take
advantage of the specific features of SPMD based parallel processing, such that an
efficient service can be provided. The feature of interest is that the same program or
program segment is to be instantiated multiple times on one or more workstations.
Current methods for process instantiation (as in PVM and MPI) do not take this into
account and the instantiation of multiple processes involves instantiating a single
process multiple times, since the single instantiation service is the only type supported
by traditional operating systems. Two possible methods exist by which the parent
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process can create instances of child processes: process duplication and process
creation. 
Process Duplication
With the Process Duplication method new child processes are created from copies of
the parents’ memory. The child processes inherit the memory from the parent process,
thus acquiring any data the parent had created before calling the process duplication
command. An illustration of the process duplication method is shown in Figure 3.8.
Execution of the child processes begins from the point within the parents’ code
where the process duplication primitive was called. The parent and the child processes
then proceed along different execution paths, depending on the structure of the
program. The child processes, in order to be executed on separate workstations, must
be moved from the parents’ workstation where they were duplicated, to the workstation
on where they will commence execution. The movement of the newly duplicated child
processes is also shown in Figure 3.8 and requires a process migration service.
Figure 3.8  Process Duplication
Data partitioned by the parent process can either be inherited by the child
through the normal memory inheritance mechanisms of the duplication, or they can be
passed to each child in a message through normal interprocess communication
mechanisms. A number of duplication styles exist, dependent on the memory sharing
requirements the child processes have with the parent process. Usually indicated as a
weight level, processes that only share copies of the memory from the parent are
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known as heavy-weight processes, where medium-weight processes share (read/write)
the parents’ data space, whilst light-weight processes share (read/write) text, data and
stack memory with the parent process [Goscinski 91].
Process Creation
The alternative method by which parallel processes can be brought into existence is by
the Process Creation method. In this method, child processes are instantiated by
loading into memory an image of a process located on disk and then executing this
process, as shown in Figure 3.9.
Figure 3.9  Process Creation
With this method of instantiation, the child processes of a SPMD based
parallel program execute completely separate sections of code therefore are usually
located in completely different executable from the parent process. This is emphasised
by the fact that in the process creation method no memory is shared between the parent
process and its children, which is the case with the process duplication method.
Therefore, it is necessary for the parent process to pass the data allocation to each child
separately in a message through normal interprocess communication mechanisms. As
stated earlier, when using the process duplication method parent processes can allocate
data to the child process employing either standard message passing or through the
memory inheritance properties. When using message passing for data allocation, if the
amount of data allocated to each child is substantial then the overhead caused from the
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communication of the data allocations to the child processes can lead to considerable
degradation in the performance of the process creation service. Each child process
begins execution at the beginning (or main()) of its’ program.
Improving Performance of Process Instantiation
The overall time to execute a parallel program is equal to the sum of the times for the
sequential computation of the parent program, instantiation times, parallel execution of
child processes and coordination of results. The sequential processing component is
generally fixed, whereas the instantiation and coordination times are directly related to
the number of processes being instantiated and increases as the child count increases.
Without the overheads of instantiation and coordination the execution time of a parallel
program would decrease as the number of parallel processes increased. In reality the
overheads of communication and instantiation limit the level of performance
obtainable form a parallel program. It is therefore clear that if the instantiation and
coordination services can be improved (thus reducing the overheads) better
performance results can be obtained as the level of parallelism is increased.
The simplest method of performing a process instantiation is through a single
process duplication or creation operation, repeated by the number of child processes
required. Thus, the total time to instantiate all child processes is equal to the number
children multiplied by the time to instantiate a single child process.
It is proposed here that the total instantiation time for these methods can be
reduced if an optimisation allowing multiple processes to be duplicated or created
through the single primitive were supported. Multiple process instantiation utilises the
fundamental feature of SPMD based programs in that each child process is identical.
The text and data regions of the child parallel processes are identical and can be shared
between the child processes (the text region is read only, whereas the data region would
be copied on any write accesses). The first child process would be instantiated
normally and successive child processes instantiated through memory sharing
operations. When many process need to be instantiated over many workstations then
group duplication supported by process migration and group process creation can
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further reduce the total time required for instantiating a number of processes. Potential
benefits of such optimisations can include a reduction of instantiation times and
conservation of memory resources.
3.4.2 Process Mapping
The objective of the process mapping service is to map parallel processes to
workstations and to ensure that the overall load of a COW remains balanced. The load
of the individual workstations within a COW have the greatest influence on the overall
performance of all executing programs. Processes executing on workstations with high
loads will experience worse performance than processes executing on workstations
with light loads. To ensure an overall high level of performance is provided to all
programs, the load of all workstations should remain even. Therefore, the
computational resources should be considered in a global sense [Goscinski 91]. A
process mapping service is required when process need to be instantiated and also
during execution (as presented in Section 3.3). Process mapping at instantiation
involves the initial allocation of a process to a workstation, whilst process mapping
during execution involves dynamic load balancing.
Our research shows [Hobbs and Goscinski 97] that the process mapping
service should be composed of two service modules, the mapping decision and load
collection modules. The mapping decision module operates on information provided
by the load collection module and uses the services of the process allocation and
dynamic load balancing to ensure a COW-wide balanced load. Each of these modules
and their relationships are shown in Figure 3.10. 
Figure 3.10  Components of a Process Mapping Service
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Mapping Processes to Workstations
The primary component of the process mapping services is that of the mapping
decision module. The role of this module is to ensure that load imbalances between
workstation within the COW do not exist. A decision on which workstation a process
should be mapped to can occur at the initialisation and execution phases of a parallel
program. During the initialisation phase when parallel programs are being instantiated
the mapping decision module invokes process allocation services. When parallel
programs are executing the mapping decision module must invoke dynamic load
balancing services. These mapping decisions are based on the load information
gathered on the individual workstations within the COW by the load collection
module.
Process allocation is the mapping of processes to workstations at their
instantiation based on the current load conditions of the COW such that the COW wide
load remains balanced [Goscinski 91]. Therefore, the process allocation service
commands the instantiation mechanisms (either process duplication or creation, as
presented in Section 3.4.1) to instantiate the child process(es) on same workstation as
the parent process, or on a remote workstation. 
The dynamic load balancing module is responsible for re-balancing the load of
a COW when an imbalance occurs during the execution phase of a parallel program.
This can only be achieved by re-mapping processes from overloaded workstations to a
lightly loaded or idle workstations [Goscinski 91]. The re-mapping of processes during
their execution requires a process migration service. Many parallel programs may be
executed concurrently on a COW by different users, there may be (many) more
processes than workstations. Therefore, the mapping of parallel processes to idle
workstations is not always possible.
Load Data Collection
Load information is collected and presented to the mapping decision module through
the load collection module. As presented in Section 3.2.2, the load of a workstation
relates to the number of processes executing at a given point in time. From a parallel
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processing point of view the load of a workstation increases when new parallel
processes are instantiated and executed, or parallel processes change to an executable
state from a non-executable state such as being blocked, sleeping or idle. The load
decreases when old parallel processes complete or are terminated, or changed to a state
where they cannot execute. The collection and dissemination of load information may
follow two primary methods:
• Time based collection and dissemination, which involves the collection of
workstation loads at regular intervals and then presenting to the mapping
decision module an average load value calculated over the period of time
since the last collection; or
• Event based load collection and dissemination, which involves
notification to the mapping decision module of load changes as they
occur.
In a system employing the time based method, the level of communication
between the load collection module and the mapping decision module is related to the
frequency at which the load of workstation is sampled. Since the load is only sampled
at distinct time periods, the load value presented to the decision module is only an
instantaneous value, where an average over the last sample period may be more useful.
An instantaneous or average load value may not be a faithful representation of the
current state of the COW, since many load changes may occur during the period
between load collection. In a system using the event based method every load changing
event is logged with the decision mapping module and thus decisions can be based
upon an accurate knowledge of the state of the COW. Since every event is notified, the
event based method suffers from greater communication overheads as rate of load
changing events increases.
Although the event based method suffers from higher communication
overheads when compared to time based approached, the up to date knowledge of the
load within a COW ensure that process mapping and load balancing facilities are
provided with accurate information. Combined with the centralised architecture of the
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event based method such a system would be simpler to implement than the distributed
architecture of the time based method.
The load index presented here is based on the total number of runnable
processes that exist on a given workstation. This value relates directly to the
computational utilisation of that workstation. Such a load index is suitable when the
applications being executed on the workstations within the COW are predominantly
computationally bound. Enhanced load indices would also take into account other
forms of resource utilisation which may attribute to the overall load of a workstation.
These load indices could include memory usage, communication levels and disk usage.
Considerable research into load models and indices have been reported in [Röder, et al.
98] and [Röder 97]. However, since parallel applications tend to be predominantly
computational in nature and thus the basic load index based on number of runnable
processes will be used in this work.
Process Mapping Structure
The process mapping server may be based on a fully centralised approach although
such structures suffer from reliability and scalability problems. Alternative structures
include the fully distributed approach which suffers from the problems of high
communication and lack of up to date load information. A hybrid of these approaches
leads to the hierarchical centralised structure which provides a compromise that
reduces the problems and maximises the benefits of both the fully centralised and
distributed approaches [Fox et al. 97]. 
The combination of the load collection, mapping decision, process allocation
and dynamic load balancing modules form a process mapping service that is capable of
ensuring the load of a COW remains balanced during the instantiation and execution of
multiple parallel programs. By providing a balanced load an overall high level of
performance can be offered to all parallel programs executed on the COW. The
mapping service presented above operates transparently to the parallel processes and
therefore promotes a simple programming environment.
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3.4.3 Process Interaction Support Services
The role of the process interaction service is to support the communication and
coordination requirements of SPMD based parallel programs when executed on
COWs. The interaction service involves the following modules:
• the maintenance of the parent/child relationships over many workstations
of the COW;
• the support for transparent communication between the parent process
and its child parallel processes for data and result delivery; and
• the coordination of execution between the parent and its children.
These modules combine to form an interaction service that supports the execution of
parallel processes on COWs and reduces the programmers burden by providing a
simple programming environment. 
The process interaction service is strongly influenced by the location
transparency requirement of the parallelism management system. Since the process
mapping service of the parallelism management system requires the physical location
of the parallel processes to be hidden from the user, the process interaction service
must also support the same level of transparency. Therefore, the process interaction
service is required to maintain the location transparency for the relationships,
communication and coordination between the parent and the child processes.
Process Relationships
The process mapping component, as presented in Section 3.4.2, requires the placement
of processes to workstations and the movement of processes between workstations to
achieve its goal of maintaining a balanced load. Therefore, the maintenance of the
parent/child relationships must be flexible enough to allow processes to be moved
between workstations as dictated by the process mapping service while maintaining the
transparency to the user. The maintenance of the relationship between parent and child
processes is important in supporting the SPMD program structure, either simple or
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nested as presented in Section 3.2.1. The relationship module must support the
following conditions:
• Parent and child processes exist on the same workstation;
• Parent and child processes exist on different workstations; and
• The parent and child processes change workstations.
It is proposed here that a process relationship module should maintain a table of child
process instantiated by a parent process. The table should record the name of the
processes, their current location within the COW and also hold the results of any exited
children. This table could then be updated when processes are migrated between
workstations.
Interprocess Communication
Communication between the parent and child process may occur during the three
phases of parallel execution: the initialisation phase where the parent process allocates
the data to the set of parallel child processes; the parallel execution phase where further
data is allocated to the set of child processes; and the termination and coordination
phase, where the child process returns the result of their execution to the parent process
(Section 3.2.3).
An interprocess communication service must be provided to allow the parent
and child to communicate regardless of their location within the COW. The process
communication component, whilst supporting reliable and transparent communication,
must also support the movement of processes between workstations. This situation
may occur where two (or more) processes are communicating and a process mapping
decision moves one process (or processes) to another workstation. When two process
are executing on the same workstation they would use local interprocess
communication. If one of the two processes is migrated to a remote workstation, this
would then require the transparent invocation of remote interprocess communication.
The reverse situation would occur after a process migration operation to remotely
communicating processes where local communication must be transparently invoked.
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The interprocess communication module of the process interaction service
must therefore transparently support both local and remote interprocess
communication. To maintain transparency the switching between local and remote
communication this module must be informed by the process migration and process
creation mechanism of the process mapping service when processes are instantiated on
remote workstations. Therefore the interprocess communication module would be
supplied with the current location of all processes and thus able to transparently
implement local and remote interprocess communication as required.
Process Coordination
As presented in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.3, the child processes may require differing
execution times to complete while the parent process is unable to continue operation
until all child parallel processes have completed. The primary role of the coordination
module is to allow parent and parallel child processes to synchronise their execution at
given points throughout the parallel program, either during the execution phase or at
the termination phase.
Process coordination during the execution phase requires each parallel process
to reach the same point within their program before continuing. This type of
coordination point can be used to exchange boundary data between neighbour parallel
processes or the allocation of new data by the parent process. Process coordination at
the termination phase provides a mechanism by which the parent process can be
notified on completion of all child processes. Figure 3.11 shows an example of a
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parallel program with child processes of differing execution times. The coordination
points are shown during the execution phase and also at the termination phase.
Figure 3.11  Child Process Coordination
Process coordination provided by barriers can be implemented either by
employing a separate dedicated server or through interprocess communication between
the members of a parallel program. Barriers that are provided by separate servers
involve each members of the parallel program sending a message to the server and
once all messages are received the server sends a reply to all processes and their
execution continues. Using the interprocess communication coordination method each
parallel process sends a message to all other members of the parallel program. It then
waits for a reply message from each other member. Once it receives a reply from all
other members it can continue execution. The second method requires n×(n-1)
messages to be sent where n is the number of parallel processes. Whereas the server
method requires 2n messages but can form a bottleneck when the number of parallel
programs increases. It is proposed here that the interprocess communication barrier
method be used as it is simpler to implement.
3.4.4 Synthesised Parallelism Management System
The goal of Section 3.4 was to present the synthesis of a system capable of efficiently
and simply managing SPMD based parallel programs executed on a COW. The parallel
management system proposed here combines the services of process instantiation,
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process mapping and process interaction to address the problems identified in Section
3.2.4. The services of the synthesised system and their relationships are presented in
Figure 3.12 and form the parallelism management system shown in Figure 3.7.
The synthesised parallelism management system has the following identified
components:
• load collection, process allocation and dynamic load balancing which
form the process mapping service;
• process creation, process duplication and data delivery which form the
process instantiation service; and
• process relationship, communication and coordination which form the
process interaction service.
The relationship between the primary services of the synthesised parallelism
management system are based on the three phases of a SPMD parallel program. During
the initialisation phase, the combined services of process instantiation and process
mapping are required. The process mapping components provide the policy level
services by making the decisions on where the parallel child processes are to be
Process
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Process
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Figure 3.12  Synthesised Parallelism Management System
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instantiated and the process instantiation forms the mechanism level services by
physically instantiating the parallel child processes on the chosen workstations.
Process interaction is also involved at the initialisation phase by ensuring the relevant
fields in the relationship, communication and coordination tables are initialised such
that the respective services can be provided.
During the parallel execution and termination phases of the parallel program,
the process mapping and process interaction services are required. The process
mapping service is required to maintain an even load over all workstations by
employing dynamic load balancing. The process interaction service maintains the
relationship and communication facilities required for the execution of the parallel
processes and coordination facilities for the execution and termination of the parallel
processes.
Figure 3.13  Process Management Interaction
The load collection and dynamic load balancing modules of the process
mapping services along with the maintenance of the process interaction service should
be provided transparently to the user. However, the process instantiation (supported by
the process allocation module of the process mapping service) and process interaction
services should be provided when requested by the parent and child processes. The
parent/child process can access the instantiation and interaction services by issuing
requests to the parallelism management system, which carries out these requests. The
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request/response can be supported through message passing or RPCs. The interaction
of between the parent process and the system is presented in Figure 3.13. 
The system synthesised here allows parallel processes to be executed on a
COW such that the load is balanced both at instantiation and during execution ensuing
a high performance environment for the execution of the parallel programs. The
services within this system are provided to the user in a completely transparent manner
that greatly reduces the programming burden of the user. 
3.5 Logical Design of a Parallelism Management 
System Based on a Distributed Operating System
The goal of this section is to report on the study into the logical design of a system
capable of managing efficiently and transparently SPMD based parallel processing on
COWs. This design is based on the synthesis presented in Section 3.4. The key services
identified in the synthesised parallelism management model are those of process
mapping, process instantiation and process interaction. The requirements of a
parallelism management system must be identified before the logical design of such a
system can be developed. The foundation on which the proposed logical design should
be built upon must also be identified. The set of possible foundations (operating system
structures) for the logical design which satisfy the requirements are discussed and a
suitable structure presented. Finally, the logical design of a parallelism management
system based on the synthesised services presented previously is detailed.
3.5.1 Requirements of a Parallelism Management System
The logical design of a system capable of parallelism management on COWs relies on
the clearly defined set of general design requirements. These requirements can be seen
from a number of perspectives, including the user, system design and future
implementation. The requirements identified as being necessary for the logical design
include: high performance; ease of programming; modularity; and flexibility.
The first and foremost requirement that must be attained is that the parallelism
management system must support the high performance of parallel programs when
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executed on a COW managed by the designed system. To achieve the desired level of
performance the system must be efficient and care must be taken not to introduce
unnecessary overheads or duplication of services. The level of overheads introduced by
a parallelism management system is influenced by the choice of the operating system
that forms the foundation for such a system. When a parallelism management system is
founded on an existing operating system, not designed to support processing
distributed over multiple workstations, the level of overheads is increased. Thus, the
founding operating system must be matched with the parallelism management system
such as the overheads are minimised. A system designed from the ground up ensures
that the overheads are minimised while providing all the required services to support
parallelism management.
The second requirement that must be attained is that the designed system
should provide the user with a simple programming environment. The general
requirements of a simple programming environment can be achieved by: ensuring the
programmer does not need to write necessary code, by minimising the amount of
programming required; supporting common programming languages and hiding the
underlying structure of the COW.
The amount of programming required by the user to build parallel programs
can be reduced if the user is given a small set of powerful primitives that relate directly
to the parallel programming primitives identified in Section 3.2.1. The parallel
programs would also be simpler to write if these primitives are provided in the format
of common programming languages, such as C or Fortran. Transparency is a crucial
issue in the provision of this requirement as it greatly simplifies the programming of
parallel programs since the users are unaware of the configuration, structure and
services of the COW that is executing their parallel program. To provide the simple
programming environment the user should be presented with a small set of powerful
primitives that relate directly to the parallel programming primitives identified in
Section 3.2.1 and that hide the management services that support efficiency.
The third requirement is for the designed system to support the clear separation
of policy services from mechanism services. Separating the respective components of
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the parallelism management system simplifies implementation and debugging, since
the components are strictly modularised and therefore insulated from errors with other
components. To achieve the desired level of separation the underlying foundation
should support modularity and flexibility.
The final requirement also relates to the implementation of the designed
system. One of the stated goals of this research, presented in Section 1.2, was to
investigated the impact of differing and contending algorithms by comparing the
performance achieved from the various implementations. The foundation of the
implemented system must be flexible and modular to support the comparison of the
differing and contending parallelism management services. The various services that
need to be evaluated include: various instantiation methods, such as process creation
and process duplication; and various instantiation optimisations, such as multiple and
group based instantiations. The comparison of these differing strategies and methods
can then determine the impact such changes have on the overall performance of
parallel processing on COWs.
3.5.2 Practical Foundations for a Parallel Management System
A suitable foundation for a parallelism management system for COWs must satisfy the
requirements presented in the previous section as well as being capable of supporting
the services summarised in Section 3.4.4. Presented in this sub-section are the possible
foundations that could be used to support a parallelism management system for COWs.
Once chosen, this will be used as the foundation for the logical design of such a
system.
Two basic foundations exist that could support a parallelism management
system. Firstly, the system could be designed to function on top of an existing
operating system, such as UNIX. Alternatively, the system could be designed as
components within or extension to an existing operating system. 
A parallelism management system built on top of an operating systems could
be achieved by running a set of server processes to provide the services of process
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mapping, instantiation and interaction. These servers could be assisted by library
routines which are accessed by the parallel programs. Although simple to implement
due to the set of programming and debugging tools available on such systems, this
solution does not satisfy all of the design requirements. First of all, the added process
mapping, instantiation and interaction servers would in most cases duplicate existing
services as well as introducing extra overheads by forcing the programs to access their
services rather than through the operating system itself. Therefore, the requirements of
high performance and efficiency are not met. Systems built on top of operating systems
are also inflexible since the services are restricted to processes that are separate from
the operating system.
A parallelism management system can either be built as an integral component
within an operating system or as extension to an operating system itself. By building
the system within an operating system the duplication and overhead problems
experienced by systems designed on top of an operating system are removed, thus
enabling the design of a system capable of providing high levels of performance.
Therefore, parallelism management systems built as extensions to an operating system
satisfy the desired requirements of high performance and efficiency.
Two common varieties of operating system structures, categorised by the
structure of their kernel, exist when choosing the foundation to extend/enhance to form
the parallelism management system: monolithic based; and microkernel client/server
based operating systems [Goscinski 91]. Monolithic kernel based operating systems
are inherently inflexible due to the tight coupling between kernel components
(memory, process, file and network system components). The tight coupling also leads
to a system that lacks modularity. Thus, the design of the system within the foundation
of a monolithic kernel based operating system is not suitable.
A parallelism management system founded on a microkernel client/server
based operating system provide a number of benefits not found with monolithic based
operating systems. In these systems only the minimum set of low level services are
provided within the kernel itself. The remaining, high level services are provided
through a set of cooperating kernel server processes that are closely linked to the set of
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key resources such as processes, memory and devices. When designing a parallelism
management system for a microkernel based operating system each of the necessary
services could be simply added as a separate kernel server process. Using this
approach, the functionality of the operating system is increased. Furthermore,
duplicating code or adding the overhead or having to go through server processes that
are separate to the operating system is completely avoided. Microkernel based
operating system foundations have been shown in [Liedtke 95] and [De Paoli et al. 95]
to be capable of providing high levels of performance. Parallelism management system
using the microkernel approach are provided with a reduction in overheads since no
operating system code is duplicated as in the case of parallelism management systems
built on top of an operating system.
Microkernel and client/server based operating systems satisfy the requirements
of providing high performance environments, good levels of flexibility, modularity and
efficiency [De Paoli et al. 95]. Systems designed as additional user level server
processes and libraries are loosely coupled to the operating system and therefore
appear as independent services that compete with the base services of the operating
system rather than cooperating. Therefore a microkernel and client/server based
operating system would provide a suitable foundation for a parallelism management
system.
3.5.3 Microkernel Based Client/Server Distributed Operating 
Systems
A microkernel and client server based operating system was shown in the previous
sub-section to provide a suitable foundation for a parallelism management system
when compared to the extension of traditional operating systems. It is proposed here
that a distributed operating system (DOS) built following the client/server microkernel
architecture should be employed. A Distributed Operating Systems (DOS) inherently
and transparently supports global resource management and process management over
an entire cluster of workstations [Goscinski 91] and meets all of the requirements
presented in Section 3.5.2. Flexibility and modularity are promoted through the use of
server processes supported by a microkernel [De Paoli et al. 95] and the ability to hand-
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tune the microkernel, which is closely integrated with the network and communication
modules, results in the provision of a high performance environment.
In such a system, the microkernel provides a minimal set of hardware
independent services to support process execution, in the form of context switching
and local scheduling of processes, marshalling of hardware interrupts, and interprocess
communication mechanisms for processes on the same workstation. The higher level
services providing global resource management, process execution and reliable remote
communication are provided by server processes.
The core server processes within a standard distributed operating system
include:
• Memory Server — controls access to and manages allocation of the
physical memory resource of a workstation.
• Process Server — controls the allocation, interaction and relationships of
processes on a workstation.
• Remote Interprocess Communication Server — provides transparent
access to network communication facilities to support the inter-process
communication of processes on separate workstations.
• Device Manager — A server process that controls and coordinates access
by processes to the devices of a workstation, including: keyboard, screen,
I/O ports and disks.
Figure 3.14  Components of a Distributed Operating System
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A generic distributed operating system showing the microkernel and server
processes is presented in Figure 3.14
3.5.4 Logical Design of a Parallelism Management System on a DOS
The outcomes of Sections 3.5.1, 3.5.2 and 3.5.3 indicated that a microkernel based
client/server distributed operating system would provide an ideal foundation on which
the parallelism management system could be designed. The logical design of such a
system based on the distributed operating system structure is detailed through the
identification of specific server processes that could provide the services identified in
Section 3.3.
A parallelism management system requires the services of process mapping,
process instantiation and process interaction to be capable of fulfilling the users
requirements of a simplified programming and high performance environment. It is
proposed here that the logical design of the parallelism management system maps these
services directly to server processes of the distributed operating system (Figure 3.15).
Figure 3.15  Logical Design of Parallelism Management System
The parallelism management system requires a Process Migration Server to
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Migration Server supports the:
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• Process duplication module of the process instantiation server requires
migration to map newly duplicated processes to remote workstations.
The interaction and user interface to the process mapping, process instantiation
and process interaction services of the respective parallelism management servers will
be detailed in the following sub-sections.
3.5.5 Process Mapping
The process mapping server is composed of the load collection, process allocation and
dynamic load balancing components. These three components form the primary policy
level or decision making services within the parallelism management system and are
provided to allocate processes and to ensure the COW wide load remains balanced.
This sub-section details the basic algorithms for the load collection, process allocation
and dynamic load balancing components.
Figure 3.16  Load Collection Algorithm
The load collection component of the process mapping server is responsible
for maintaining information about the current load of each workstation within a COW.
This load information is used by the process allocation and dynamic load balancing
components to ensure the load remains balanced. The load collection component
proposed here is activated by events and the load of a given workstation is increased if
new processes are instantiated, or decreased if processes are terminated. The steps
involved in the load collection events are presented in Figure 3.16.
Load Collection Component:
EVENTS: { INCREASE_LOAD, DECREASE_LOAD }
INCREASE_LOAD:
* Notification of n processes being instantiated. Therefore, add ‘n’ 
units of load to workstation Wj
DECREASE_LOAD:
* Notification of n processes being terminated. Therefore, subtract 
‘n’ units of load from workstation Wj
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The role of the process allocation component involves the mapping of
processes to workstations at their instantiation whilst ensuring the COW’s overall load
remains balanced. A request to map n processes is passed to the process mapping
server from the process instantiation server. The process allocation component selects
the m least loaded workstations within the COW (where m ≤ n) and returns to the
process instantiation server a table containing the selected workstations and the
number of processes to be instantiated on those workstations. Figure 3.17 presents the
steps involved with the allocation of processes at instantiation.
Figure 3.17  Process Allocation Algorithm
Dynamic load balancing forms the third component of the process mapping
server and is responsible for maintaining a balanced load when processes are
terminated or change to a non-executable state. When such events occur the dynamic
load balancing component must select the workstations with the minimum and
maximum loads. If the loads are equal then the workstations are already balanced and
no mapping of processes is required. If the loads only differ by one unit then a process
mapping will not be able to balance the load since the base unit of a process mapping is
a single unit of load (a single process). If the difference between these loads is greater
than one, then the migration of a process from the higher loaded workstation to the
workstation with the least load can help to rectify the load imbalance. The basic
algorithm for the dynamic load balancing component of the process mapping server is
presented in Figure 3.18.
Process Allocation Component:
EVENTS: { INSTANTIATE_PROCESSES }
INSTANTIATE_PROCESSES:
* Initialise the allocation table to be returned
* For each of the n process to be allocated select a workstation 
within the COW that has the least load and allocate a process by 
updating the allocation table
* For each workstation selected in the allocation table, issue 
INCREASE_LOAD events of the respective number of 
processes to the Load Collection component
* Return the allocation table to the Process Instantiation server
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3.5.6 Single, Multiple and Group Process Instantiation
As presented in Section 3.4.4, process duplication and process creation services can be
accessed through calls to the process instantiation server of the parallelism
management system. The process instantiation server interprets the request and then
performs the respective actions to either duplicate or create the child process. This and
the following sub-section present the actions of the process instantiation server for
process duplication and process creation, respectively. As indicated in Section 3.4.1, a
number of optimisations are possible to improve the overall performance of the process
instantiation services and these optimisations in the form of multiple and group based
process duplication and creation are also presented.
Process duplication has been defined as the instantiation of a child process
from a copy of the parents memory image. The interaction in the form of requests
between the parent process and the parallelism management servers as well as the core
operating servers is shown in Figure 3.19. The detailed order of actions for single,
Process Allocation Component:
EVENTS: { PROCESS_EXIT }
PROCESS_EXIT:
* Issue a DECREASE_LOAD event of 1 process to the Load 
Collection component
* For all the workstations within the COW select the workstations 
with the maximum and minimum loads
* If the load difference is less than, or equal to one then no process 
mapping will be of benefit
* If the load difference between the MIN and MAX workstations 
is greater than one then:
- Select a process from the MAX workstation and request the 
Migration Server to migrate that process to the MIN 
workstation
- Issue a DECREASE_LOAD event of 1 process to the Load 
Collection component for MAX workstation and a 
INCREASE_LOAD event of 1 process for the MIN 
workstation
Figure 3.18  Dynamic Load Balancing Algorithm
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multiple and group process creation are presented in Sections 3.5.7, 3.5.8 and 3.5.9,
respectively. 
Figure 3.19  Server Interaction for Process Duplication
Process creation has been defined as the instantiation of a child process from
an image located on disk. The interaction in the form of requests between the parent
process and the parallelism management servers as well as the core operating servers is
shown in Figure 3.20. The detailed order of actions for single, multiple and group
process creation are presented in Sections 3.5.10, 3.5.11 and 3.5.12, respectively.
Figure 3.20  Server Interaction for Process Creation
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This following sub-sections provide general solutions to the single, multiple
and group process duplication and creation instantiation methods. These solutions
present the interaction between the parent process and the server processes of the
parallelism management system and the kernel server processes of the founding
distributed operating system.
3.5.7 Single Process Duplication
The basic method for the duplication of parallel processes is through successive calls to
a single duplication service. In this case a single duplication request in the form of a
message would be sent by the parent process to the process instantiation server. This
server would then cooperate with the process and space servers to build a duplicate
child process. The process mapping server is contacted to identify the workstation on
which the child process should be instantiated and the process migration server used to
move the child process to that workstation.
Figure 3.21  par_initialise() Syntax and Semantics
The par_initialise() primitive shown in Figure 3.21 is based on the parinit
primitive presented in Section 3.2.1. The par_initialise() function allows the instantiation
of a given number of child processes using a specified instantiation method.
int32_t par_initialise (
int32_t instantiate_type,
int32_t child_count,
pointer child_code
);
• instantiate_type — Indicates what type
of instantiation method that should be
used, either: DUPLICATE or CREATE;
and what optimisation methods should be
used, either: SINGLE, MULTIPLE or
GROUP based.
• child_count — The number of child
processes to be instantiated using the
method chosen.
• child_code — Points to the code that
must be executed when the child process
has been instantiated. If the child was
duplicated, child_code is the function that
must be executed. If the child was
created, child_code is the name of the
executable file found on disk.
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Figure 3.22  Single Process Duplication
The code in Figure 3.22 presents both the parents’ interface to, and the steps
involved in instantiating a child process through a single process duplication request.
Once duplicated, the child process begins execution at the address passed into the
par_initialise() function, in this case the child begins execution at child_fn(). Multiple
Request to duplicate a single process received by the Process 
Instantiation server through the par_initialise() call:
* The Process Instantiation Server contacts the Process Mapping 
server to locate workstation w on which child process should be 
instantiated upon
* If workstation w is remote:
- The local Process Instantiation Server Request the Migration 
Server to migrate the parent process to workstation w
- The local Process Instantiation Server forwards on the 
duplication request to the remote Process Instantiation server 
on workstation w
* On workstation w the Process Instantiation Server contacts the 
Process Server to allocate a new process
* On workstation w the Process Instantiation Server contacts the 
Memory Server to inherit the parents memory for the new child 
process (opened files and devices)
* If workstation w is remote: 
- The remote Process Instantiation Server replies to the local 
Process Instantiation server the name and details of the 
duplicated child.
- The local Process Instantiation server then cancels the 
migration and contacts the Process Server to link the new child 
process to the list of children instantiated by the parent
* Return the name and details of the new child to the parent 
main() /* Parent Code */
{
/* Issue duplication request */
par_initialise( SINGLE_DUPLICATE, child_fn )
}
child_fn()
{
/* Child code to be executed after duplication */
}
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children can be instantiated by repeating the single duplication request many times
within a loop, presented in Figure 3.23.
Figure 3.23  Multiple Process Duplications using a Single Duplication Request
3.5.8 Multiple Process Duplication
Multiple process duplication supports the instantiation of multiple child processes on
many workstations through a single process duplication request. This optimised service
removes the need to issue multiple process duplication calls to instantiate many child
processes, thus reducing overheads and increasing performance. The code presented in
Figure 3.24 provides a generic solution for multiple process duplication and indicates
the ordering of the actions required to duplicate multiple processes on a set of
workstations.
The key differences between the multiple process duplication method and the
single process duplication method relates primarily to the allocation of the new
processes and sharing of the memory between the child processes. Firstly, the n new
child processes are allocated with the single call to the Process Server. Secondly, the
memory of the first child is inherited from the parent whilst the memory for the
remaining child processes are copies of the first child memory. The utilisation of
multiple process allocation and memory sharing services by the parallelism
management system reduces the interaction between the instantiation, process and
memory servers. It is important to note here that multiple processes duplicated on the
same workstation have the ability to share memory (text, data and stack regions); it is
main() /* Parent Code */
{
/* Issue n single process duplication requests */
for( 1 .. n )
{
par_initialise( SINGLE_DUPLICATE, child_fn )
}
}
child_fn()
{
/* Child code to be executed after duplication */
}
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therefore possible to employ thread processing techniques which can improve the
overall execution performance of the parallel program. Although, when processes are
duplicated over different workstations they do not physically share memory making it
impossible for thread processing techniques to be employed. Therefore, it is clear that
due to the distributed nature of COWs, threads cannot be employed over remote
workstations and thus the basic unit of execution over a COW remains a process,
although memory sharing can be employed on individual workstations to improve
main() /* Parent Code */
{
/* Issue duplication request */
par_initialise( MULTI_DUPLICATE, n, child_fn )
}
child_fn()
{
/* Child code to be executed after duplication */
}
Request to duplicate n multiple processes received by the Process 
Instantiation server through the par_initialise() call:
* The local Process Instantiation server which received the request 
contacts the Process Mapping server to select the set of 
workstations W={w1..wm} to be used and the number of child 
processes N={n1..nm} to be duplicated on each workstation, where 
m ≤ n and n = ∑nj, {j=1..m}. 
* For each workstation wj {j=1..m} in the set of workstations W:
- If wj is remote then the Process Instantiation Server requests the 
Process Migration server to migrate the parent process to wj
- On wj the Process Instantiation Server requests the Process 
Server to allocate nj processes
- On wj the Process Instantiation Server requests the Memory 
Server to duplicate the memory of the parent process for the first 
child process
- On wj the Process Instantiation Server requests the Memory 
Server to share the first child’s memory between the remaining 
nj-1 child processes to be allocated on wj 
- If wj is remote then the Process Instantiation Server returns to the 
Process Instantiation Server on the local workstation the names 
and details of the nj children duplicated on workstation wj 
* The origin Process Instantiation Server contacts the Process Server 
to link the n newly duplicated children to the list of children 
instantiated by the parent
* Return the name and details of the new children to the parent
Figure 3.24  Multiple Process Duplication
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resource utilisation. The final difference between the single and multiple duplication
methods relates to the method by which the processes are mapped to the destination
workstations. In the multiple duplication method the Process Instantiation server is
provided by the Process Mapping Server with a list of workstations that are to be used
and informed on the number of child processes that should be mapped to these
particular workstations. For each of the remote workstations in the mappings, the
Process Instantiation Server requests the Process Migration Server to migrate the
parent processes to the respective workstation using the standard single migration
method. Once the parent process exist on the remote workstation, the respective
number of child processes are duplicated from the parent’s image. After completion of
the duplication, the migration is cancelled and the next workstation in the mappings is
contacted. If the local workstation is contained within the mapping list, no migration is
required and the respective number of child processes are duplicated locally. Figure
3.24 presents the underlying steps the parallelism management system must perform to
provide a multiple process duplication service.
3.5.9 Group Process Duplication
Group process duplication is based on the multiple process duplication method but
employs group migration based on group communication. The steps involved in a
group process duplication are presented in Figure 3.25. 
The group process duplication method presented here is a unique service that
exploits the fact that all of the child processes to be duplicated are identical copies of
the single parent process. When the process migration service is modified to support a
single process to be migrated to multiple workstations using group communication, a
considerable reduction in overheads can be achieved. Since rather than migrating the
parent process to each remote workstation individually, group migration of the parent
process allows the single parent process to temporarily exist on all remote workstations
involved in the group duplication. Whilst the parent exists remotely, the respective
number of child processes can be duplicated using the multiple process duplication
method presented above. Once complete, the group migration is cancelled and the
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remote instances of the parent process are removed reverting back to the original
situation with the single parent process existing on the origin workstation.
Request to duplicate multiple processes received by the Process 
Instantiation server through the par_initialise() call:
* The local Process Instantiation server which received the request 
contacts the Process Mapping server to select the set of 
workstations W={w1..wm} to be used and the number of child 
processes N={n1..nm} to be duplicated on each workstation, where 
m ≤ n and n = ∑nj, {j=1..m}. 
* The origin Process Instantiation Server requests the Process 
Migration Server to group migrate the parent process to the set of 
remote workstations W
* For each workstation wj {j=1..m} in the set of workstations W:
- On wj the Process Instantiation Server requests the Process 
Server to allocate nj processes
- On wj the Process Instantiation Server requests the Memory 
Server to duplicate the memory of the parent process for the first 
child process
- On wj the Process Instantiation Server requests the Memory 
Server to share the first child’s memory between the remaining 
nj-1 child processes to be allocated on wj 
- If wj is remote then the Process Instantiation Server returns to the 
Process Instantiation Server on the local workstation the names 
and details of the nj children duplicated on workstation wj 
* The local Process Instantiation server contacts the Process Server to 
link the n newly duplicated children to the list of children 
instantiated by the parent
* Return the name and details of the new children to the parent
main() /* Parent Code */
{
/* Issue duplication request */
par_initialise( GROUP_DUPLICATE, n, child_fn )
}
child_fn()
{
/* Child code to be executed after duplication */
}
Figure 3.25  Group Process Duplication
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3.5.10 Single Process Creation
As with the single process duplication method, single process creation provides the
basic method to instantiate child processes from executable located on disk. Multiple
child processes can be created through successive calls to a single creation service. The
Process Instantiation Server cooperates with the Process Mapping Server within the
parallelism management system and the Process, Memory and File Servers of the
distributed operating system to create a single child process. The process creation
actions taken by the Process Instantiation server are presented in Figure 3.26.
The steps involved with single process creation are similar to the single
process duplication service presented in the previous sub-section. The primary
difference lays in the population of the memory spaces of the child process. In the
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creation method, a request is issued to the file server to download the processes image
into the memory spaces of the newly created child process.
Figure 3.26  Single Process Creation
3.5.11 Multiple Process Creation
Multiple process creation supports the instantiation of multiple child processes on
many workstations through a single process creation request. As with multiple process
duplication, this optimised service removes the need to issue multiple process creation
calls to instantiate many child processes, thus reducing overheads and increasing
Request to create a single process received by the Process Instantiation 
Server through the par_initialise() call:
* The Process Instantiation Server contact the Process Mapping 
server to select workstation wj on which child process should be 
instantiated
* If remote, forward on the creation request to the Process 
Instantiation Server on workstation wj
* On workstation wj the Process Instantiation Server contacts the 
Process Server to allocate a new process
* On workstation wj the Process Instantiation Server contacts the 
Memory Server to allocate memory for the new child process
* On workstation w the Process Instantiation Server contacts the Files 
Server to read in the new process’ executable image and populate 
the memory spaces of the child process
* If remote the Process Instantiation Server replies to the local 
Process Instantiation Server the name and details of the created 
child
* The local Process Instantiation Server contacts the local Process 
Server to link the new child process to the list of children 
instantiated by the parent
* Return the name and details of the new child to the parent
main() /* Parent Code */
{
...
par_initialise( SINGLE_CREATE, “child_prog” )
...
}
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performance. The code presented in Figure 3.27 provides a generic solution for
multiple process creation on a set of workstations.
Figure 3.27  Multiple Process Creation
The creation of multiple processes involves the memory sharing facilities used
in multiple process duplication service. In the creation service, the memory for one
process on each workstation is created and populated with the image of the child
process received from the file server. This memory region is then copied for each of the
Request to create multiple processes received by the Process 
Instantiation Server through the par_initialise() call:
* The local Process Instantiation Server which received the request 
contacts the Process Mapping Server to select the set of 
workstations W={w1..wm} to be used and the number of child 
processes N={n1..nm} to be create on each workstation, where m ≤ n 
and n = ∑nj, {j=1..m}
* For each workstation wj {j=1..m} in the set of workstations W:
- If wj is remote the Process Instantiation Server forwards on a 
request to create the respective number of child processes nj to of 
the Process Instantiation servers on wj
- On wj the Process Instantiation Server contacts the Process 
Server to allocate nj new process
- On wj the Process Instantiation Server contacts the Memory 
Server to create memory for one child process
- On wj the Process Instantiation Server each contacts the File 
Server and reads in the new process’ executable image and 
populate the memory spaces of the first process
- On wj the Process Instantiation Server contacts the Memory 
Server to Duplicate nj-1 copies of the of the memory for the 
remaining child processes
- If wj is remote then the Process Instantiation Server returns to the 
Process Instantiation Server on the local workstation the names 
and details of the nj children created on workstation wj 
* The local Process Instantiation server contacts the Process Server to 
link the n newly created children to the list of children instantiated 
by the parent
* Return the name and details of the new children to the parent
main() /* Parent Code */
{
...
par_initialise( MULTI_CREATE, n, “child_prog” )
...
}
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remaining children on that workstation. This is performed for each of the workstations
selected by the process mapping service. The remaining operations are the same as the
single process creation. These steps are presented in Figure 3.27.
Figure 3.28  Group Process Creation
Request to group create multiple processes received by the Process 
Instantiation Server through the par_initialise() call:
* The local Process Instantiation server which received the request 
contacts the Process Mapping server to select the set of 
workstations W={w1..wm} to be used and the number of child 
processes N={n1..nm} to be create on each workstation, where m ≤ n 
and n = ∑nj, {j=1..m}
* The local Process Instantiation Server forwards on a request to 
create the respective number of child processes nj to of the Process 
Instantiation Servers on wj using group communication
* For each workstation wj {j=1..m} in the set of workstations W:
- On wj the Process Instantiation Server contacts the Process 
Server to allocate nj new process
- On wj the Process Instantiation Server contacts the Memory 
Server to create memory for one child process
- The origin Process Instantiation Server contacts the File Server 
to request the image of the child process be sent to the group of 
process instantiation servers
- On wj the Process Instantiation Server receives the child 
processes image in the new process’ executable image and 
populate the memory spaces of the first process
- On wj the Process Instantiation Server contacts the Memory 
Server to Duplicate nj-1 copies of the of the memory for the 
remaining child processes
- If wj is remote then the Process Instantiation Server returns to the 
Process Instantiation Server on the local workstation the names 
and details of the nj children created on workstation wj 
* The local Process Instantiation Server contacts the Process Server 
to link the n newly created children to the list of children 
instantiated by the parent
* Return the name and details of the new children to the parent
main() /* Parent Code */
{
...
par_initialise( GROUP_CREATE, n, “child_prog” )
...
}
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3.5.12 Group Process Creation
Group process creation is similar to the group process duplication instantiation method.
Group communication is used when the child processes image is downloaded to the
respective workstations to populate the memory space of the base child process.
Instead of this image being sent to each of the workstations individually as in the
multiple creation service, group communication is used and the one image is sent to all
respective workstations to populate the child’s memory regions. The set of operation
involved in group process creation are presented in Figure 3.28.
3.5.13 Process Interaction
The Process Interactions Server has three primary components including process
relationship management, process coordination and process communication. As
presented in Section 3.4.3, the relationship role of the interaction server requires the
management of the link between parent and child regardless on which workstations
within the COW these process may reside. The relationship component is closely
related to the instantiation and mapping servers allowing the link between the parent
and child processes to be maintained as processes are instantiated or migrated between
workstations. The coordination and communication components of the process
interaction server are also related to the instantiation and mapping servers such that the
parent and child processes executing on arbitrary workstations within the COW must
be able to coordinate and communicate.
To achieve the process interaction goals, information must be stored for both
the parent and child processes. The information would include process names, their
present location within the COW and name of their parent process and the list of child
processes owned by a given process. The process relationship component maintains a
table that holds the details of each process executing within the COW and a link to the
list of child processes and their present locations. The process communication
component would maintain a list of processes and their ports and the last known
location. The Process Interaction Server on the workstation on which the process was
instantiated would always be updated on the current location of the process and other
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workstations would query this server if they couldn’t find the details locally. The
remote workstations would then cache this information to be used at a later stage. If the
information becomes outdated due to a process mapping operation, the origin
workstation is contacted and the updated information obtained.
3.6 Summary
The goal of this chapter was to present the synthesis of a system capable of managing
SPMD based parallel processing on a clusters of workstations. The execution of SPMD
based parallel programs on COWs produces a number of specific problem areas,
including: how parallel process are instantiated, how to distribute problem data to
parallel processes, how to avoid load imbalances within the COW and how do parallel
processes interact and coordinate when distributed over a COW. A number of services
were identified as necessary to address these problems. The services in the form of
server processes within the logical design of a parallelism management system
included: process mapping, process instantiation and process interaction.
The process mapping is composed of a number of modules: load collection,
process allocation and dynamic load balancing. The process instantiation service
involves process duplication, process creation and data distribution modules. The
process interaction service is composed of the process relationship, process
communication and process coordination modules. Process migration is a necessary
mechanism to support the process mapping and process instantiation servers in
providing dynamic load balancing and process duplication, respectively. The
combination of these services form the logical design of the parallelism management
system.
The primary outcome from this chapter is that the logical design of a
parallelism management system composed of a Process Mapping, Process Instantiation
and Process Interaction Servers should be formed as an extension to a microkernel,
client/server based distributed operating system. An operating system of this
architecture is capable of providing the system with a high performance environment,
improved modularity and flexibility, and a simplified implementation environment.
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The microkernel, client/server based distributed operating system therefore supports
both the identified requirements, both from the users point of view and from the
software engineering point of view.
The system detailed in this chapter provides a number of unique services not
found within other systems that attempt to manage parallelism on COWs. The new
services are capable of improving the performance of parallel programs executed on
COWs by enhancing the services required at the initialisation stage. More precisely, the
new services relate to the instantiation of parallel processes and employ multiple and
group based instantiations methods which have the potential to increase performance
when compared to existing single process instantiation.
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Chapter 4 The RHODOS Parallelism 
Management System
4.1 Introduction
The management of parallelism on COWs was shown in Chapter 2 to be a complex and
difficult problem to solve. It was also shown that there is no other system that provides
a complete solution to this problem, i.e., both transparent and efficient. However, a
solution in the form of a logical design was proposed in Section 3.5 and involves a
range of resource and process management services operating together in a transparent
and efficient manner. The objective of this chapter is to demonstrate that the proposed
logical design is feasible. A further objective of this chapter is to show that this system
provides the user with a simple programming environment and capable of providing
improved performance for the development and execution of their parallel programs,
respectively.
To achieve these objectives this chapter is structured as follows. It was stated
in Section 3.5 that to build a parallelism management system a microkernel, client/
server based distributed operating system would provide an excellent foundation.
Thus, Section 4.2 introduces and details the key features of the RHODOS distributed
operating system that has been chosen as such a foundation. Section 4.3 presents the
results of our research into the development of the process mapping, process
instantiation and process interaction services that have been added to RHODOS in the
form of enhancements and additional servers to support the management of parallel
processing. Section 4.4 demonstrates the features of the RHODOS parallelism
management system for COWs. Section 4.5 summarises the achievements of the
feasibility study presented in this chapter. 
4.2 The RHODOS System
The RHODOS system was designed and developed to provide an original, flexible and
efficient platform for both the investigation of concepts and methods, analysis and
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development of distributed operating systems, and providing a platform for the
research of distributed and parallel processing [Gerrity et al. 91], [De Paoli et al. 95]. A
key design philosophy used in RHODOS was the enforced separation of policies from
mechanisms. The use of a microkernel and server processes in the implementation of
RHODOS provided the rigid structure that enforces this philosophy. The server
processes can be easily added, removed or modified, thus providing a high degree of
flexibility and modularity. A further result of the enforced separation between policy
and mechanisms are that every resource within RHODOS is managed by a separate
server which simplifies the implementation of complex and difficult services. The key
features of the RHODOS system are presented in the following sub-sections.
4.2.1 RHODOS System Names
The naming of all objects within RHODOS is achieved by assigning each resource a
unique system name (SName) [Gerrity et al. 91]. Every process, space, port, file or
device within RHODOS is uniquely identified across all workstations within the COW
through the SName data structure. The RHODOS SName is composed of a number of
fields which relate to the type of object this SName identifies, the location on which the
object was created and a unique identifying number for that object type. A combination
of these fields provides a unique mapping to that particular object. A further set of
fields are used for enabling protection policies and mechanisms, based on capabilities
or access control lists to be applied to these objects.
4.2.2 RHODOS Processes and Interprocess Communication
A process is the primary unit of execution within RHODOS and therefore forms the
base unit of parallelism. RHODOS processes have a number of logical and physical
resources associated with them. The logical resources include execution state,
processing state and access rights to resources. The physical resources include physical
memory, communication endpoints and files. Each process within RHODOS is
assigned a Process SName (PSN) which enables that processes to be uniquely
identified throughout the entire COW.
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The address space of a process is composed of a number of memory regions
that relate directly to the text, data and stack regions of the program being executed.
Memory within RHODOS is managed through the concept of spaces [Hobbs et al. 95]
and their management plays an important role in the efficient management of
parallelism. The RHODOS spaces provide a variety of memory sharing mechanisms,
including: copy read/write, copy on write and copy on reference. With the SPMD
model of parallelism (as identified in Section 3.2.1) the same program is executed in
parallel, therefore considerable scope exists for the sharing of memory, not only to
improve resource utilisation but also to reduce overheads. The memory sharing
features related to parallel processing are expanded in the following sections.
Interprocess communication in RHODOS is based on message passing with
port objects forming the communication endpoints. Each process is assigned two ports
by default for standard message passing based communication and remote procedure
calls; further ports can be allocated when requested by the process. Ports support
asynchronous communication enabling messages sent to a process to be stored before
they are received and processed.
As stated earlier, a RHODOS process is composed of a variety of resources:
memory, processing states and communication endpoints. Following the RHODOS
design philosophy, each resource is managed by a separate server. Therefore,
performing operations on processes require the cooperation between a number of
kernel servers. The key servers and their interaction will be introduced and detailed in
the following sub-sections.
4.2.3 RHODOS Architecture
The design and development of the basic RHODOS system provides an important
contribution to this research [De Paoli et al. 95]. Because the research into parallel
processing on COWs was one the major factors to initialise and define the scope of the
RHODOS design, it is directly related to management of parallel processing. Thus, the
research into the architecture of RHODOS has provided considerable impact on the
design and implmentation of advanced services supporting parallelism management.
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Thus, the basic architecture of the RHODOS system presented here forms the
foundations for the RHODOS parallelism management system. The architecture and
components of the RHODOS system are presented in Figure 4.1. 
Figure 4.1  The Architecture and Components of RHODOS
The employment of the client server model plays an important role in the
architecture of both RHODOS and the parallelism management system. The client
server model enforces the separation of policies from mechanisms, which was
previously presented as a key design feature. The client server model was also
employed in the design of the RHODOS parallelism management system.
The RHODOS microkernel creates a virtual computer, forms the lowest layer
within the architecture and acts as the foundation for the remainder of the RHODOS
distributed operating system. The next layer of the RHODOS architecture provides the
core features expected from any operating system, as well as the services only provided
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by distributed operating systems. Formed from a set of cooperating server processes,
this layer exists within the operating system kernel and provides the services of local
process management, memory management, remote communication and device
management. The placement of these functions into kernel servers enforces modularity,
an approach that was taken to aid in the development and comparison of differing
strategies and approaches when researching distributed and parallel processing
problems. Each workstation operates with a microkernel and set of kernel servers. The
highest layer within RHODOS is formed from the set of sequential and parallel user
processes.
4.2.4 The RHODOS Microkernel
The RHODOS microkernel was designed to provide only the essential services
necessary for a multi-programmed environment (processes) in the form of services for
process scheduling and context switching, low level memory management
mechanisms, local inter-process communication and interrupt marshalling. The
microkernel was designed to be small, efficient and to provide a hardware independent
abstraction layer that both simplifies the porting of the operating system to different
architectures and enables hand tuning to improve performance.
4.2.5 The RHODOS Servers
The servers within RHODOS provide the core set of services expected from any
operating system. To operate on their respective resources RHODOS kernel servers are
granted special privileges by the microkernel to manage critical resources such as
memory, processes and devices, and to protect against corruption by user processes.
Five primary kernel servers form the basic RHODOS system:
• Process Manager — This server controls the execution of all processes on
a given workstation. It manages the allocation and deallocation of process
control blocks, the termination of executing processes, the movement of
processes between queues, the relationships between processes by
allowing a parent process to wait for its’ child processes to exit.
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• Space Manager — This server controls the allocation, deallocation and
sharing of the physical memory resources of a workstation. The physical
memory is managed through a RHODOS space which forms a logical
representation of that memory. The Space Manager enables spaces to be
created, deleted, shared and moved within the address space of a
workstation and also moved between workstations. The RHODOS space
is composed of a hierarchical suite of data structures that are built on the
basic unit of memory being a page.
• IPC Manager — The interprocess communication server provides
transparent remote communication support for both RHODOS servers
and user processes. The IPC Manager (IPCM) also provides group
communication services allowing processes to create, join, leave and
delete groups. The group communication improves the efficiency of
communication when more than two processes need to receive identical
messages. To provide these services the IPCM performs port
management, group management and address resolution.
• Network Manager — This server provides a reliable and efficient
message deliver service to support the IPC Manager. The Network
Manager is composed of a message based transport protocol that supports
a range of end-to-end service qualities which are selected by the user. The
quality of service represents the level of reliability provided for the
delivery of a message and can range from: full reliability with no
duplicates; full reliability with some duplicates; and completely
unreliable.
• Device (serial, IP/Ethernet, etc.) Managers — A suite of device drivers
manage the respective device resources of a workstation and provide
simple interfaces to the kernel servers or user processes accessing these
devices. The interrupt marshalling component of the microkernel invokes
these Device Managers as their specific resources require servicing.
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The services provided by these kernel servers are accessed by user processes
through message passing and remote procedure calls, which are provided in a simple
suite of functions within the standard RHODOS library linked to every process.
4.2.6 Summary
Section 4.2 presented the key features of the basic RHODOS distributed operating
system including the design criteria, the architecture used and the important properties
of the system. The base RHODOS system was detailed as a microkernel based
distributed operating system that was designed following the client server model and
employs message passing as the primary communication method. The Process
Manager, Space Manager, IPC Manager, Network Manager and Device Manager were
presented as the integral components of RHODOS and form the foundation of which
was extended to form the parallelism management system. The following sections
present the extensions to the base system leading to the RHODOS parallelism
management system.
4.3 Enhancing RHODOS to Support Parallelism 
Management
As reported in Section 3.4, a number of services need to be provided to support the
transparent and efficient management of parallel processing on COWs. In particular, it
was proposed in Section 3.5.4 that the logical design of the parallelism management
system should be composed of three primary services. The key services identified
within the logical design are the Process Mapping, Process Instantiation, and Process
Interaction services. An outcome of the logical design also proposed these services be
embodied in a set of server processes. A Process Migration Server was also identified
to provide support to the Process Mapping and Instantiation Servers. This section
presents the design of the RHODOS parallelism management system by identifying the
mapping of the logical design servers and those implemented in RHODOS. 
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4.3.1 The RHODOS Parallelism Management System Architecture
The basic RHODOS system presented in Section 4.2 forms the foundations for the
RHODOS parallelism management system. The basic RHODOS system has been
enhanced to provide the services required for parallelism management. The
enhancements have been in the form of a set of additional servers combined with minor
extensions to a number of existing kernel servers. Following the logical design a
Global Scheduling Server was added to provide the process mapping services. The
Remote Execution Manager was added to provide the services of process instantiation,
while a Process Migration Manager was added to provide the services of process
migration. The process interaction services presented within the synthesised system
and identified as an independent server within the logical design already exists in the
basic RHODOS system as the Process Manager and IPC Manager. These servers
required some extensions to provide the process interaction services. The mapping
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between the logical and physical designs of the RHODOS Parallelism Management
System (PMS) is presented in Figure 4.2. 
Figure 4.2  Mapping of the Logical Design Services into the Physical Design 
Servers of the RHODOS Parallelism Management Support
The final framework of the RHODOS PMS is shown in Figure 4.3. The servers
that are directly related to the provision of parallelism management services are
shaded. This figure also presents the logical interaction between the parallel processes
of the users’ program and the RHODOS PMS. In providing the parallelism
management, the RHODOS PMS invokes the services of the RHODOS kernel,
through the enhanced kernel servers.
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The design, development and implementation of the additional kernel servers,
enhancements to the existing kernel servers and their interaction, form another major
contribution of this research. The implementation of these services within a
microkernel based distributed operating system is also unique.
The following sections detail the additional and enhanced servers within the
RHODOS PMS, including the Global Scheduler, Remote Execution Manager, Process
Migration Manager, IPC Manager and Process Manager.
Figure 4.3  Parallelism Management in RHODOS
4.3.2 RHODOS Global Scheduler
The goals of the Global Scheduler is to relieve the programmer from the burden of
manual allocation of parallel processes to workstations and to ensure that the overall
load of the COW remains balanced. To achieve these goals the Global Scheduler
provides the process mapping services of allocation of processes to workstations at
their instantiation and the dynamic balancing of load during their execution [Hobbs
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95]. Composed of a process allocation and dynamic load balancing components, the
RHODOS Global Scheduler interacts with the process instantiation and process
migration services, which in RHODOS are provided by the Remote Execution
Manager and Process Migration Manager, respectively. These mechanism level servers
allow the process allocation and dynamic load balancing mapping decisions made by
the Global Scheduler to be enacted. The architecture of the Global Scheduler and the
relationship with the RHODOS Execution (Process Instantiation) and Process
Migration Managers is shown in Figure 4.4.
Figure 4.4  The RHODOS Global Scheduler Architecture
The RHODOS Execution (REX) Manager provides the mechanisms for
process duplication and process creation which enables the Global Scheduler to map
processes to workstations at their instantiation. The Process Migration Manager
supports the Global Scheduler in providing dynamic load balancing services through
the ability to map process to workstations during their execution. The Migration
Manager also supports the REX Manager in providing process duplication by allowing
processes to be duplicated on remote workstations. The REX Manager and Process
Migration Manager are detailed in Sections 4.3.3 and 4.3.4, respectively.
The RHODOS Global Scheduler was designed and implemented based on the
event based process mapping server presented in the synthesis, Section 3.4.2. A single
Global Scheduler Server is used to provide all process mapping decisions within the
COW, thus forming a centralised structure. This centralised structure of the RHODOS
Global Scheduling Server is presented in Figure 4.5. In this figure, Workstation A
containing the Global Scheduler is initialised first, after which Workstations B, C, and
D initialise. As each of these workstations initialise they registers themselves with the
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Global Scheduler Server on Workstation A, indicating to the Global Scheduler that
particular workstation is ready to accept request to instantiate processes.
Figure 4.5  Single, Central Global Scheduling COW
The process allocation and dynamic load balancing components of the Global
Scheduler are based on three primary decision making algorithms. The first algorithm
relates to the selection of the workstation on which to allocate a process. The second
algorithm involves deciding when a load imbalance between workstations exists based
on exceeding a pre-defined threshold. The third algorithm involves selecting the two
workstations in which a load balancing operation should be performed such that the
overall load-imbalance between workstations is reduced.
The pseudocode shown in Figure 4.6 presents the set of events and general
structure of the RHODOS Global Scheduler. The Global Scheduler is required to
process five events types, with each event being received from the REX Manager. The
events include: requests to join or leave the COW; notification of the duplication or
creation of new processes; and the notification of a process exit. The first two events
Global
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relate to the management of the COW, while the remaining events relate to the process
allocation and dynamic load balancing components.
Figure 4.6  Pseudocode for RHODOS Global Scheduler
Process allocation methods can be employed by the Global Scheduler on
notification of process twin and create events, as they relate to the instantiation of new
processes which are required to be placed on workstations to ensure the load of the
COW remains balanced. The selection of the workstation for the instantiation of new
process(es) is achieved by choosing the workstation with the least load, which is a
simple linear search through the list of workstations within the COW. Dynamic load
balancing can be employed when a process exits, which may cause an imbalance in
load that requires the movement of processes between workstations to rectify. The
workstations to be involved in the dynamic load balancing operation are the highest
and least loaded workstations within the COW; the operation would occur when the
difference in loads is greater than that caused by a single process. The process to be
moved is selected at random from user processes on the overloaded workstation.
EVENTS: { Join_COW, Leave_COW, Twin, Create, Exit }
Receive event notification from workstation Wj
switch( EVENT )
{
Join_COW:
Add Wj to list of workstations within this COW
Leave_COW:
Remove Wj from the list of workstations within this COW
Twin:
Create:
Find the ‘n’ workstations with the minimum load
Allocate processes to the ‘n’ workstations
Increment load of each workstation by 1
Exit:
Decrement load of Wj by one
Find workstation with minimum load WSmin
Find workstation with maximum load WSmax
Randomly select a user process Pr from Wmax 
Migrate Pr from Wmax to Wmin
Decrement load of Wmax by one
Increment load of Wmin by one
}
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4.3.3 RHODOS Execution Manager
The REX Manager within RHODOS is responsible for process instantiation and
process termination [Hobbs and Goscinski 96b]. The instantiation and termination
events, in the form of load changes, are notified to the central Global Scheduler. During
the initialisation of each workstation the REX Manager registers itself with the Global
Scheduler within the COW through a simple broadcast resource discovery method.
Once registered, each process creation, process duplication, process exit and process
termination event is lodged with the Global Scheduler. 
The process instantiation services are provided within RHODOS through the
REX Manager. The REX Manager within RHODOS holds the knowledge on what
resources combine to form a process and which kernel servers should be contacted to
marshal the resources to form the new process. The REX Manager interacts with the
Space Manager, Process Manager and the IPC Manager to allocate and link the set of
resources to instantiate a process. The REX Manager provides a coordinating role in
the provision of the process instantiation services. The REX Manager coordinates the
Process Manager, Space Manager and IPC Manager to allocate and initialise the
process entry, memory spaces and communication port resources on behalf of the
instantiated child process.
The REX Manager provides the mechanisms for the process allocation
component of the Global Scheduler, which makes the decision on which workstation
the new process(es) should be instantiated. The REX Manager then enacts the users
choice of process creation or process duplication. The REX Manager supports:
• Single, multiple and group process creation; and
• Single, multiple and group process duplication.
Users access these instantiation mechanisms through two simple RHODOS
library calls of process_create() and process_twin() (process duplication in RHODOS is
termed process twinning), respectively. These primitives cause a request to be sent to
the REX Manager to be processed. Each primitive requires a number of input and
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output parameters. The syntax and parameters of theses primitives are presented in
Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8, respectively. 
On receipt of a request to create a local process the REX Manager issues
requests to the Process Manager, Space Manager and IPC Manager to create the
resources for the new child process. The REX Manager then contacts the File Server to
obtain a copy of the image of the child process. This image is then used by the REX
Manager to populate the newly created memory spaces of the child process. Once
completed, the REX Manager request the Process Manager to start the new child
int32_t process_create (
int8_t *proc_name,
int32_t num_procs,
SNAME child_psns[],
SNAME child_uports[],
int8_t *argv[],
int8_t *envp[]
);
• proc_name — The name of the child
process to be created.
• num_procs — The number of child
processes to be created.
• child_psns — The array of Process
SNames of the created children.
• child_uports — This array of unique port
SNames of the created children.
• argv — The list of arguments to be
passed to the created children.
• envp — The list of environment
arguments to be passed to the created
children.
Figure 4.7  Process Creation Primitive
int32_t process_twin (
int32_t num_procs,
SNAME *shared_port,
uint8_t twin_type,
SNAME child_psns[],
SNAME child_uports[]
);
• num_procs — The number of child
processes to be twinned.
• shared_port — The SName of a port that
is to be shared with the twinned children.
• twin_type — The type of twin operation
that should be performed to twin the set
of children (Medium- Heavy-weight)
• child_psns — The array of Process
SNames of the twinned children.
• child_uports — The array of unique port
SNames of the twinned children.
Figure 4.8  Process Duplication Primitive
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process executing. The interaction between the key servers involved in a process
creation is presented in Figure 4.9.
Figure 4.9  Process Creation
The parameters to the process_create() primitive are divided into two groups,
those parameters used to pass information to the RHODOS PMS and those parameters
which are filled or populated by the PMS and used to pass result information back to
the calling process. The parameters which pass information to the PMS include
proc_name, num_procs, argv and envp, while the parameters which are populated and
return results to the calling process include: child_psns and child_uports. A similar style
of parameter passing is used in the process_twin() call, where the num_procs, shared_port
and twin_type are all passed to the RHODOS PMS; and child_psns and child_uports are
populated.
The primitives provided here hide the actual method used to instantiate the
slave processes (either single, multiple and group based). To investigate these methods,
the REX Manager is initialised with the method that should be used for a series of tests.
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The outcome of this research should provide an indication of the performance benefits
of each instantiation method provided by the RHODOS PMS.
EVENTS: { Process_Create, Process_Twin, Process_Exit, Remote_Create, Remote_Twin 
}
Receive request from user (process)
switch( EVENT )
{
Process_Create:
Contact Global Scheduler with ‘n’ Creation Event
Receive reply back from GS on location to create processes
If( remote creations )
Forward on create request to remote REXs
If( local creations )
Allocate the number of local processes
Read in image from disk
Create and populate the address space of first child
If more than one child, duplicate spaces
Wait for creation of remote children, notify Process Manager
Notify parent of successful creations
Process_Twin:
Contact Global Scheduler with ‘n’ Twin Event
Receive reply back from GS on location to twin processes
If( remote twins )
Request special migration of parent to remote workstation(s)
Forward on twin request to remote REXs
If( local twins )
Allocate the number of local processes
Find information about parents address space
For each local child, inherit memory from parent
Wait for twinned remote children, notify Process Manager
Cancel special migration
Notify local children and parent process
Process_Exit:
Contact Global Scheduler with process exit event
Contact Space, File and Process Managers to delete the
resources of exiting process
Remote_Create:
Allocate the requested number of processes
Read in image from disk
Create and populate the address space of first child
If more than one child, duplicate spaces
Notify successful creates to origin REX
Remote_Twin:
Allocate the requested number of processes
Find information about parents address space
For each child process, inherit memory from parent
Notify successful twins to origin REX
Notify children on this workstation
}
Figure 4.10  Pseudocode for RHODOS Remote Execution Manager
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The REX Manager must service five requests from the users process. Figure
4.10 presents the pseudocode of REX Manager and detail the actions required for each
of the five events that must be serviced. The events include: Process_Create,
Process_Twin, Process_Exit, Remote_Create and Remote_Twin. The process creation and
process twin instantiation mechanisms were detailed above, while the process exit
request simply releases the resources owned by the exiting process and notifies the
event to the central Global Scheduler. This may invoke a dynamic load balancing
operation as presented in Section 4.4.3.
The REX Manager supports a variety of process duplication styles. The
duplication styles differ on the level or extent to which the processes share memory
regions. The basic form of duplication produces heavy weight children, where the
memory regions of the parent and child processes on the same workstation share the
text read-only, while the data and stack regions are shared copy on write. The
alternative form of duplication provided by the REX Manager produces medium
weight children which also share the text regions read only, the stack regions copy on
write, but the data regions are shared read/write. The medium weight processes can be
viewed as a form of thread based processing since the majority of the processes
memory is shared. The default method employed in this research is that of the heavy
weight duplication and since processes duplicated over numerous workstations cannot
physically share memory; they can not employ the ‘thread’ form of processing.
The RHODOS PMS provides a simple and clean interface for users to access
the process instantiation services, whether the instantiation is performed using the
single, multiple or group based methods is provided internally to the REX Manager.
The process instantiation mechanisms supported by the REX Manager are unique and
designed specifically for parallel processing. With the support from the process
migration facility the REX Manager is also able to provide remote process duplication
which is not available within other system which attempt to manage parallelism. The
impact of these various instantiation methods is one of the key goals of Chapter 5.
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4.3.4 RHODOS Process Migration Manager
The role of the RHODOS Process Migration Manager in the parallelism management
system is to provide single, multiple and group based process migration services.
These migration services are required to support process duplication and dynamic load
balancing provided by the REX Manager and Global Scheduler, respectively.
Basic Process Migration Manager
The development of the basic single process migration service was the subject of
another project [De Paoli 96]. The RHODOS Process Migration Manager was
designed to provide a flexible and efficient migration service [De Paoli and Goscinski
98] capable of supporting migration strategies such as: direct migration, copy on
reference migration; and paging based migration. The direct migration strategy was the
migration style used in the development of the RHODOS parallelism management
system.
The Global Scheduler and REX Manager access the Migration Manager
through two RHODOS library calls of migrate() and cancel(). The syntax and parameters
int32_t migrate (
SNAME *proc_psn,
int32_t migr_type,
uint32_t migr_dest
);
• proc_psn — The SName of the process
that is to be migrated.
• migr_type — The type of migration that
should be performed (basic, multi,
group).
• migr_dest — The address of the
destination workstation where the process
should be migrated to.
Figure 4.11  migrate() Process Migration Primitive
Figure 4.12  cancel() Migration Cancel Primitive
int32_t cancel (
SNAME *proc_psn,
uint32_t migr_dest
);
• proc_psn — The SName of the process
that is being migrated and that should be
cancelled.
• migr_dest — The address of the
destination workstation where the process
is being migrated to.
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of the primitives to invoke the migration of a selected process and to cancel an ongoing
migration are presented in Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12, respectively. 
The RHODOS Process Migration Manager was designed to clearly separate
policy from mechanism. Therefore, the Migration Manager acts as the coordinator for
the migration of the various resources which combine to form a process. The
responsibility of migrating the physical resources, such as memory, process entries and
communication resources are left to the Space Manager, Process Manager and IPC
Manager, respectively.
On receipt of a migration request, the Migration Manager on the source
workstation sends a request to the Migration Manager on the destination workstation to
prepare for the receipt of a migrated process. The source Migration Manager then
instructs the local Process Manager, Space Manager and IPC Manager to migrate to the
destination the respective resources of the selected process. Once the migration of the
resources has been successfully completed each peer resource manager informs the
destination Migration Manager of the successful migration. The destination Migration
Manager then acknowledges the source Migration Manager that the process migration
was successful. On receipt of this acknowledgement, the source Migration Manager
commits the migration by informing the local Process, Space and IPC Managers to
delete the respective resources. Thus, the process on the source workstation is deleted
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and the migrated process on the destination workstation is executed. The interaction
between these key servers during the migration of a process is shown in Figure 4.13.
Figure 4.13  Process Migration
Group Process Migration Manager
The synthesis and logical design of a parallelism management system for COWs have
demonstrated that there is a need to support group process migration (including
multiple migration), as detailed in Section 3.5.8. Thus, the enhancement of the basic
process migration service to support group process migration has been carried out and
is one of the major contributions of this research.
Two possible methods exist for implementing the group migration service to
support parallelism management. The first method involves the group migration of the
parent process to multiple remote workstations and its duplication to the appropriate
number of child processes. The second method involves the migration of a multiple
child processes (with identical memory) to multiple remote workstations. In the second
method, although the memory of each of the child processes are initially equal (parallel
process of an SPMD program), each process has a unique name. The Migration
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Manager uses the process SName (PSN) as the fundamental control object for a given
migration. Therefore, the first method was chosen to be implemented since migrating a
single process with a single PSN to multiple workstations does not require extensive
modification to the existing migration code, as would be the case for group migration
of multiple child parallel processes with multiple names (PSNs).
The development of the group migration service involved modifying the single
communication between the peer Migration Managers, Process Managers, Space
Managers and IPC Managers to that of group communication. This allowed each server
to migrate their respective resource to multiple destination workstations in a single
message using group communication. The source Migration Manager maintains a table
of participating destination workstations which is updated on receipt of
acknowledgements from each respective remote Migration Manager. When all remote
Migration Managers have responded, the group migration is successful.
After the successful group migration of the parent process to the remote
workstations, a copy of the parent process exists on all participating workstations while
the duplication of the child processes is performed. The situation with multiple copies
of the parent process on multiple workstations is maintained until all duplications have
been completed. The group migration is then cancelled, deleting all remote copies of
the parent process and leaving the single, original parent process on the source
workstation (in contrast to the single migration service). Once cancelled, the original
parent process on the source workstation is allowed to continue execution.
4.3.5 RHODOS Interprocess Communications Manager
The role of the RHODOS Interprocess Communication Manager is to provide reliable
remote communication and group communication mechanisms [Joyce and Goscinski
97]. The remote communication service is provided to support the transparent
distribution of data to the child parallel processes during the initialisation phase of an
SPMD parallel program. To provide this service, the IPC Manager interacts with its
peers on remote workstations to ensure messages are transmitted reliably.
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Basic Interprocess Communication Support
The RHODOS interprocess communication services are based on message passing
with the ability to send and receive messages accessed through the set of system calls:
send(), recv() and call(). The syntax of these primitives are presented in Figures 4.14,
4.15 and 4.16, respectively.
Basic message passing routines are provided by the send() and recv() primitives,
whereas a structured remote procedure call based communication is available through
the call() primitive. These interprocess communication requests are issued by a process
through system calls to the microkernel of the local workstation. When a message is to
be sent to a process, if that process exists on the same workstation as the sending
process, the microkernel completes the interprocess communication by placing the
message on the port of the destination process. If the destination process does not exist
on the local workstation the microkernel passes the message onto the IPC Manager to
treat as a remote message. 
Due to the services of the RHODOS parallelism management system,
processes may be mapped to various workstations throughout their lifetime. To locate
the remote workstation on which a given process is currently executing, such that a
message can be forwarded to it, the IPC Managers interact using a ‘fault/hint’
algorithm developed by [Zhu and Goscinski 90b] and used by [De Paoli 96]. The basis
of this algorithm is that only the IPC Manager on the workstation where the process to
int32_t send (
SNAME *dest_port,
SNAME *return_port,
SE_ARG *send_args,
SRESULTS *send_results
);
• dest_port — The Port SName where the
message should be sent.
• dest_port — The Port SName where a
return message should be sent.
• send_args — The arguments that control
this message (including: message, size,
options).
• send_results — This data structure is
filled by RHODOS with the results of the
send, including number of bytes sent,
error code, extra flags.
Figure 4.14  send() Communication Primitive
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be located was instantiated holds the current location of a process. Every other IPC
Manager that has been involved in the communication to a remote process caches the
last known location of the process. If the destination process is migrated away due to a
dynamic load balancing operation, the IPC Manager will receive a fault from the IPC
Manager on the workstation which was executing the process. The faulted IPC
Manager then contacts the origin IPC Manager to find the current location of the
process. This location is cached and the message forwarded onto the current location.
All future communication with this process uses the cached location and after a period
of time the cached location is deleted.
int32_t recv (
SNAME *dest_port,
SNAME *source_port,
RE_ARG *recv_args,
RRESULTS *recv_results
);
• dest_port — The Port SName on which
to expect the message.
• source_port — The Port Sname where a
return message should be sent.
• recv_args — The arguments that control
the receipt of this message (including:
message, size expected, options).
• recv_results — This data structure is
filled with the results of the recv,
including number of bytes received, bytes
left, errors and extra flags.
Figure 4.15  recv() Communication Primitive
int32_t call (
SNAME *dest_port,
CA_ARG *call_args,
CRESULTS *call_results
);
• dest_port — The Port SName of where
the remote procedure call request should
be sent.
• call_args — The arguments that control
this call request (including: request
message, request size, reply message,
expected reply size, options).
• call_results — This data structure is
filled with the results of the call,
including number of bytes sent and
received, error codes and extra flags.
Figure 4.16  call() Communication Primitive
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The primary benefit of the ‘fault/hint’ algorithm is the limited amount of
residual information that is stored regarding a migrated process. A given process may
be migrated through a number of workstations, however, according to the fault/hint
method only the workstation on which the process was instantiated and the current
workstation hold information on the process. All intermediate workstations remove
knowledge of the process after the process has been migrated away. Minimal residual
information improves the fault tolerance of the RHODOS COW, where workstations
may crash or be removed without affecting the operation of the remaining system (as
long as the crashed/shutdown workstation is not the origin of a communicating
process).
Group Interprocess Communication Support
The IPC Manager also provides group communication services [Joyce and Goscinski
97] which support both group based process creation and the group migration service.
The group communication services provided by the IPC Manager include:
• Create — enables new groups to be created;
• Join — enables a given process to join an existing group;
• Leave — enables a given process to leave an existing group; and
• Destroy — enables a given group to be deleted.
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The primitives used to access the group control services for creation, enrolling,
leaving and de-allocating groups are presented in Figures 4.17, 4.17, 4.19 and 4.20,
respectively.
Two group types are supported by the IPC Manager, Open and Closed Groups.
Open groups allow processes which are not members of a particular group to send
messages to all members of that group. Closed groups only allow member processes to
send messages to that group. Open groups are used to support the group process
creation service and closed groups are used to support the group migration service.
int32_t create_group (
SNAME *group_name,
int32_t group_type,
SNAME *group_port
);
• group_name — The Group SName.
• group_type — Bit-field parameter
describing the type of group to create.
• group_port — The Port SName of to be
added/used by the group.
Figure 4.17  create_group() Primitive
int32_t join_group (
SNAME *group_name,
SNAME *group_port
);
• group_name — The Group SName.
• group_port — Points to the SName of
the port which should be added to the
group.
Figure 4.18  join_group() Primitive
int32_t leave_group (
SNAME *group_name,
SNAME *group_port
);
• group_name — The Group SName from
which to leave.
• group_port — The Port SName to be
removed from the group.
Figure 4.19  leave_group() Primitive
int32_t destroy_group (
SNAME *group_name,
SNAME *group_port
);
• group_name — The Group SName that
should be destroyed.
• group_port — The Port SName that
belongs to the group.
Figure 4.20  destroy_group() Primitive
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4.3.6 RHODOS Process Manager
The maintenance of parallel process relationships (the relationship between the parent
and parallel child processes) within RHODOS is the responsibility of the Process
Manager. To support the RHODOS Parallelism Management System the Process
Manager was enhanced to provide the maintenance of parallel process relationships.
This process relationship service is provided for the transparent execution of processes
over various workstations within a COW. As a process creates (or duplicates) child
processes the process relationship mechanism allows the list children to be maintained
regardless of the current location of these child processes. 
Process Managers exist on each workstation within the COW and they interact
to maintain the process relationships. Every process that exists on an workstation has a
process entry associated to it which is maintained by the Process Manager. The process
entry holds the following data items:
• The process’ system name (PSN)
• The process’ parent’s process system name (PPSN)
• The state of the process
• A list of the children owned by this process
There are two forms of entries managed within the Process Manager, local
entries and remote entries. Local process entries map uniquely to processes executing
on the local workstation, whereas remote entries relate to processes that are executing
on remote workstations. 
Figure 4.21  Process Coordination Primitive
The Process Manager provides a service that allows the parent process to wait
for the termination of a child process. The parent process can use this services to record
the termination of all child processes before it continues execution. The parent process
int32_t process_wait (
SNAME *child_psn,
int32_t exit_value
);
• child_psn — The Process SName of the
first child process that has exited.
• exit_value — The exit value returned by
the exiting child process.
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accesses this service through the library call process_wait() which sends a message to the
Process Manager. When a child exits, its PSN and exit value are sent to the waiting
parent process. The syntax of the process_wait() call is presented in Figure 4.21.
Figure 4.22  Process Entry Tables
A simple example of the a parent process with two child processes distributed
over two workstations is presented in Figure 4.22. The parent process instantiated two
child processes and through the process mapping service of the Global Scheduler, the
first child was allocated to Workstation1 and the second child was allocated to
Workstation2. Three process entries exist on Workstation1, two of the entries relate to
processes which exist on that workstation and the third entry relates to a process that is
currently on a remote workstation. The single entry on Workstation2 for Child2 has the
parent field linked to the parent entry on Workstation1. A remote entry exists if that
process has been created or migrated to a remote host. In the above example, if Child2
is migrated back to Workstation1 then the entry on Workstation2 would be deleted and
the Child2 remote entry on Workstation1 would revert back to a local entry. The state of
the process entry tables after Child2 has been migrated back to Workstation1 is
presented in Figure 4.23. 
The process relationship service within the RHODOS Process Manager allows
the link between parent and child processes to be maintained when all processes are
WORKSTATION1
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distributed over numerous workstations within the COW. This service allows both
parent and child processes to enquire about their child and parent processes,
respectively. After a process has been migrated the system automatically distinguishes
between remote and local process entries and adjusts the process entry tables
accordingly.
Figure 4.23  Process Entry Tables (after a migration)
The updating of the process entry table on the migration and remote creation of
a process is closely related to the fault/hint method used in the IPC Manager. When
details of a given process are required the workstation on which the process was
instantiated has the current location of the process. The same fault/hint method is used
to find the current location of the process, such that its execution details can be
obtained.
4.3.7 Summary
This section presented the enhancements made to the base RHODOS system to provide
the services needed to support parallelism management on COWs. The enhancements
combine to form the RHODOS Parallelism Management System and include
additional server processes such as the Global Scheduler, REX Manager and Process
Migration Manager. These servers provide the support for process instantiation and
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load balancing. While extensions were made to the Process Manager and IPC Manager
to support the required process interaction services.
4.4 Services Provided by the RHODOS Parallelism 
Management System
The key enhancements to the RHODOS system to support parallelism management on
COWs were presented in the previous section. The enhancements took the form of:
• Additional servers, such as the Global Scheduler, REX Manager and
Process Migration Manager; and
• Modifications to existing servers such as: Process Manager, Space
Manager and IPC Manager.
The goal of this section is to present and describe the set of services that are
provided by these servers.
4.4.1 Process Creation
The REX Manager [Hobbs and Goscinski 96a] provides the mechanism to
transparently and efficiently create processes locally or remotely using single, multiple
and group creation methods. These services are provided through a request in the form
of messages from user processes (as shown in Figure 4.7). The simplest method
supported by the REX Manager is that of single process creation, where the process
may be created locally or remotely when compared to the local of the parent process.
Single Local and Remote Process Creation
The REX Manager on receipt of the parent process’ request to create a process first
contacts the central Global Scheduler to find the workstation on which the child
process is to be created. In order to marshal the resources for the child process the REX
Manager contacts the local Process Manager, Space Manager and IPC Manager to
create a new process entry, new memory spaces and new communication ports,
respectively. The image of the process to be created is then read from disk and used to
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populate the memory spaces of the child process. Once complete, the REX Manager
notifies the parent process of the newly created child process.
Figure 4.24  Local Single Process Creation
Figure 4.24 presents the interaction between the parent process, REX
Manager, Global Scheduler and File Server for the local creation of a single process.
The order of steps the local creation of a single process is as follows:
1) The process_create() call in Message 1 is sent by the parent process to the
local REX Manager.
2) The REX Manager on receipt of a single process creation message sends a
request to the Global Scheduler (Message 2) to enquire on which
workstation the process should be created.
3) The Global Scheduler responds to the REX Manager with Message 3
informing the REX Manager on which workstation the process should be
created. The REX Manager then coordinates the allocation of the Process,
Space and Port resources for the new child process.
4) The REX Manager then issues a request (Message 4) to the File Server to
download the image of the child process to be created. 
5) The File Server sends the image of the child process back to the REX
Manager in Message 5.
6) The REX Manager sends in Message 6 the result of the single process
creation back to the calling parent process.
The remote process creation service within RHODOS is implemented as an
extension to the local process creation service. If the reply from the Global Scheduler
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requires a process to be created on a workstation remote to the parent process, the REX
Manager on the local workstation forwards on this request to the REX Manager on the
selected remote workstation. The remote REX Manager then follows the same
procedure to create either single or multiple processes on the remote workstation
following the local creation methods. The local REX Manager then contacts the local
Process Manager to link the remote child or children to the parent processes list of
child processes. 
Figure 4.25  Remote Single Process Creation
Figure 4.25 presents the interaction between the parent process, REX
Manager, Global Scheduler and File Server for the creation of a single process on a
remote workstations. The order of steps the remote creation of a single process is as
follows: 
1) The process_create() call in Message 1 is sent by the parent process to the
local REX Manager.
2) The REX Manager on receipt of a process creation message sends a
request to the Global Scheduler (Message 2) to enquire on which
workstation the processes should be created.
3) The Global Scheduler responds to the REX Manager with Message 3
informing the REX Manager on which workstation the process should be
created.
4) The local REX Manager forwards on the creation request in Message 4 to
the remote REX Manager. The REX Manager then coordinates the
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allocation of the Process Entries, Spaces and Port resources for the new
child process.
5) The remote REX Manager issues a request (Message 5) to the File Server
to download the image of the child process to be created. 
6) The File Server sends the image of the child process back to the remote
REX Manager in Message 6.
7) The remote REX Manager returns the result of the process creation back
to the local REX Manager in Message 7.
8) The REX Manager sends in Message 8 the result of the single process
creation back to the calling parent process.
The order and timing of the messages passed between the respective servers
involved in the single local and remote creation of a process are shown in Figures 4.33
and 4.33, respectively. The Global Scheduler (GS) and File Server are shown in these
figures to be on a separate remote workstations to the parent and child parallel
processes. The REX Manager on the workstation where the child process is to be
created requests the image of the child be downloaded from the File Server. This image
is used to populate the memory spaces of the newly created child process. 
Multiple Local and Remote Process Creation
The REX Manager provides the ability to create more that one process on the same
workstation through a single request. The creation of multiple processes on the same
workstation involves the same steps as for a single process creation. In multiple
process creation the REX Manager requests the Process Manager to create ‘n’ process
entries, with the first child process created in the same manner as the single process
creation method, by creating and populating the memory spaces from the image
located on disk. The remaining ‘n-1’ child processes are then duplicated from the
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Figure 4.26  Order of Events in the Single Local Process Creation
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memory spaces of the first child. The REX Manager then notifies the parent process of
the ‘n’ newly created child processes.
Figure 4.28  Local Multiple Process Creation
Figure 4.28 presents the interaction between the key servers involved in the
creation of multiple child processes on the local workstation to the parent process. The
steps of the local creation of multiple child processes are as follows:
1) The process_create() request to create ‘n’ child processes is sent in Message
1 by the parent process to the local REX Manager.
2) The REX Manager on receipt of a multiple process creation message
sends a request to the Global Scheduler (Message 2) to enquire on which
workstation the processes should be created.
3) The Global Scheduler responds to the REX Manager with Message 3
informing the REX Manager on which workstation the processes should
be created. The REX Manager then coordinates the allocation of the ‘n’
Process Entries, Spaces and Ports resources for the new child processes.
4) The REX Manager then issues a request (Message 4) to the File Server to
download the image of the child process to be created. 
5) The File Server sends the image of the child process back to the REX
Manager in Message 5.
6) The REX Manager sends in Message 6 the result of the multiple process
creation back to the calling parent process.
If the Global Scheduler orders that multiple child processes to be created on a
remote workstation, or in fact on many remote workstations, the first RHODOS
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implementation involved the forwarding on of separate requests to each of the REX
Managers on the selected remote workstations. In this scenario, each individual
workstation would then independently create the respective number of child processes
following the multiple remote creation method presented in Figure 4.29. This method
of multiple remote creation causes considerable congestion within the file server as
each REX Manager requests the process image to be down loaded separately to each of
the workstations which requires the child process to be created. Therefore, as the
number of remote workstations involved in the process creation increases, the amount
of communication between the file server and the REX Managers also increases.
Figure 4.29  Remote Multiple Process Creation
Figure 4.29 presents the interaction between the key servers involved in the
creation of multiple child processes on a remote workstation to the parent process. The
steps of the remote creation of multiple child processes are as follows:
1) The process_create() request to create ‘n’ child processes is sent in Message
1 by the parent process to the local REX Manager.
2) The REX Manager on receipt of a process creation message sends a
request to the Global Scheduler (Message 2) to enquire on which
workstation the processes should be created.
3) The Global Scheduler responds to the REX Manager with Message 3
informing the REX Manager on which workstation the processes should
be created. The REX Manager then coordinates the allocation of the ‘n’
Process Entries, Spaces and Ports resources for the new child processes.
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4) The local REX Manager forwards on the creation request in Message 4 to
the remote REX Manager. The REX Manager then coordinates the
allocation of the Process Entries, Spaces and Port resources for the new
child processes.
5) The remote REX Manager issues a request (Message 5) to the File Server
to download the image of the child process to be created. 
6) The File Server sends the image of the child process back to the remote
REX Manager in Message 6.
7) The remote REX Manager returns the result of the process creation back
to the local REX Manager in Message 7.
8) The REX Manager sends in Message 8 the result of the multiple process
creation back to the calling parent process.
The order and timing of the messages passed between the respective servers
involved in the multiple local and remote process creation are shown in Figures 4.33
and 4.33, respectively. In the multiple process creation case, each REX Manager
involved in the creation requests a copy of the image of the child be downloaded from
the File Server. This image is used to populate the memory spaces of the newly created
child process(es) on that particular workstation. 
Group Process Creation
The final creation based instantiation method supported by RHODOS is that of group
process creation. Group process creation involves group communication between the
REX Managers on the workstations involved in the process creation and also with the
File Server. This implementation requires each REX Manager to join an open group
(the REX Managers Group), where the first REX Manager initialised creates the group
using the create_group() primitive (a presented in Section 4.3.5) and the following REX
Managers join the group using the join_group() primitive.
In the group process creation method the REX Manager which is local to the
requesting parent process contacts the Global Scheduler for the workstation(s) on
which to create the child processes. After notification from the Global Scheduler that
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Figure 4.31   Order of Events in the Remote Multiple Process Creation
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multiple remote workstations are involved in the creation the local REX Manager
forwards the group creation request to the REX Managers group. Each individual REX
Manager then processes their respective requests to allocate the set of process entries
and memory spaces. The local REX Manager in this case acts as the coordinator for the
group creation and requests the image to be downloaded from the File Server. After
receiving the request the File Server sends the image to the REX Managers group
rather than individually. Each REX Manager that belongs to the group receives the
image from the File Server and continues to populate the memory regions of the
respective processes. The remote REX Managers then follow the procedure for the
creation of a remote process by replying to the local REX Manager with the results of
their creations. Once the local REX Manager receives replies from all remote REX
Managers involved in the group creation, it then notifies the parent process.
Figure 4.32  Group Process Creation
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The interaction of the parent process, the group of REX Managers and the File
Server is shown in Figure 4.32. The group process creation is performed as follows:
1) The process_create() request to create ‘n’ child processes is sent in Message
1 by the parent process to the local REX Manager. 
2) The REX Manager on receipt of a multiple process creation message
sends a request to the Global Scheduler (Message 2) to enquire on which
workstations the processes should be created.
3) The Global Scheduler responds to the REX Manager with Message 3
informing in on which workstations the processes should be created.
4) The local REX Manager forwards on the creation request in Message 4 to
the REX Managers group. Each REX Manager then coordinates the
allocation of their respective number of Process Entries, Spaces and Ports
resources for the new child processes.
5) The local REX Manager issues a request (Message 5) to the File Server to
download the image of the child process to be created. 
6) The File Server sends the image of the child process back to the REX
Managers group in Message 6.
7) Each remote REX Manager returns the results of the process creation
back to the local REX Manager in Message 7.
8) The REX Manager sends in Message 8 the result of the multiple group
process creation back to the calling parent process.
The order and timing of the messages passed between the respective servers
involved in a group process creation is shown in Figure 4.33. The Global Scheduler
(GS) and File Server are shown in this figure to be on remote workstations to the parent
and child parallel processes. The REX Manager on Workstation1 requests the image of
the child be downloaded from the File Server, which returns the image to the REX
Managers’ group, thus being received by all REX Managers involved in the group
creation.
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Figure 4.33  Order of Events in the Group Process Creation
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4.4.2 Process Duplication
The REX Manager in addition to the process creation services also provides the
mechanisms to transparently and efficiently duplicate processes on local and remote
workstations using single, multiple and group duplication methods. These services are
provided to the user through the process_twin() RHODOS library call (shown in Figure
4.8) which issues a request to the REX Manager on the local workstation (the same
workstation as the parent process). Local process duplication is similar to local process
creation for both single and multiple duplication, although process duplication does not
involve the File Server as the duplicated processes are formed from copies of the
parent processes.
Single Local and Remote Process Duplication
Duplication of a process is invoked when the REX Manager receives a twin request
from a parent process. As with the process creation mechanism, the REX Manager
notifies the Global Scheduler of the twin event and receives the location of the
workstation on which the twined child process should be placed. Figure 4.34 presents
the interaction between the parent process, REX Manager, Global Scheduler in the
duplication of a single process when the local workstation is selected by the Global
Scheduler as the location of the child process.
Figure 4.34  Local Single Process Duplication
The order of the local duplication of a single child process is as follows:
1) The process_twin() request to duplicate 1 child process is sent in Message 1
by the parent process to the local REX Manager.
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2) The REX Manager on receipt of a single process duplication message
sends a request to the Global Scheduler (Message 2) to enquire on which
workstation the process should be duplicated.
3) The Global Scheduler responds to the REX Manager with Message 3
informing the REX Manager on which workstation the process should be
duplicated. The local REX Manager then coordinates the duplication of
the Process Entry, Spaces and Port resources for the new child process.
4) The REX Manager sends in Message 4 the result of the single local
process duplication back to the calling parent process.
When a workstation remote to the parent process is returned as the location on
which the child process should be duplicated, further operations to instantiate the child
process on the remote workstation must be employed. These operations employ
process migration. Two alternate methods using the process migration service were
investigated to support the remote process duplication. The basic process migration
service supports the migration of a single process to a single remote workstation.
Therefore the first method investigated involved duplicating the child locally and then
migrating it to the remote workstation, as shown in Figure 4.35.
Figure 4.35  Remote Single Process Duplication
This method has the major disadvantage that when multiple child processes
must be duplicated remotely, then multiple single process migration operations must be
performed. Thus, the total time to duplicate remotely many child processes is
considerable taking into account the accumulative time to individually migrate each
child process.
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The alternative method involves the migration of the parent process to the
destination workstation, which is then used to duplicate the child process on the remote
workstation. This method has a major benefit over the previous method in that a single
migration is required for any number of processes which are required to be duplicated
remotely. The interaction between the key servers involved in the remote duplication of
a child process using this method (the method implemented in the RHODOS PMS) is
presented in Figure 4.36.
Figure 4.36  Remote Single Process Duplication (Selected Methods)
The steps of the remote duplication of a single child process are as follows:
1) The process_twin() request to duplicate 1 child process is sent in Message 1
by the parent process to the local REX Manager.
2) The REX Manager on receipt of a single process duplication message
sends a request to the Global Scheduler (Message 2) to enquire on which
workstation the process should be duplicated.
3) The Global Scheduler responds to the REX Manager with Message 3
informing the REX Manager on which workstation the process should be
duplicated (remotely in this instance). 
4) The local REX Manager issues the request (Message 4) to the local
Migration Manager to migrate the parent process to the selected remote
workstation.
5) The Migration Manager notifies the local REX Manager of the successful
migration of the parent process to the remote workstation in Message 5.
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6) The local REX Manager forwards on the remote duplication request to the
REX Manager on the remote workstation in Message 6. The remote REX
Manager then coordinates the duplication of the Process Entry, Spaces
and Port resources for the new child processes.
7) The remote REX Manager returns the result of the remote process
duplication back to the local REX Manager in Message 7. 
8) The local REX Manager cancels the migration of the parent and in
Message 8 sends back to the calling parent process the result of the remote
process duplication.
The order and timing of the messages passed between the respective servers
involved in the single local and remote duplication of a process are shown in Figures
4.41 and 4.41, respectively. The single duplication of the local child process does not
involve the migration of the parent process, as does the remote duplication case. 
Multiple Local and Remote Process Duplication
The RHODOS PMS support for multiple duplication of processes, both locally and
remotely, is provided as an enhancement to the single process duplication service. As
with the local duplication of a single child process, the local duplication of multiple
processes does not require the migration of a process. The Process Manager and Space
Manager are requested to duplicate multiple copies of the process entries and memory
spaces. The interaction between the Global Scheduler and the REX Manager involved
in the local duplication of multiple child processes is presented in Figure 4.39.
Figure 4.39  Multiple Local Process Duplication
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Figure 4.37   Order of Events of the Single Local Process Duplication
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Figure 4.38   Order of Events of the Single Remote Process Duplication
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The steps involved in the local duplication of multiple child processes are as
follows:
1) The process_twin() request to duplicate ‘n’ child process is sent in Message
1 by the parent process to the local REX Manager.
2) The REX Manager on receipt of the multiple process duplication message
sends a request to the Global Scheduler (Message 2) to enquire on which
workstation(s) the processes should be duplicated.
3) The Global Scheduler responds to the REX Manager with Message 3
informing the REX Manager on which workstation the process should be
duplicated. The local REX Manager then coordinates the duplication of
the respective number of Process Entries, Spaces and Port resources for
the new child processes.
4) The REX Manager sends in Message 4 the result of the multiple local
process duplication back to the calling parent process.
In the case where multiple child processes must be duplicated remotely on a
single remote workstation, the single remote process duplication method (presented in
Figure 4.36) forms the basis for this operation. Figure 4.40 shows the interaction
between the REX and Process Migration Mangers to allow the parent process to be
migrated to the remote workstation where the set of child processes are twinned. 
Figure 4.40  Multiple Remote Process Duplication
The steps involved in the remote duplication of multiple child processes are as follows:
1) The process_twin() request to duplicate ‘n’ child process is sent in Message
1 by the parent process to the local REX Manager.
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2) The REX Manager on receipt of a multiple process duplication message
sends a request to the Global Scheduler (Message 2) to enquire on which
workstation the processes should be duplicated.
3) The Global Scheduler responds to the REX Manager with Message 3
informing it on which workstation the processes should be duplicated.
4) The local REX Manager issues the request (Message 4) to the local
Migration Manager to migrate the parent process to the selected remote
workstation. The peer Migration Managers then cooperate to migrate the
parent process from Workstation 1 to Workstation 2.
5) The Migration Manager notifies the local REX Manager of the successful
migration of the parent process to the remote workstation in Message 5.
6) The local REX Manager forwards on the remote multiple duplication
request to the REX Manager on the remote workstation in Message 6.
7) After duplicating the specified number of child processes the remote REX
Manager returns the result of the remote process duplication back to the
local REX Manager in Message 7. 
8) The local REX Manager cancels the migration of the parent and then
sends in Message 4 the result of the multiple remote process duplication
back to the calling parent process.
If the Global Scheduler informs the REX Manager to duplicate the child
processes on many remote workstations, then the above remote multiple duplication
must be performed for each selected remote workstation.
The order and timing of the messages passed between the respective servers
involved in the multiple local and remote duplication of a process are shown in Figures
4.41 and 4.41, respectively. As with the single process duplication case, only the
remote multiple duplication requires the migration of the parent process. This
migration would need to be performed for each remote workstation involved in the
duplication. 
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Figure 4.41  Order of Events of the Local Multiple Process Duplication
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Group Remote Process Duplication
As with the process creation methods presented in Section 4.4.1, when more than one
remote workstation is involved in the process duplication the overall performance of
the instantiation decreases. This was due to the same reason as the initial creation
method, where each remote workstation is required to be contacted sequentially, thus
forcing an individual process migration to each remote workstation. The solution
developed here, as with group process creation, also relies upon a group migration
service. In the group process duplication service, the servers involved in process
migration and the REX Managers each join a group and use the collective
communication to allow the single parent process to be migrated to all remote
workstation involved in the group duplication. The interaction between the REX
Managers and the Process Migration Managers when providing remote group process
duplication is presented in Figure 4.43.
The interaction between the REX Managers and the Migration Managers
involved in the group process duplication are shown in Figure 4.43. The steps involved
in the group duplication of the child processes are as follows:
1) The process_twin() request to duplicate ‘n’ child process is sent in Message
1 by the parent process to the local REX Manager.
2) The REX Manager on receipt of a multiple process duplication message
sends a request to the Global Scheduler (Message 2) to enquire on which
workstations the processes should be created.
3) The Global Scheduler responds to the REX Manager with Message 3
informing the REX Manager on which workstations the processes should
be duplicated.
4) The local REX Manager issues the request (Message 4) to the local
Migration Manager to migrate the parent process using group migration to
the selected remote workstations. The peer Migration Managers then
cooperate to migrate the parent process using the group migration service
from Workstation 1 to all participating remote workstations.
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5) The Migration Manager notifies the local REX Manager in Message 5 of
the successful group migration of the parent process.
6) The local REX Manager forwards on the remote multiple duplication
request to the group of REX Managers on the remote workstation in
Message 6.
7) After duplicating the specified number of child processes the remote REX
Managers return the result of their remote process duplication back to the
local REX Manager in Message 7. 
8) The local REX Manager cancels the group migration of the parent process
and then sends in Message 8 the result of the group remote process
duplication back to the calling parent process.
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WORKSTATION 2
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Figure 4.43  Group Process Duplication
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The relative order and timing of the messages passed between the respective
servers involved in a group process duplication are shown in Figure 4.41. The group
process duplication presented in this figure can be roughly divided into three stages.
The first stage involves contacting the Global Scheduler and performing the partial
migration of the parent process to the participating workstations. Once complete, the
REX Managers on each workstation perform the multiple process duplications to
instantiate the children. Finally, the migration of the parent is cancelled and both the
original parent and new child processes are allowed to continue execution. 
4.4.3 Load Balancing
As presented in Section 4.3.2, the Global Scheduler in cooperation with the REX and
Process Migration Managers provide the load balancing services in the RHODOS
PMS. 
Figure 4.45  Load Balancing Operation
The load balancing service is divided into two components, process allocation
and dynamic load balancing.The process allocation service, as described in Sections
4.4.1 and 4.4.2, requires the mapping of processes to workstations at the instantiation.
Dynamic load balancing involves the mapping of processes to workstations during
their execution. The interaction between the Global Scheduler, REX Manager and
Migration Manager involved in a dynamic load balancing operation is shown in Figure
4.45. The steps involved in the load balancing operation are as follows:
1) The process_exit() call is executed by the exiting process, which issues this
notification to the local REX Manager in Message 1. Another event that
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can trigger the load balancing operation is the movement of a process
from an executing state to an idle state or vice versa.
2) The REX Manager on receipt of process exit message sends the exit event
notification to the Global Scheduler (Message 2) which updates the load
value of the calling workstation and determines if a load imbalance exists.
3) The Global Scheduler after determining a load imbalance exists, requests
the Migration Manager on the source workstation to migrate the selected
process to the selected destination workstation (Message 3).
4) The source Migration Manager contacts the destination Migration
Manager to migrate the selected process (Message 4).
5) After completion of the migration the Migration Manager notifies the
Global Scheduler of the successful migration in Message 5.
A variety of algorithms have been proposed and widely studied within the area
of load balancing [Eager et al. 86], [Zhou 87] and [Zhu and Goscinski 90a]. The
primary focus of this research deals with the development of a parallelism management
system as a whole and not the investigation of various scheduling algorithms. The
current algorithms used by the RHODOS parallelism management system relate to the
selection of workstations to participate in a load balancing operation and the selection
of processes to be migrated. In RHODOS, the workstations are selected based on a
sequential search of the list of workstations and their loads (maintained by the Global
Scheduler) to find those with the maximum and minimum loads. Processes that are to
be migrated in a dynamic load balancing operation are selected randomly from the set
of potential processes. The RHODOS parallelism management system would provide
an ideal foundation for the investigation and testing of more advanced scheduling and
selection algorithms. This research falls outside the scope of this project and would
clearly be part of future research.
4.4.4 Process Interaction
The final service identified in Section 3.4.3 as necessary to support the management of
parallel processing on COWs involves the three key support mechanisms of parallel
process relationships, transparent interprocess communication, and parallel process
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coordination. These mechanism were already provided by two of the existing
RHODOS kernel servers, the Process Manager and the IPC Manager. These servers
support these mechanisms as they are integral in the provision of general transparent
execution on a cluster of workstations supported by a distributed operating system.
This sub-section details how the services provided by the Process Manager and IPC
Manager are used in relation to parallel processing.
Interprocess Communication
Interprocess communication is provided as a fundamental component of the RHODOS
distributed system that is required to support the transparent execution of processes
distributed over a number of workstations within a COW (Section 4.3.5). A transparent
interprocess communication service within RHODOS is provided by the combination
of services from the microkernel and from the IPC Manager [De Paoli et al. 95]. The
microkernel provides the local communication and the IPC Manager provides the
reliable remote communication services. To maintain complete location transparency
the microkernel and IPC Manager cooperate to ensure that messages sent to the port of
a process successfully arrive regardless of whether that port exists locally or remotely.
SPMD based parallel processing relies on interprocess communication at two
points within the execution of the program. The first point being at the data
dissemination during the initialisation of the parallel processes and secondly at the
completion of the parallel processes where the result of their processing is returned
back to the parent process.
The suite of simple communication primitives provided by RHODOS allow
the parent process to transparently distribute data to the child parallel processes
regardless of their location within the COW. These primitives also allow the
computational results of the child processes to be returned to the parent process. The
RPC primitive supports the transparent interaction between the parent and child
processes with the set of server processes, when accessing the other parallel processing
support services, such as process_wait() which is presented in the following paragraphs.
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Parallel Process Coordination
The coordination between a parent process and its’ parallel child processes in
RHODOS is provided jointly by the Process Manager and Interprocess
Communication Manager.
Interprocess communication supports the receipt of a message from an
unknown source through the recv() system call (as presented in Figure 4.15). Therefore
this service can be used by the parent as a coordination mechanism by receiving a
message from each child process, in the form of a final result or just a flag to indicate
the child has completed execution, before the parent continues execution. As the parent
can not determine the order in which the child processes will finish, the order of the
received messages is irrelevant to the parent process. Once the message has been
received the RHODOS recv() primitives also returns the SName of the process which
sent the message, thus a simple count can ensure that a message has been received from
all children. 
Interprocess communication in cooperation with the Process Manager is used
within RHODOS to provide the basic ‘barrier’ coordination method. The Process
Manager provides a service that allows the parent process to wait for the termination of
a child process. The parent process can use this services to record the termination of all
child processes before it continues execution. The parent process accesses this service
through the library call process_nwait() which sends a message to the Process Manager.
When a child exits, its PSN and exit value are sent to the waiting parent process. The
syntax of the process_nwait() call is presented in Figure 4.46.
Figure 4.46  Process Coordination Primitive
int32_t process_nwait (
int32_t num_children,
SNAME child_psn[],
int32_t exit_value[]
);
• num_children — The number of
children which the parent waits for.
• child_psn — The list of Process SNames
of the exited child processes.
• exit_value — The list of exit values
returned by the exiting child processes.
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4.5 Summary
In this chapter the RHODOS parallelism management system was presented and its
components detailed. The development of this system was carried out based on the
synthesis and logical design reported in Chapter 3. Thus, the RHODOS parallelism
management system developed supports the claim that this design was feasible and
implementable and that a client-server based distributed operating system is an
excellent platform for this purpose. The RHODOS parallelism management system
was built through a number of enhancements to the base RHODOS distributed
operating system. The RHODOS distributed operating system supports transparent
processing over a set of workstations which forms the basic requirement for a
parallelism management system.
Three key servers were added to the base RHODOS system to develop the
parallelism management system, in particular to provide the services of process
mapping and process instantiation, the RHODOS Global Scheduler, RHODS
Execution Manager and Process Migration Manager. The process interaction services
were provided through minor enhancements to the IPC Manager and Process Manager.
The RHODOS parallelism management system can be seen as the first
complete system able to manage parallelism of SPMD applications executed on
COWs, built on microkernel based client/server distributed operating system. Due to
the inherent transparency and modularity of such architectures the implementation of
the RHODOS parallelism management system was shown to be a logical extension to
the basic RHODOS system.
The RHODOS parallelism management system has a number of features that
are not found within any other environments which attempt to mange parallel
processing on COWs. Firstly, it is the first system to provide a closely integrated
process mapping facility that supports both process allocation and dynamic load
balancing. Secondly, the advanced process instantiation services, exploiting multiple
and group process creation and duplication, provide facilities which can greatly reduce
the overheads of instantiating large numbers of parallel processes on many
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workstations, which is a problem faced with currently available systems. Thirdly, the
group process duplication service is unique to the RHODOS PMS and its
implementation was made possible by the original solution to the group process
migration problem.
In addition to the instantiation and load balancing services provided by the
RHODOS parallelism management system support is also provided for process
interaction. The interaction services including interprocess communication and
coordination, provide the necessary support for the transparent execution and
communication of parallel processes which may be physically distributed over a
number of workstations within a COW. The RHODOS IPC services are enhanced with
the support of group communication which improves the performance not only of the
basic interprocess communication service but also enable the support of the advanced
group based process creation and duplication services.
The RHODOS parallelism management system provides complete
transparency for execution and communication, and forms an extremely flexible
modular environment for the testing of differing algorithms and approaches. It is
claimed here that this environment not only provides a high performance environment
for the execution of parallel programs on COWs but also simplifies the programming
environment for such programs. Chapter 5 will provide experimental results to support
these claims.
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Chapter 5 Performance of the 
RHODOS Parallelism 
Management System
5.1 Introduction
The core objective of this research has been to design, develop and test an environment
that is easy to program and use, transparent, and provides good performance for SPMD
based parallel programs executed on COWs. Chapter 3 reported on the general concept
of such an environment and shows its logical design. Chapter 4 demonstrated that the
whole design was both feasible and implementable.
A primary goal of this chapter is to demonstrate that the RHODOS parallelism
management system improves the overall execution time of SPMD based parallel
programs executed on COWs whilst reducing the users programming burden by
making it transparent and easy to use. This is achieved by investigating the
performance of both the initialisation and execution phases within the RHODOS
parallelism management system (PMS). The initialisation phase of an SPMD parallel
program involves the instantiation of the parallel child processes and the delivery of
the initial data to each of the children. Performance results of the initialisation phase is
obtained by testing, separately, the various process creation and duplication
instantiation methods, including single, multiple and group based process creation and
duplication and the data distribution services supported by the RHODOS parallelism
management system. The performance results from the various instantiation methods
are then analysed and compared. The performance of the data distribution services are
presented through the performance of the local and remote interprocess communication
services provided by the RHODOS parallelism management system.
The performance of the RHODOS parallelism management system at the
execution phase is provided by studying the execution of SPMD parallel programs
supported by the process allocation and dynamic load balancing services of the Global
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Scheduler Server. The performance of various parallel programs are examined in this
Chapter, including a symmetrical loop based SPMD parallel program and a selection of
problems that have been implemented as SPMD or SPMD & MPMD parallel
programs, including the Successive Over Relaxation, Quicksort and Travelling
Salesman Problems. These problems were used commonly by other researchers when
studying parallel processing [Silcock and Goscinski 98] and [Lu 95]. The impact of the
instantiation method and the amount of execution on the overall performance is also
presented.
The proof of the simplified programming environment goal is achieved by
providing evidence of the generality of the RHODOS parallelism management system.
More precisely, it is demonstrated how this system with only a small number of
primitives (as presented in Section 4.3) has been used to support a wide variety of
parallel and distributed processing applications including: distributed shared memory,
parallelising compiler output execution, and PVM based programming environment.
The high level of transparency and small number of service primitives provided by the
RHODOS PMS has enabled these applications to employ the available services simply
and effectively.
To present the proof of performance, ease of use and generality of the
RHODOS parallelism management system this chapter is organised as follows. A
description of the RHODOS environment and of the experiments that were used to
obtain the experimental results for this chapter are presented in Section 5.2. The scope
of the experimental study of the RHODOS parallelism management system is also
presented in this section. The performance results obtained from the study of the
services supporting the initialisation phase of a parallel program, including process
creation and duplication, are presented in Sections 5.3 and 5.4. Section 5.5 provides a
comparison of these results. The performance of the data distribution services provided
by the RHODOS PMS is presented in Section 5.6. The execution phase services of
process allocation and dynamic load balancing are examined separately, with the
performance results of these services being presented in Section 5.7 and Section 5.8,
respectively. The performance results of the set of common SPMD based parallel
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programs are provided in Section 5.9 to indicate the performance gained when both the
initialisation and execution services of the RHODOS parallelism management system
are employed. Section 5.10 presents the evidence supporting the generality claim that
the RHODOS PMS improves the programming environment for the user. This is
achieved by detailing a number of different programming areas where the RHODOS
PMS has been employed with great ease. The major outcomes of this chapter are then
summarised in Section 5.11.
5.2 Experimental Environment and Experiments
Presented in this section are descriptions of the environment and experiments used to
study the performance results of the RHODOS Parallelism Management System and
execution of SPMD applications supported by this system. A description of the
workstations and networks used to build the RHODOS Cluster of Workstations is
presented in Section 5.2.1. The description of the objectives and scope of the
experiments performed is presented in Section 5.2.2. Sections 5.2.3 and 5.2.4 present
the performance indices and the description of the automated experiment environment
used, respectively.
5.2.1 The RHODOS COW
The RHODOS Parallelism Management System was developed and tested on a cluster
of Sun3/50 workstations connected by 10Mbits/s ethernet based network. A total of
thirteen (13) workstation were connected to form a single COW. One of the thirteen
workstations within the RHODOS COW was reserved as a file server for the cluster
and not for normal user process execution. The remaining twelve workstations were
diskless and used for general user execution of parallel programs. Figure 5.1 provides a
graphical illustration of the RHODOS COW. Each workstation is based on a Motorola
68020M CPU, 4 MBytes of memory (two workstations have memory expansion
boards providing a total of 8 MBytes) and specialised microsecond timers for high
resolution timing. The standard timers provided within these workstation only provide
resolution of 10ms which is too coarse for the measurement requirements of this
project [Wickham and Goscinski 95].
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The ethernet network used to connect the RHODOS COW is formed from a
combination of switched 10BaseT and bus based thin ethernet media. The network
used by the RHODOS COW is a non-dedicated sub-network of the School of
Computing and Mathematics LAN and was shared with a number of other UNIX
workstations and NT based PCs. This provided an environment where some RHODOS
workstations had to compete with UNIX workstations for access to the network and the
RHODOS workstations had to handle broadcast packets sent from non-RHODOS
workstation and PCs within School’s LAN.
Figure 5.1  RHODOS Cluster of Workstations
5.2.2 Objectives and Scope of Experiments
A variety of experiments were conducted on the RHODOS COW with the objective of
providing support for the claims that the RHODOS PMS improves the performance of
SPMD based parallel programs and simplifies their programming. As indicated in the
introductory section (Section 5.1) the performance assertions will be justified by
examining both the individual parallelism management services and also the
combination of these services provided by the complete RHODOS PMS. The claim of
a simplified programming environment is substantiated by providing evidence that the
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RHODOS PMS system has been employed in a variety of distributed and parallel
processing areas with little effort required from the programmers.
The scope of the experiments performed and reported on in the following
sections is bounded by the goal of only studying the key services and validating the
design of the RHODOS parallelism management system. More precisely, the
performance of the services related to the initialisation, execution and termination
phases of an SPMD parallel program are examined. To examine the performance of the
RHODOS PMS during these phases a generic SPMD program was developed that was
capable of instantiating a variable number of child processes using either process
creation or process duplication.
The first set of experiments examines the individual services related to the
initialisation and execution phases of a SPMD based parallel program. The
initialisation phase employs the process instantiation and data distribution services.
The process instantiation included the single, multiple and group based process
creation and process duplication services; and the data distribution services focused on
the local and remote communication services. The execution phase relates primarily to
the load balancing services. These services are examined individually to gauge their
impact on the total overhead introduced by the RHODOS PMS.
The combined services of the RHODOS PMS system are examined by
measuring the performance of a set of commonly available problems executed on the
RHODOS COW supported by the RHODOS PMS. The common programs examined
include the Successive Over Relaxation, Quicksort and Travelling Salesman problems
which have been parallelised and using the RHODOS primitives. 
The experiments used to investigate the performance of the initialisation phase
services (including process instantiation and interprocess communication) are tested
with a number of variable parameters. In the process instantiation service experiments
the number of child processes and the number of workstations were varied, while the
program size remained constant. The number of parallel child processes were varied
from 1 to 20 and executed on a COW with 1, 2, 4, 8 or 12 workstations. A maximum of
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20 children was used to investigate the effect on executing many more processes than
there are workstations. Each of instantiation experiments was repeated 20 times. The
interprocess communication service experiments involved two processes, a sending
process and a receiving process. A message was passed between two processes and
then returned. The size of this message was varied from 1 byte to 100Kbytes and each
communication of a particular size was repeated 100 times. These experiments were
conducted on a single workstation and on two workstations to evaluate both local and
remote interprocess communication, respectively.
5.2.3 Performance Indices
The performance indices chosen for use in these experiments are that of execution
times and overall performance speed-up values [Togneri 96]. The speed-up value is the
ratio between the parallelised execution time divided by the sequential execution time.
The difference between the ideal speed-up and the actual speed-up indicates the
overheads introduced by the RHODOS PMS. The execution times are used with both
the experiments for the individual services and for the combined services. The speed-
up values are used in the combined service experiments.
The execution time performance index is used to present the total time
required to perform a particular service of the RHODOS PMS, i.e., process creation,
process duplication and data delivery. These performance indices indicate the impact
each of the particular services contribute to the overall execution of a SPMD based
parallel program. To gauge the overheads contributed by all services of the RHODOS
parallelism management system the total execution time of the parallel program is
recorded and speed-up values calculated.
5.2.4 Automated Experiment Environment
The RHODOS PMS enables the parameters such as the number of workstations, the
instantiation method, the load balancing service to be dynamically configured during
the execution of a program. Code was added to the RHODOS PMS to allow these
parameters to be modified dynamically and thus enabling the experiments to run
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automatically overnight when the shared network was the least loaded and being able
to test all possible combinations of parameters.
During the execution of these experiments no other parallel or sequential user
programs were being executed on the RHODOS COW. The Global Scheduling Server
was therefore only required to allocate the parallel processes of the experiment to
workstations and also provide dynamic load balancing support when child processes
exit. Since the only program executing is that of the experimental parallel program, the
results of the process allocation algorithm used in the Global Scheduler (the actual
mapping of processes to workstations) is predictable.
Figure 5.2  Process Mapping During Instantiation
An example of the process allocation for a parallel program with 4 child
processes and 3 workstations within the COW is shown in Figure 5.2. The process
mapping algorithm chooses the workstation with the least load (the workstation with
the least number of executing processes), in a round robin format on which the new
child process is to be allocated. The first child is mapped to the local workstation since
the parent at the time of the instantiation is not executing (it is blocked waiting for the
reply). The next two child processes are mapped to the next two remote workstations.
The final child process is mapped back to the local workstation as the load on each
workstations is equal and the local workstation is the first in the list. Therefore, after all
children have been instantiated, there are 2 child processes allocated to the first
workstation and a single process allocated to each of the remaining workstations.
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5.3 Performance of the Process Creation Based 
Initialisation
The RHODOS parallelism management system supports process instantiation using
single, multiple and group based process creation. The following sub-sections report
the performance of the process creation primitives under varying COW sizes and child
process numbers.
5.3.1 Experiment Description 
The first experiment performed focused on measuring the time taken to instantiate a set
of parallel processes following the SPMD model of parallelism employing process
creation. The first set of experiments performed used the three available creation based
methods, single, multiple and group. The program implemented in C was executed on
the RHODOS COW and the time taken to perform the creation requests (from the
parent processes point of view) were recorded. The pseudocode of the generic parent
parallel program is shown in Figure 5.3.
Figure 5.3  Pseudocode for the SPMD Parent Program
As detailed in Section 5.2.1, these experiment were conducted with twelve
(diskless) workstations dedicated for normal user execution and the thirteenth
workstation was reserved as the file server. In the process instantiation based on the
single, multiple and group process creation experiments the parent process was 25
Kbytes in size (24 Kbytes of text and 2 Kbytes of data), while the size of the child
INSTANTIATE_METHOD = {
SINGLE_DUPLICATE, MULTIPLE_DUPLICATE,
GROUP_DUPLICATE, SINGLE_CREATE,
MULTIPLE_CREATE, GROUP_CREATE }
main() /* USER PROGRAM - Parent Code */
{
...
timer_read( start_time );
par_initialise( INSTANTIATE_METHOD, n )
timer_read( end_time );
...
total_time = end_time - start_time;
}
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process loaded in from disk was approximately 24 Kbytes in size (16Kbyte text and
8Kbyte initialised data sizes), as shown in Figure 5.4. The experiment was performed
varying the number of child processes created, the creation method and the number of
workstations used. Each experiment was repeated 20 times to obtain an average result.
Figure 5.4  Process Sizes Involved in Creation Based Process Instantiation
5.3.2 Single Process Creation
The basic method of creating process supported by the RHODOS PMS is that of single
process creation. This method of process instantiation was described in Section 4.4.1.
The performance results of the RHODOS single process creation service is presented
in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5  Single Process Creation Results
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The total creation time using the single process creation service increases
linearly as the number of processes to be instantiated increases. As the number of
workstations involved in the experiment increases, a slight increase in total creation
time is noted. This increase can be accounted for by the fact that the local REX
Manager must forward on a remote create request to each remote REX Managers on
the participating remote workstations. Therefore as the number of remote workstations
involved in the process creation increases, the greater the number of remote create
requests that must be handled. This explains why using single process creation on a
single workstation requires less time than single process creation on many
workstations, since no interaction with remote REX Managers is required.
5.3.3 Multiple Process Creation
The next optimisation made to the single process creation service was to support
multiple process creation (as detailed in Section 4.4.1). The performance results of the
RHODOS process instantiation method based on the multiple process creation service
is presented in Figure 5.6.
Figure 5.6  Multiple Process Creation Results
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The RHODOS process instantiation method based on the multiple process
creation service provides a considerable performance improvement over the single
creation service. With this service, the file service need only be contacted on a per-
workstation basis which provides the improvement in performance. The creation time
increases linearly until the number of processes to be created equals the number of
workstations involved in the particular experiment. This is due to each participating
workstation being required to contact the file server to download the image of the child
process. After the first child has been instantiated on a workstation the total creation
time increases at a much lower rate for each successive child over the number of
workstations. Each successive created process is instantiated through memory sharing
of the first child’s memory which was populated from the image downloaded from the
file server. 
5.3.4 Group Process Creation
The performance results of the RHODOS process instantiation method based on the
group process creation service is presented in Figure 5.7. Group process creation was
described in Section 4.4.1.
Figure 5.7  Group Process Creation Results
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The group process creation service provides similar process creation times
regardless of the number of workstations involved in the experiment. The group
communication component of this service allows the child’s image to be downloaded
to all workstations involved in the group creation with the one message from the file
server. This ability dramatically reduces the overall creation time when compared to
the single process creation method. The performance results for the group process
creation service (for every COW size) provide similar performance results to the single
workstation example of the multiple process creation service presented in the previous
sub-section. The similarity can be attributed to the fact that in the multiple process
creation on a single workstation case, the file server is also only contacted once for the
image to be downloaded, which appears to be the major time constraint in the creation
of any process.
On closer examination, the results for the group process creation have the step
like characteristic, which indicates the points in the execution where and extra process
is being created locally using memory sharing (as discussed in Section 5.2.2). From the
group process creation results the creation time for each number of child processes
when there are two workstations in the COW is greater than when there are 4, 8 or 12
workstations in the COW. Although both the local and remote children are created
from the single group loaded image, a local creation requires less time than a remote
creation. On completion of a remote process creation the REX Manager on the remote
workstation is required to reply back to the REX Manager on the local workstation
with a message containing the names (PSNs) of the processes created remotely. The
size of this message increases as the number of remotely created children on a given
workstation increases, therefore increasing the overall creation time. The two
workstation example has the highest proportion of remote children on a given
workstation and therefore has the greatest total creation time.
5.3.5 Summary
This section presented the performance results of the RHODOS process instantiation
primitives using single, multiple and group based process creation. Basic single
process creation is the only creation services provided by other systems, including
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PVM [Beguelin et al. 94], [Geist et al. 94]. It is clear from these experimental results
that the single process creation service is much slower than both the multiple and group
based services, with 20 child processes on 12 workstations taking 4.59260 seconds
using single creation, 1.12579 seconds using multiple creation and 0.35443 seconds
using group based creation. The multiple process creation service requires each
workstation selected by the Global Scheduler to contact the file server to download the
image of the child process. This greatly increases the total creation time as the number
of workstations increases. The group process creation service supported by RHODOS
relieves this problem by allowing the file server to be contacted only once and the
child’s image sent to all participating workstations. This provides the group process
creation service a considerable performance improvement as the number of
workstations increases. 
5.4 Performance of the Process Duplication Based 
Initialisation
The goal of this section is to present the performance results of the process duplication
initialisation services provided by the RHODOS parallelism management system.
Process duplication is a service not found in other systems claiming to support parallel
processing on COWs, such as MOSIX [Barak et al. 96] and PVM [Geist et al. 94],
which only support process creation. Although MOSIX supports the duplication of
single processes, this can only be performed locally and must be migrated to remote
workstations after executing on the local workstation for a period of time greater than a
second. The RHODOS process duplication services support single, multiple and group
based duplication (as presented in Section 4.4.2) and transparently use single and
group process migration to instantiate parallel processes on remote workstations within
a COW. 
5.4.1 Experiment Description
The second experiment performed measured the performance of the process
instantiation service employing single, multiple and group based process duplication.
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This experiment was performed following the pseudocode presented in Figure 5.3,
testing individually the single twin, multiple twin and group twin methods.
Figure 5.8  Process Size Involved in Duplication Based Process Instantiation
In the process duplication experiment the parent process combined the code of
the parent process with the code for the child process, which were separate processes in
the process creation experiment detailed in Section 5.3.1. The size of the parent process
used in the duplication experiments was approximately 28 Kbytes in size (24 Kbyte
text and 4 Kbyte data sizes) and a pictorial representation of the combined parent/child
process is shown in Figure 5.8. The program used in the process duplication
experiment performs the exact same operations as the program used in the process
creation experiment. In the duplication case, the same components have been linked
together and thus enable sharing of code segments between the parent and child
sections of the program. Thus, reducing the overall size of the duplication process
since no doubling of code is required. The experiment was performed varying the
number of child processes duplicated, the duplication method and the number of
workstations used. Each experiment was repeated 20 times to obtain an average result.
The following sub-sections report the performance of the base process duplication
primitives under various COW sizes and child process numbers.
CHILD
PROCESS
PARENT
PROCESS
28 Kbytes
(24 Kb Text
+ 4 Kb Data)
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5.4.2 Single Process Duplication
Single process duplication is the basic duplication service provided by the RHODOS
parallelism management system. The method of implementing this service was
presented in Section 4.4.2. The performance results of this service is presented in
Figure 5.9.
The performance of the single process duplication service is inherently linear,
as was the case with the single process creation service (Section 5.3.2). This is due to
the same process duplication primitive being called multiple times. The single process
duplication experiment was performed with COW sizes of 1, 2, 4, 8 and 12
workstations and with the range of child parallel processes from 1 to 20. The periodic
step like characteristic in the results for 2, 4, 8 and 12 workstations can be accounted
for by the fact that a local process duplication is much faster than a remote duplication
which involves process migration. As presented in Figure 5.2, when the number of
processes modulo the number of workstations equals one, this extra process is
duplicated locally causing the step characteristic (as every second process with 2
workstations, every fourth process with four workstations, etc.). A local process
Figure 5.9  Single Process Duplication Results
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duplication requires in the order of 57 milliseconds to complete while a remote process
duplication takes approximately 260 milliseconds. 
5.4.3 Multiple Process Duplication
As presented in Section 4.3.3, the implementation of the RHODOS multiple process
duplication service involves the successive migration of the parent process to each of
the remote workstations, on which the parent process is then duplicated to form the
child processes. The performance results of the RHODOS process instantiation based
on multiple process duplication service is presented in Figure 5.10.
The RHODOS process instantiation service based on multiple process
duplication allows multiple instances of a process to be duplicated on a single
workstation issued through a single primitive. In the case of one workstation, the
multiple process instantiation service provides similar results to that of the single
process duplication service. For the COWs containing 2, 4, 8 and 12 workstation a
regular pattern can be observed from the performance results. The duplication time
increases rapidly until the number of processes equals the number of workstations.
Therefore the regular pattern follows the mapping presented in Figure 5.2, where for
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Figure 5.10  Multiple Process Duplication Results
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each new workstation involved in the multiple duplication, an extra migration is
required. Once the number of processes is greater than the number of workstations no
further migrations are required and local duplication operations are performed.
5.4.4 Group Process Duplication
Process instantiation based on group process duplication, as described in Section 4.3.3,
combines group communication with the migration of the parent process to remote
workstations resulting in group migration. In the group process duplication service,
group migration is employed to migrate the parent process to each of the remote
workstations in a single operation (as detailed in Sections 4.3.4 and 4.4.2). Therefore,
in comparison to the multiple process duplication service which requires separate
migrations for each remote workstation, the group communication allows the parent
process to be migrated to all remote workstations with the single migration. The
performance results of the RHODOS process instantiation service based on group
process duplication is presented in Figure 5.11.
The group process duplication performance results for 2, 4, 8 and 12
workstations show a jump in duplication time from 1 to 2 processes. This increase in
Figure 5.11  Group Process Duplication Results
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duplication time can be attributed to the need to perform a remote process duplication,
requiring the migration of the parent process to the remote workstation chosen by the
Global Scheduler. Once the parent process has been migrated to the remote
workstations, the respective number of child parallel processes are then duplicated
following the multiple duplication service and thus provide similar (linear)
performance results.
5.4.5 Summary
The performance results of the single, multiple and group based process duplication
service primitives were presented in this section to indicate the impact of the
duplication based instantiation service. Process duplication as an instantiation service
is unique to the RHODOS parallelism management system. As with the process
creation services, the single process duplication service proved to be the slowest of the
RHODOS duplication services. The performance results for 20 child processes on 12
workstations takes 4.68644 seconds using single duplication, 3.66646 seconds using
multiple duplication and 0.65576 seconds using group based duplication. The multiple
process duplication service removes the linear increasing duplication time experienced
by the single based service, but increases the duplication time as the number of
workstations in the COW increases. The best performance can be obtained from the
RHODOS group process duplication service, which utilises group communication to
restrict the service to a single migration of the parent process to all remote
workstations. This provides the group process duplication service a considerable
performance improvement as the number of workstations increases. 
5.5 Comparison of Creation and Duplication Based 
Initialisation Methods
In Section 5.3 and Section 5.4 the performance results of the process creation and
process duplication based instantiation services supported by the RHODOS parallelism
management system were presented. When comparing the single, multiple and group
based methods of the process creation and duplication services, similarities can be
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drawn. The single process creation and duplication services both provide near linear
increase in instantiation time as the number of processes and workstations increases.
The multiple process creation service provides better performance than the
multiple process duplication service, approximately 1.14 seconds for creating 12
processes on 12 workstations, compared with 3.50 seconds for the equivalent process
duplication service. The programs used in these experiments are of similar size (as
presented in Section 5.2.4) with the parent program using process creation being 25264
bytes in size (23668 bytes of text and 1596 bytes of data) and the child process had a
size of 24576 bytes in total (16384 bytes text and 8192 bytes of data). The parent
program using process duplication was 26200 bytes in total (24532 bytes of text and
1668 bytes of data).
The performance difference between the multiple process instantiation
services can be attributed to the process creation service being capable of issuing
remote creation requests to all participating remote workstations where they can then
concurrently create the respective number of child processes. The multiple process
duplication service must duplicate the child processes on each remote workstation in a
sequential manner as the migration of the parent process must be completed before it
can be migrated to another workstation.
The performance results obtained for the group based process instantiation
services also indicate that the process creation service provides better performance than
the equivalent process duplication service. With the creation of 20 processes on 12
workstations require approximately 354 milliseconds compared to 656 milliseconds
for the equivalent duplication. The difference in performance can be attributed to the
basic remote process duplication (involving the migration of the parent process) that
takes considerable more time than the basic creation of a process.
It is clear from these performance results that the multiple and group based
process instantiation services provide marked improvements over the traditional single
based methods. The new process duplication instantiation service was also shown to
provide performance results only slightly slower than the equivalent process creation
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services. Although, the process duplication may in fact benefit from the inheritance of
the parent’s memory by reducing the data distribution requirements. The following
section will investigate the RHODOS interprocess communication services which
support the data distribution phase of a parallel program.
5.6 Data Distribution Performance
The second stage of the initialisation phase of an SPMD parallel program is the
distribution of the initial data to each of the parallel child processes. In the RHODOS
parallelism management system, this service is provided through the interprocess
communication facility. RHODOS supports transparent local and remote, reliable
interprocess communication using message passing. As presented in Section 3.2.1, in a
SPMD parallel program each child process is allocated a unique portion from the total
problem data set. Therefore a separate message is required to be sent by the parent
process to each child process. 
The goal of this section is to present the performance results of both the local
and remote RHODOS interprocess communication services. The performance results
will provide an indication of the impact data distribution has on the initialisation phase
of an SPMD parallel program.
5.6.1 Experiment Description
To obtain the local IPC performance results an experiment was developed with two
processes, one acting as a sender and the other as a receiver. The experiment was
conducted twice, the first involved a single workstation COW and therefore both
processes were executed on the same workstation. The second experiment involved a
COW with two workstations with either process on each workstation, therefore
requiring remote interprocess communication services. The pseudocode for processes
used in this experiment is shown in Figure 5.12.
The performance results presented in this section are the round-trip time taken
for a message of a given size to be sent to the receiving process and then the same
message sent back to the sending process as a reply, as measured by the sending
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process. In these experiments, the message size sent between the processes was varied
from 1 byte through to 100 Kbytes, with an increment of 1 byte between 1 and 1024
bytes, and an increment of 1024 bytes between 1024 and 100 Kbytes. Each message
size was repeated 100 times and the average recorded.
Figure 5.12  Pseudocode for the Sending and Receiving Processes
5.6.2 Local IPC Performance
The RHODOS PMS supports communication between processes on the same
workstation through the local interprocess communication service provided by the
microkernel. This sub-section presents the performance results of the local IPC
experiment.
The performance results for the local round trip interprocess communication
are presented in Figure 5.13. Shown in the inset of Figure 5.13, an increase in
communication time is noted around 60 byte sized message. This jump in
communication time can be attributed to the implmentation of local IPC within the
microkernel which uses special buffers for small sized messages (less than 64 bytes).
/* Sending Process ‘S’ */
main()
{
for( size = 1byte .. 100Kbytes )
perform_test( size );
}
/* test code */
perform_test( int sz )
{
for( cnt = 1..MAXITERATION )
{
timer_read( start_time );
set up message of size sz;
send( R_port, S_port, s_arg, s_res );
recv( S_port, R_port, r_arg, r_res );
timer_read( end_time );
total_time = end_time - start_time;
}
}
/* Receiving Process ‘R’ */
main()
{
...
while( 1 )
{
recv( R_port, S_port, r_arg, r_res );
send( S_port, R_port, s_arg, s_res );
}
}
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The time taken for the round-trip communication increases linearly as the message size
increase.
5.6.3 Remote IPC Performance
Remote interprocess communication within RHODOS is provided by the IPC Manager
in cooperation with the microkernel and Network Manager (as presented in Section
4.3.5). When two communicating processes execute on different workstations the
remote interprocess communication services are transparently invoked. As the message
is being transmitted over an unreliable medium (ethernet in the RHODOS COW case),
the IPC Manager and Network manager provide protocols to ensure reliability. This
sub-section presents the performance results of the remote IPC experiment.
The processes used in this experiment are identical to those used in the local
IPC experiment. In this case we use a COW containing two workstations, with the
RHODOS PMS system placing each process on separate workstations. As with the
local IPC case, the round-trip times for message sizes ranging between 1 and 100
Kbytes (averaged over 100 repetitions) were recorded. The performance results of the
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remote IPC experiment are shown in Figure 5.14, with the round-trip performance of 1
to 1024 bytes shown in the inset.
5.6.4 Comparison of IPC Performance
The primary observations that can be made from the comparison of the local and
remote IPC performance results is the increased round-trip time and greater fluctuation
of the remote IPC results. The local IPC results range from 2.25 milliseconds for the
round-trip time of 1 byte through to 133.6 milliseconds for 100 Kbytes, which is
equivalent to 444 bytes/sec and 1530 Kbytes/sec, respectively. The performance results
for the remote IPC service range from 37.3 milliseconds for 1 byte through to 542
milliseconds for 100 Kbytes (53.6 bytes/sec and 378 Kbytes/sec respectively). The
increase in round-trip time for the remote IPC service can be attributed to the extra
overheads required for implementing reliability protocols. The increased fluctuations
can be attributed to the non-deterministic nature of the communication media being
used. Since the ethernet is shared with other workstations within the School, access to
the network may be delayed due to it being busy.
Figure 5.14  Round Trip Remote Communication Performance
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5.7 Performance of the Parallel Processing without 
Dynamic Load Balancing
Following the initialisation of the parallel child processes, with their instantiation and
the distribution of problem data, the execution phase is entered. This phase of the child
process relates to the computational component of the program where work on the
problem data is performed. The execution phase requires the support of the Global
Scheduler, in the form of process allocation and dynamic load balancing, to maintain a
COW wide balanced load such that the performance offered to all processes remains
even. We present in this section both a description of a generic SPMD based parallel
program and the performance results obtained from parallel processing of this program
employing both the process creation and process duplication instantiation methods
supported only by the initial placement component of the Global Scheduler.
5.7.1 Experiment Description
To investigate the performance of the parallel processing, including both initialisation
and execution of parallel processes, a sample generic SPMD based program was
developed. This program was executed with a variety of work loads to gauge the
impact the process allocation component of the Global Scheduler has on the total
computation time of the program.
The generic program was developed to have a well defined SPMD structure
and definable parameters. For these experiments the generic parent program allocates
an equal amount of data for each child parallel process. The computation performed by
each child has been simplified to a number of iterations of a loop. The decision to use
equal partitioning of the data was made so that performance variations due to data
imbalances are removed. This provides an environment where the influence of the
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process allocation service can be clearly examined. The pseudo code for the parent
process is presented in Figure 5.15. 
Figure 5.15  Pseudocode for the SPMD Parent Program
The pseudo code for the child process is presented in Figure 5.16. The child
process is divided into three stages. The first stage is responsible for initialisation and
the receipt of the data allocation in the form of a message from the parent process. The
second stage involves the execution of the work, which is performed on the allocated
data. The final stage involves the child process passing the result of the completed
work back to the parent process and then exiting. The exit event is notified to the
INSTANTIATE_METHOD = {
SINGLE_DUPLICATE, MULTIPLE_DUPLICATE,
GROUP_DUPLICATE, SINGLE_CREATE,
MULTIPLE_CREATE, GROUP_CREATE }
/* Parent Code */
parent()
{
...
for (cnt = 1..MAXITERATION )
{
timer_read( stat_time );
parent_experiment();
timer_read( end_time );
total_time = end_time - start_time;
}
}
parent_experiment()
{
...
process_init( INSTANTIATE_METHOD, MAXPROC );
/* Send initial data to children */
for( cnt = 0 ; cnt < MAXPROC ; cnt++ )
send( child[cnt], initial data );
/* Wait for every children response */
for( cnt = 0 ; cnt < MAXPROC ; cnt++ )
recv( child, result );
}
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Global Scheduler. The child processes uses the recv(), send() and process_exit() primitives
to achieve the initialisation and termination stages.
Figure 5.16  Pseudocode of the Parallel Child Process.
This program was executed with the work load varied from a total of 5 seconds
of work for a sequential process, through 25 seconds and 50 second total work loads.
The amount of work to compute relates directly to the overall execution time, since the
child processes individually perform computations based on the work allocated. For
each work load allocated, the single, multiple and group process creation and
duplication services were tested. The final results presented in this section represent the
total execution time required to initialise the set of child processes and for these
children to perform their computations. The final results were obtained from the
average result over 10 runs. In these experiments the dynamic load balancing
component of the Global Scheduler was disabled such that the influence of the process
allocation component of the Global Scheduler could be examined.
5.7.2 Process Creation Based Execution
In this sub-section, the research into the influence of the single, multiple and group
based process creation services on parallel processing supported only by process
allocation is reported. To study this, a series of experiments were performed and the
total execution time of the generic SPMD parallel program recorded. A number of
parameters were varied to produce the final set of results, including:
child()
{
/* Recv data to work upon */
recv(parent, initial work);
/* Do work on data */
for(cnt = 0; cnt < maxdata; cnt++)
our_work(cnt);
/* Send final result back to parent */
send(parent, final result);
process_exit();
}
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• Total Work Load — a range of total work loads were tested and ranged
from 5 seconds, 25 seconds and 50 seconds of work;
• Number of Parallel Child Processes — was varied from 1 child
(sequential case) to a maximum of 20 child processes;
• Number of Workstations within the COW — was varied to include 1, 2, 4,
8 and 12 workstation (with an extra workstation dedicated as the file
server).
The results for the set of experiments for the 5 second, 25 second and 50
second total execution times are presented in Figure 5.17, Figure 5.18 and Figure 5.19,
respectively. Each figure has three graphs representing the total execution time for the
single, multiple and group based process creation services, with the varying number of
children and workstations.
The primary observation that can be made from the performance results of
these experiments is that the multiple and group based creation services improve the
overall performance by approximately 5 seconds, when 20 child processes are used.
The impact of the creation time is better shown in the shorter total execution time
example (e.g., 5 second example) where there is a considerable levelling off of
performance results when the multiple and group based methods are used.
A secondary observation from the set of results indicates that an optimum
performance results is obtained when the number of child processes used equals the
number of workstations within the COW, each workstation hosting only one process.
This generalisation holds true for all 25 second and 50 second based experiments,
employing single, multiple and group based creation. Whereas the with the 5 second
based experiments this only holds true up to 4 workstations for the single and multiple
based experiments. After this point the overheads of the initialisation and execution
phase services exceeds the performance gains obtained from the parallelism. Although,
the group based method indicates marginal performance improvement when the COW
consists of 8 and 12 workstations.
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Process Creation Example (5 Second Execution Time)
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Figure 5.17  Performance of Parallel Processing Supported by 
Single, Multiple and Group Process Creation
(5 Seconds Execution Time, No Dynamic Load Balancing)
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Process Creation Example (25 Second Execution Time)
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Figure 5.18  Performance of Parallel Processing Supported by 
Single, Multiple and Group Process Creation
(25 Seconds Execution Time, No Dynamic Load Balancing)
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Process Creation Example (50 Second Execution Time)
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Figure 5.19  Performance of Parallel Processing Supported by 
Single, Multiple and Group Process Creation
(50 Seconds Execution Time, No Dynamic Load Balancing)
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5.7.3 Process Duplication Based Execution
In this sub-section, a series of experiments were conducted to investigate the impact of
the single, multiple and group based process duplication services on parallel processing
of a generic SPMD parallel program. As with the results presented for the process
creation services in the previous sub-section, the parallel programs executed here were
also only supported by the process allocation service of the Global Scheduler, to gauge
this services influence on the execution of a parallel program employing process
duplication. As before, a number of parameters were varied to produce the final set of
results, including:
• Total Work Load — a range of total work loads were tested and ranged
from 5 seconds, 25 seconds and 50 seconds;
• Number of Parallel Child Processes — was varied from 1 child
(sequential case) to a maximum of 20 child processes;
• Number of Workstations within the COW — was varied to include 1, 2, 4,
8 and 12 workstation (with an extra dedicated file server workstation).
The results for the set of experiments for the 5, 25 and 50 second total
execution times are presented in Figure 5.20, Figure 5.21 and Figure 5.22, respectively.
Each figure has three graphs representing the total execution time for the single,
multiple and group based process duplication services, under the various parameters.
As in the process creation based results presented in the previous sub-section,
the performance results of the multiple and group based duplication services improve
the overall performance by up to approximately 4 seconds, when 20 child processes are
duplicated over 12 workstations. The impact of the overall duplication time for the
multiple and group based methods is also better shown in the shorter (5 seconds) total
execution time example. The process duplication based experiments also show that the
minimum execution time is obtained when the number of child processes equals the
number of workstations within the COW, each workstation hosting only one parallel
process, for the 25 second and 50 second based experiments. As with the creation
based experiments, the 5 second experiments provide performance gains up to 4
workstations.
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Process Duplication Example (5 Second Execution Time)
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Figure 5.20  Performance of Parallel Processing Supported by 
Single, Multiple and Group Process Duplication
(5 Seconds Execution Time, No Dynamic Load Balancing)
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Process Duplication Example (25 Second Execution Time)
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Process Duplication Example (50 Second Execution Time)
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5.7.4 Comparison of Execution Phase Results without Dynamic Load 
Balancing
When comparing the results of the process creation and process duplication based
parallel program execution supported only by process allocation, a number of general
observations can be made. Firstly, both instantiation methods (over all parameters)
have results that show a periodic wave effect as the number of child parallel processes
increases. The period of the wave is equal to the number of workstations within the
COW of the given experiment. This effect is a result of using only process allocation as
a load balancing service. The peaks in the execution time correlate to the condition of
an imbalance in load. For example, executing 5 child processes on 4 workstations
results in a distribution of three workstations executing single processes and the fourth
workstation executing two processes. As each child process is executing equal amounts
of work, the fourth workstation has double the computation to perform (combining the
workload of the two child processes) when compared to the first three workstations.
Therefore, the fourth workstation will still be executing child processes after the other
three have completed and remain idle.
The second observation that can be made relates to the similarity in execution
results for both the process creation and process duplication instantiation methods. The
process duplication based parallel execution is slightly slower than the creation based
parallel execution, which can be attributed to the process duplication base primitives
being slightly slower, as discussed in Section 5.4.5. 
It is noted from the results of execution supported by both the process creation
and process duplication services that as the amount of work to be performed increases
(5 seconds compared with 50 seconds of work) the total execution time tends to level
off as the number of child processes increases. This can be attributed to the decrease in
the ratio of the initialisation overhead (instantiation and data distribution) to the overall
computation being performed. Therefore as this ratio decreases more user work
(computation) is being performed as compared to the overheads of initialising the
parallel processes. Although not studied in this research the analysis of the instantiation
services and the execution services can lead to the better definition of the level of
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parallelism granularity to be used in parallel processes executed on COWs. This area
forms part of the future research of this project.
Comparing the results of both instantiation methods, it can be generalised that
the optimum execution time for the SPMD based parallel program is when the number
of child processes used equals the number of workstations within the COW and each
workstation hosts only one process. Although, as discussed in the previous sub-
sections 5.7.2 and 5.7.3, this generalisation does not hold when a small workload is
processed by the children. This is due to the ratio of the instantiation overheads
compared with the total execution being larger than the 25 second and 50 second
workload experiments.
The final observation that can be made from the results indicates that the best
performance is obtained when the SPMD parallel program employs the group based
instantiation methods. This holds true for both group process creation and process
duplication methods over all examined workloads. The time to instantiate a process
using the group based methods were shown in Section 5.3.4 and Section 5.4.4 to be the
fastest of the instantiation methods, especially as the number of workstations increases.
Moreover, these results indicate that lower instantiation overheads improve the overall
execution performance of a generic SPMD parallel program.
5.8 Performance of the Parallel Processing with 
Dynamic Load Balancing
The goal of this section is to report on the performance of parallel processing of the
generic SPMD parallel program managed by the RHODOS parallelism management
system employing both the process creation and process duplication instantiation
methods supported by both process allocation and dynamic load balancing. Both
services of the Global Scheduler are employed to provide an overall balanced load not
only at instantiation but also during execution. 
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5.8.1 Experiment Description
The same generic SPMD parallel program used in the previous section (Section 5.7)
was used here to investigate the influence of the combined execution services of
process allocation and dynamic load balancing. As before, these experiments were
performed by varying the number of child processes from 1 to 20, the number of
workstations in the COW including 1, 2, 4, 8 and 12, and the instantiation method
employed. The impact of the dynamic load balancing service can be examined when
the number of processes exceeds the number of workstations available, thus producing
load imbalances. This program was executed with the work load total varied from 5
seconds through 25 seconds and 50 seconds, using the single, multiple and group
process creation and duplication services. Each experiment was repeated 10 times
(although the 50 second based experiments were repeated only 4 times as the duration
for the entire set of experiments repeated 10 times would have been too great, i.e.,
many days for the one test).
5.8.2 Process Creation Based Execution
A series of experiments conducted to investigate the impact of the single, multiple and
group based process creation services on the parallel processing of the generic SPMD
parallel program supported by both process allocation and dynamic load balancing are
reported in this sub-section. The results for the set of experiments for the 5 second, 25
second and 50 second total execution times are presented in Figure 5.23, Figure 5.24
and Figure 5.25, respectively. Each figure has three graphs representing the total
execution time for the single, multiple and group based process creation services.    
5.8.3 Process Duplication Based Execution
A series of experiments conducted to investigate the impact of the single, multiple and
group based process duplication services on the parallel processing of the generic
SPMD parallel program supported by both process allocation and dynamic load
balancing are reported in this sub-section. The results for the set of experiments for the
5 second, 25 second and 50 second total execution times are presented in Figure 5.23,
Figure 5.27 and Figure 5.28, respectively. Each figure has three graphs representing the
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total execution time for the single, multiple and group based process duplication
services.    
5.8.4 Comparison of Parallel Processing Results with Dynamic Load 
Balancing
The performance results of parallel processing of the generic SPMD parallel programs
(employing both process creation and duplication) supported by both process
allocation and dynamic load balancing have a number of interesting characteristics
when compared to the results obtained from the process allocation supported
execution. The first observation that can be made is the absence of the periodic wave
characteristic identified in Section 5.7. The absence of the periodic wave in the total
execution time can be attributed to the support provided by the dynamic load balancing
service of the Global Scheduler. The dynamic load balancing service ensures the load
remains continually balanced by invoking the migration of processes when an
imbalance exists. For example, the periodic wave presented in the results of Section 5.7
have peaks when the number of child processes is exactly one more than the number of
workstations (3 processes on 2 workstations, 5 processes on 4 workstations, etc.) which
requires two child processes to compete for the same workstation thus requiring twice
the processing time to complete. The dynamic load balancing service enable one of
these child processes to be migrated to a free workstation when one becomes available
due to another child process terminating.
The results of the execution supported by both process allocation and dynamic
load balancing indicate that the programs employing process creation provide slightly
better performance than the programs employing process duplication. As presented in
the previous section, this is due to the improved base performance of the process
creation services over the process duplication services. Also, as identified in the
previous section, the total execution time of both instantiation methods improves
(especially as the number of child parallel processes increases) as the workload
increases. This characteristic can be observed in the levelling off of execution time as
the workload increases and the number of child parallel processes increases.
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To obtain an indication of the influence the RHODOS parallelism management
system has on SPMD parallel program performance, a speed-up value of the parallel
programs is presented. A speed-up value (as presented in Section 5.2.3) is the ratio of
the total execution time of the sequential program with that of the execution time of the
parallel program. As the optimal performance of the parallel program is achieved with
the number of child processes equalling the number of workstations the speed-up
values presented here are for 2 processes on 2 workstations, 4 processes on 4
workstations, 8 processes on 8 workstations and 12 processes on 12 workstations; for
each of the 5 second, 25 second and 50 second work load experiments. The speed-ups
obtained from the programs supported by process allocation and dynamic load
balancing employing both process creation and process duplication, are presented in
Figure 5.29 and Figure 5.30, respectively.
The total execution time of the generic SPMD parallel program supported by
both process allocation and dynamic load balancing is improved and has more
consistent results when compared to those programs supported only by process
allocation. The speed-up results also show that parallel processing based on process
creation, as expected, provides slightly better performance. Another observation that
can be made relates to the process duplication speed-up results, where the multiple
process duplication provide slightly worse speed-up performance than the single
process duplication, which can be attributed to the higher instantiation time of the
multiple method when compared with single process duplication. The best speed-up
values are obtained for the 50 second work load for both instantiation methods, where
the overhead to computation ratio is the lowest. The group process creation based
speed-up values for the 2, 4, 8 and 12 workstation results for the 50 second work load
provide 99.4%, 96.2%, 90.7% and 83.3% of the ideal values, respectively. While the
group process duplication based speed-up values for the identical number of
workstations are 98.2%, 95.3%, 87.3% and 78.9% of the ideal values.
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Figure 5.30  Speed-up Performance Using Process Duplication
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5.9 Performance of SPMD Parallel Application 
Programs
The goal of this section is to report on the performance of parallel processing of a set of
SPMD based application programs supported by the RHODOS parallelism
management system. Three common problems were selected to be implemented and
included: Successive Over Relation, Quicksort problem, and Travelling Salesman.
These problems were selected since they have been implemented and tested using a
variety of parallelism support facilities, including PVM and DSM. These programs
were converted from PVM programs, written in C by [Lu 95], into programs
executable on RHODOS. The conversion of these program involved removing the
PVM process instantiation, communication and coordination primitives and adding the
RHODOS primitives. The core algorithms remained the same. The results of these
programs have been compared with both the PVM and DSM implementations, where
the distributed shared memory work has been performed by Silcock and Goscinski
[Silcock and Goscinski 98]. 
Lu’s experiments were performed on a cluster of 8 DECstation-5000/240
workstations (with 40Mhz MIPS R3000 processors and 24 Mbytes main memory and
running standard UNIX) and interconnected via a high speed ATM network using a
Fore Systems TCA-100 network adapter cards, supporting up to 100 Mbits/sec.
Whereas, the distributed shared memory experiments carried out by Silcock were
performed on the RHODOS COW with a total of 8 workstations and a 10 Mbits/sec
ethernet network. Each of the DSM experiments were conducted employing the write-
invalidate and write-update distributed shared memory algorithms.
5.9.1 Successive Over Relaxation
Red/Black Successive Over Relaxation is an algorithm used to solve partial differential
equations. The SOR algorithm uses a two dimensional array logically divided into a
checker board pattern with each square being alternatively painted red and black.
Calculating each row in succession, each element is computed as the average value of
its four surrounding elements (above, left, bottom and right); a red element is
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calculated as the average of the sum of the four surrounding black elements; the black
elements are calculated from the average of the surrounding four red elements. A
number of iterations are performed to calculate the final array values.
Parallelism can be achieved by dividing the array into equally sized blocks of
rows and performing the calculations on this data concurrently. Calculations on each
block of rows can be performed by separate child process, following the SPMD model
of parallelism. Boundary rows must be shared between child processes and once
calculated, must be exchanged with their neighbouring processes.
Figure 5.31  Pseudocode of the SOR Parent Process
The implementation of this algorithm was converted from the PVM version
developed by [Lu 95]. The SOR program involves the parent process instantiating the
set of child processes and sending the details of the data array to each child, as shown
in Figure 5.31. The parent process then waits for the calculated rows of the final array
to be sent back from each of the child processes. A child process receives the details of
the data array, initialises their allocated rows and proceeds to perform the calculations,
row by row. The pseudocode of the child process is shown in Figure 5.32. 
The performance of the SOR parallel program executed on the RHODOS
COW and supported by the RHODOS PMS, employing process creation and process
duplication, is presented in Figure 5.33. Shown in the first two sections of Table 5.1 are
the actual speed-up values for the single, multiple and group based creation and
duplication methods for the execution of the SOR program. The results presented were
performed on an array size of 128 × 128 elements with 10 iterations to calculate the
resultant array. The overall execution time for a single child process was approximately
124 seconds.
sor_parent()
{
Initialise the matrix of numbers to be differentiated;
Instantiate the set of children;
Receive sections of the matrix from each child process;
}
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The speed-up results obtained for the PVM implementation of the SOR
problem by [Lu 95] (using an array size of 64 × 2048 computed over 10 iterations) and
the Distributed Shared Memory version by [Silcock and Goscinski 98] (using an array
size of 64 × 2048 for the write-invalidate based DSM and an array size of 128 × 128
for the write-update based DSM, both of which were computed over 10 iterations) are
also shown in Table 5.1. The matrix size of 64 × 2048 was not used in the RHODOS
PMS experiments due to memory limitations on the 4 Mbyte RHODOS workstations.
sor_child()
{
receive array data;
initialise this child allocated rows;
for( iteration = 1..MAXITER )
{
for( row = begin row..end row )
{
for( col = row[col1]..row[coln] )
{
black[row][col] = (red[above] + red[left] +
red[below] + red[right ) / 4;
row = row + 1;
if( row > end row )
break from row loop;
black[row][col] = (red[above] + red[left] + 
red[below] + red[right ) / 4;
}
}
}
exchange black red data with neighbours;
for( row = begin row..end row )
{
for( col = row[col1]..row[coln] )
{
red[row][col] = (black[above] + black[left] + 
black[below] + black[right ) / 4;
row = row + 1;
if( row > end row )
break from row loop;
red[row][col] = (black[above] + black[left] + 
black[below] + black[right ) / 4;
}
}
exchange red data with neighbours;
}
send calculated rows back to parent process;
exit;
}
Figure 5.32  Pseudocode of the SOR Child Process
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It is observed from these results that parallel processing of the SOR program
supported by the RHODOS process creation based PMS provides better speed-up
performance to those of parallel processing supported by PVM and DSM. Examining
the 8 workstation results, the RHODOS process creation based PMS managing the
SOR program provides speed-ups of approximately 6.06, 6.29 and 6.48 for the single,
multiple and group methods, respectively. The RHODOS process duplication based
PMS managing the SOR program provides speed-ups of 4.76, 4.67 and 5.93 for the
single, multiple and group methods, respectively. While the PVM based program
achieves a speed-up of 3.36 and the DSM based SOR program achieves speed-ups of
5.68 and 4.27 for the invalidate and update based methods, respectively. These results
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indicate that the process creation based programs managed by the RHODOS PMS
provide considerable performance improvements over not only the process duplication
but also the PVM and DSM based methods.
Table 5.1  SOR Comparison of Speed-up Results
5.9.2 Quicksort
The Quicksort algorithm allows an array of numbers to be sorted into ascending (or
descending) order. The algorithm is based on the recursive partitioning of an unsorted
list into unsorted sub-lists such that all elements in the first sub-list are less than all the
elements in the second sub-list. The recursive production of sublists continues until the
size of the sublist reaches a threshold value, at which point the sublist is sorted
sequentially using the bubble sort algorithm.
Parallelism can be achieved by having multiple child processes performing the
partitioning and eventually the bubblesort on separate sections of the array of integers
following the SPMD model of parallelism. The structure of the parallelised quicksort
algorithm used in this experiment is based on the PVM version developed by [Lu 95].
Divided into a parent process and a set of child processes, the parent acts as a
controlling entity maintaining a queue of tasks to be performed, where the tasks
represent the current set of sublist bounds and the corresponding data elements. After
instantiation, each child processes requests from the parent process a task from the task
queue. If the size of the subqueue is greater than the threshold size, the child then
partitions the list into two further sublists and ensures that all elements less than the
median value are placed in the first sublist and the elements greater than the median are
placed in the second sublist. The child then returns these sublists back to the parent
# of
W/S
Create
Single
Create 
Multi
Create
Group
Duplic.
Single
Duplic.
Multi
Duplic.
Group
PVM
Based
DSM 
Invalid
DSM
Update
1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
2 1.92 1.92 1.92 1.89 1.90 1.89 1.98 1.63 1.55
4 3.58 3.63 3.64 3.35 3.34 3.50 2.85 3.10 2.75
8 6.02 6.29 6.48 4.76 4.67 5.93 3.36 5.68 4.27
12 7.38 8.14 8.71 5.12 5.01 7.81 — — —
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process which adds them to the task queue. This process continues until the entire list
of numbers has been sorted at which point the parent terminates all child processes.
The pseudocode for the quicksort parent process is presented in Figure 5.32.
The parent process repeatedly receives requests from the child processes and performs
the appropriate actions until no further work is needed to order the list of numbers. The
pseudocode for the child process is shown in Figure 5.35.
quicksort_parent()
{
Initialise array of numbers to be sorted;
Instantiate children;
Push initial array and first task onto stack;
while( tasks to perform )
{
PUSH Child Request onto Queue;
switch( reqst )
{
case REPLY_ODERDED_SUBLIST:
Receive the ordered sublists and details;
Send out tasks to waiting children;
case REQ_WORKINIT:
Send out tasks to waiting children;
}
}
Send terminate message to all children;
}
Figure 5.34  Pseudocode of the Quicksort Parent Process
quicksort_child()
{
while( work to do == TRUE )
{
Send a request for work (REQ_WORKINT);
Receive reply from parent;
if( reply == Subtask )
{
if( sublist < THRESHOLD )
bubblesort();
else
{
Find median of array;
Separate into two sublists;
Send sublists back to parent;
}
else
 work to do = FALSE;
}
}
Figure 5.35  Pseudocode of the Quicksort Child Process
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The performance results of the quicksort experiment, in the form of speed-up
values, are presented in Figure 5.36. The quicksort parallel program was executed on
the RHODOS COW and supported by the RHODOS PMS, employing process creation
and process duplication. Table 5.2 presents the actual speed-up values for the single,
multiple and group based parallel processing employing process creation and
duplication methods. 
The results presented in Figure 5.36 were obtained from executing the
quicksort algorithm on an array size of 128K integers. The overall execution time for a
single child process was approximately 400 seconds. The speed-up results obtained for
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the PVM implementation of the quicksort problem [Lu 95] and the Distributed Shared
Memory version [Silcock and Goscinski 98] (both invalidate and update based) are
shown in Table 5.2. Both the PVM and DSM experiments were performed on an array
size of 256K integers. This size of array was not possible in the RHODOS PMS
experiments due to memory limitations of the 4 Mbyte workstations, since the required
REX Managers and Migration Managers did not leave enough memory for the
quicksort user process. Also due to the size of the messages being passed between the
child and parent workstations, when 12 workstations were used, this caused a
communications bottle neck at the parent workstation which rendered the network
useless. Thus in these experiments it was only possible to test up to 8 workstations (as
shown in Figure 5.36).
Table 5.2  Quicksort Comparison of Speed-up Results
It is observed from the comparison results that the quicksort program
supported by the RHODOS PMS provide better speed-up performance than those of
the DSM based programs. Although, the PVM implementation provides the best
speed-up results of all methods presented here. Examining the 8 workstation results,
the RHODOS PMS for the creation based programs provide speed-ups of
approximately 5.70, 5.79 and 5.76 for the single, multiple and group methods,
respectively; and the process duplication based program provide speed-ups of 5.03,
4.92 and 5.44 for the single, multiple and group methods, respectively. The PVM based
program achieves a speed-up of 6.79 and the DSM based program achieves speed-ups
of 5.68 and 4.27 for the invalidate and update based methods, respectively. As
indicated with the SOR speed-up results the process creation based programs managed
by the RHODOS PMS provide performance improvements over the process
duplication based methods.
# of
W/S
Create
Single
Create 
Multi
Create
Group
Duplic.
Single
Duplic.
Multi
Duplic.
Group
PVM
Based
DSM 
Invalid
DSM
Update
1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
2 1.74 1.73 1.74 1.68 1.69 1.68 1.92 1.05 1.90
4 3.16 3.14 3.22 2.95 3.00 3.08 3.66 1.84 2.88
8 5.70 5.79 5.76 5.03 4.92 5.44 6.79 2.82 3.80
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5.9.3 Travelling Salesman Problem
The travelling salesman problem exists when the minimum distance, or tour, is
required to be found between a all cities with specified distances between them. A city
is selected as the starting city and all other cities must be visited exactly once. The
basic algorithm used to solve this problem is based on an exhaustive search of all
possible tours, where potential tours are solved until they exceed the current minimum
tour length when the search of that particular tour is aborted. This program is divided
into a parent process which manages the queue of partially solved tours and a set of
child processes which recursively solve their allocated tours. Therefore, this
implementation falls into the SPMD class of parallel programs.
The parent process acts as a controller for the allocation of potential tours to
the child processes and maintains a queue of partially solved tours ordered on tour
lengths. Child processes request a tour from the parent process and recursively find the
tour distance until either the search is aborted (due to exceeding the current minimum
tour length) or a new minimum tour length is found. 
Figure 5.37  Pseudocode of the TSP Parent Process
tsp_parent()
{
initialise city tour;
instantiate slaves and send tour out tour information;
cont = TRUE;
while( cont == TRUE )
{
reqst = recveive request from child;
switch( reqst )
{
case GET_TOUR:
if( find next solvable tour == TRUE )
send tour to requesting child
else
send terminate message to child
cont = FALSE;
case SET_MINUMUM_TOUR:
receive solved tour and length
if( tour length < current minimum )
set current minimum = tour length
send current minimum to child
}
}
}
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The pseudocode for the parent process is shown in Figure 5.37. After
instantiating the set of child processes and sending out the distances between the cities,
the parent process enters the request processing stage. The parent process maintains a
list of the solvable tours from which child processes request a tour to solve. The child
process then recursively solves the tour until either the current minimum tour length is
found or the remaining number of cities reaches a threshold. At this point the child
process changes from recursion to solving the remaining tours sequentially. The
pseudocode for the child process is presented in Figure 5.38. Parallelism is achieved by
having multiple child processes solving possible city tours concurrently.
Figure 5.38  Pseudocode of the TSP Child Process
The performance of this parallel program executed on the RHODOS COW and
supported by the RHODOS PMS and employing process creation and process
duplication are presented in Figure 5.39. The first two sections of Table 5.3 present the
actual speed-up values for the single, multiple and group based TSP programs
supported by the RHODOS PMS employing process creation and duplication. The
results presented were performed on 18 city tour, with the minimum threshold set to 13
cities. The overall execution time for a single child process was 682 seconds.
tsp_child()
{
receive the tour weights from parent;
while( work to do == TRUE )
{
Send a request for work (GET_TOUR);
Receive reply from parent;
if( solvable tour exists )
{
/* abort if tour length > current minimum */
result = solve tour;
if( result < current minimum tour length )
Send this tour back to parent;
{
else
work to do = FALSE;
}
}
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Table 5.3  TSP Comparison of Speed-up Results
# of
W/S
Create
Single
Create 
Multi
Create
Group
Duplic.
Single
Duplic.
Multi
Duplic.
Group
PVM
Based
DSM 
Invalid
DSM
Update
1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
2 1.82 1.84 1.83 1.84 1.82 1.83 2.00 1.82 1.95
4 3.18 3.22 3.22 3.21 3.20 3.21 3.60 2.90 3.45
8 6.06 6.08 6.06 6.06 6.06 6.06 5.63 4.20 6.90
12 8.58 8.37 8.40 8.36 8.65 8.30 — — —
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The speed-up results obtained for the PVM implementation of the TSP
problem [Lu 95] and the Distributed Shared Memory version [Silcock and Goscinski
98] (both invalidate and update based) are shown in Table 5.3. 
It is observed from these results that the TSP program supported by the
RHODOS PMS provide slightly better speed-up performance to those of the PVM and
DSM based programs. Examining the 8 workstation results, the RHODOS PMS for
both creation and duplication based programs provide speed-ups of approximately 6.06
(for single, multiple and group methods). While the PVM based program achieves a
speed-up of 5.63 and the DSM based program achieves speed-ups of 4.20 and 6.90 for
the invalidate and update based methods, respectively. Therefore, only the update
based methods provide better speed-ups than the RHODOS PMS supported TSP
program.
5.9.4 Summary of Results
Reported in this section were the speed-up performance results obtained from the
execution of a set of three standard parallel programs supported by the RHODOS
parallelism management system. The three programs included the Successive Over
Relaxation (SOR) problem, the Quicksort (QS) problem and the Travelling Salesman
problem (TSP). Firstly, these results show that the RHODOS PMS can be successfully
used to execute standard parallel processing problems. Secondly, the applications
supported by the RHODOS PMS provided better performance speed-ups when
compared with the results obtained from the original PVM versions (apart from the
Quicksort program) and also with the equivalent RHODOS DSM based versions.
Of the SOR, QS and TSP speed-up results, those of the SOR program provide
a clear benefit for using the group based process creation and duplication methods over
the single and multiple based results. While the speed-up results for the QS and TSP
programs, although expected, do not show any distinction between the instantiation
methods used. This inconsistency is most likely attributed to the structure of the
algorithm used for the QS and TSP programs. These programs are not purely SPMD
and posses areas of functional parallelism, combined with the parent process providing
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a queue management role for the work allocation which increases the interaction
between the parent and child processes. The effects of combining theses issues requires
further study to fully understand the impact on their execution on COWs.
5.10 Applicability of the RHODOS PMS
The goal of this section is to report on the use of the RHODOS parallelism
management system. Three unrelated projects have been performed on the RHODOS
system which have taken advantage of the parallelism management system services.
These projects are: the Distributed Shared Memory system for RHODOS, a coarse
grained parallelising compiler for COWs, and the porting of the PVM programming
environment to the RHODOS system. Each of these projects and the benefits provided
by the RHODOS parallelism management system are presented in the following sub-
sections.
5.10.1 Distributed Shared Memory
The first project to utilise the services of the RHODOS PMS was that of the
Distributed Shared Memory system for RHODOS [Silcock and Goscinski 98]. The
goal of the DSM project was to produce a system that provides the programmer with a
complete programming environment in which to develop or run existing shared
memory code. The DSM system was developed within the Space Manager of
RHODOS and utilises the services of the RHODOS PMS during the initialisation of
the DSM processes. The DSM system requires the RHODOS PMS to allocate the
parallel processes participating in the distributed shared memory program to the
workstations within the COW. The high level of transparency provided by the
RHODOS PMS supported the allocation of processes to workstations without any
additional programming to the DSM code.
5.10.2 Parallelising Compiler Support
The RHODOS Parallelising Compiler project [McAvaney and Goscinski 98] is the
second project supported by the RHODOS PMS. The goal of the RHODOS
Parallelising Compiler is to provide the ability to parallelise sequential code written in
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common languages (such as C and Pascal). The primary focus of this compiler is with
the extraction of coarse level parallelism and its execution on a cluster of workstations.
The compiler detects and extracts parallelism within standard sequential
programs and produces parallelised code that uses the RHODOS PMS system to not
only allocate processes to workstations, but to also provide dynamic load balancing
services and interaction services. These services are transparently inserted into the
compiled code by the parallelising compiler and support the execution of the parallel
processes produced by the compiler. These initialisation and execution services reduce
the number of operations which the parallelising compiler must perform, therefore,
greatly simplifying the design of the compiler since it is only required to identify and
extract the parallelism.
5.10.3 PVM Programming Environment Port
The final project to utilise the services of the RHODOS PMS is that of the project to
port the PVM programming environment for use in the RHODOS system [Rough and
Goscinski 97]. The RHODOS parallelism management system greatly simplified the
porting of the PVM system to RHODOS. The process allocation and dynamic load
balancing services provided within the RHODOS PMS meant these services were not
needed to be provided within the PVM system. In the RHODOS PVM environment the
standard PVM daemon was found to be completely unnecessary since the key services
it provides for the UNIX environment are provided inherently within RHODOS and
within the RHODOS parallelism management system.
The PVM port primarily focused on providing the naming conventions and
primitive syntax of PVM and was achieved through the development of a PVM library
that is linked into existing PVM programs. The allocation of PVM processes to
workstations, the dynamic load balancing facilities and the inter PVM process
communication are all supported by the services of the RHODOS PMS. Therefore, the
RHODOS PVM supported by the RHODOS PMS provided improved performance in
comparison to the UNIX based PVM [Rough and Goscinski 98]. Furthermore, the
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advanced services provided by the RHODOS PMS greatly reduced the complexity and
the extent of programming required to complete the PVM port.
5.11 Summary
The goal of this chapter was to demonstrate that the RHODOS Parallelism
Management System not only improves the performance of SPMD based parallel
applications when executed on COWs but also eliminates the programming required to
manage parallelism of these applications and therefore reduces the programming
burden of the user. The performance goal was achieved, and demonstrated through the
analysis of results focusing on the initialisation and parallel processing phases of a set
of SPMD based parallel applications. These results showed that the instantiation, data
delivery, load balancing and coordination services provided by the RHODOS PMS are
suitable for SPMD applications.
In comparison to the traditional single process creation based instantiation
services, both the multiple and group based process creation services were shown to
provide considerable performance improvements, especially as the number of
workstations increases. In addition to the process creation service, the unique process
duplication services of the RHODOS PMS were shown to provide comparable
performance results. Although providing slightly worse performance results than the
equivalent process creation services, the process duplication services allow the
inheritance of the parents memory regions to each of the child processes. This
inheritance can greatly reduce communication overheads if large amounts of common
data is required between the parent and child processes. As with the creation based
services, the multiple and group based process duplication services also provide
considerable performance improvements as the number of workstations increase. The
group based process creation and duplication services were shown to provide marked
performance improvements over the multiple instantiation methods. The instantiation
services were shown to be supported well by a completely location transparent
interprocess communication facility providing reliable message passing services.
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The process allocation and dynamic load balancing services were shown to
improve the overall execution of a generic SPMD parallel application. Moreover, the
dynamic load balancing service was able to improve and smooth execution times of the
SPMD application when the number of child processes exceeds the number of
workstations. It was also indicated from these results that the optimal number of
processes involved in a parallel application is equal to the number of workstations
contained within the COW.
The combined services of the RHODOS PMS were used and also examined
through the execution of a set of three standard parallel applications, Successive Over
Relaxation, Quicksort and Travelling Salesman Problems. The speed-up performance
of these applications supported by the RHODOS PMS were compared with the results
obtained from equivalent PVM and DSM based applications. The results indicate that
the applications supported by the RHODOS PMS improve the speed-up values from
those of the PVM and DSM versions.
Finally, the claim that the RHODOS PMS provides a general and simple to use
system for the programming and execution of parallel processes on COWs was also
achieved. This goal was fulfilled by showing that with only a small number of
powerful primitives the system was able to efficiently manage parallelism and also by
presenting three diverse programming areas where the RHODOS PMS has been
utilised with considerable ease. These areas which transparently employed some/all of
the services of the RHODOS PMS included: the RHODOS Distributed Shared
Memory project, the RHODOS Parallelising Compiler, and the port of the PVM
programming environment to RHODOS.
The RHODOS PMS was shown to improve the performance of SPMD based
parallel applications, especially when the advanced services of multiple and group
based process creation and duplication are employed. It was also shown that the
programming of these applications was made easier through the simple, yet powerful,
programming environment provided by the RHODOS PMS. The general applicability
of this system to a variety of areas promotes the flexibility and potential of the
RHODOS PMS.
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Chapter 6 Conclusions and Future 
Work
The study into the synthesis, logical design, development within the RHODOS
environment and experimental study of a system managing the parallelism of SPMD
applications executing on COWs has been successfully completed.
6.1 Research Outcomes and Conclusions
The use of COWs for the execution of parallel programs is increasing in popularity due
primarily to the considerable improvements in computational and network
performance of such architectures as well as the impressive price to performance ratios
held by COWs when compared with traditional supercomputer and MPP systems.
Until now, the execution of parallel programs on COWs have faced a number of
serious problems that have not only restricted the level of performance obtainable from
these programs but have also complicated their programming. 
Our research shows that a number of systems are currently available that
provide support for the identification and representation of parallelism within a
program, but very few systems have attempted to address the management of this
parallelism once executed on a COW. It was shown in this research that of the systems
that have attempted to address the management of parallelism on COWs, none have
provided complete or satisfactory solutions. The systems identified in this research
which relate to the management of parallelism on COWs include, the PVM system, the
NOW system and the MOSIX system. It was identified from the analysis of these
systems that the more closely the parallelism support is provided within the operating
system (executed on the individual workstations) the more transparent and successful
the solution was. Of these the MOSIX system was shown to provide the highest level
of support and transparency. MOSIX is a distributed operating system developed as
enhancements and extensions to the BSD network operating system, which was shown
to provide a number of services directly related to the management of parallelism. The
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MOSIX system has a number of limitations including the reliance on PVM executed
on top of the MOSIX operating system. Furthermore, only single process creation is
supported as the method for process instantiation and also limitations exist in the form
of bottlenecks when communicating parallel processes are migrated away from their
home workstations.
As a response to the identified needs of programmers of SPMD based parallel
applications and the execution of these applications on COWs it was proposed for this
project that the parallelism management system must be able to address problems such
as: how instances of parallel processes should be invoked; how problem data should be
distributed to the child processes; how to avoid load imbalances that degrade program
performance; and how to provide satisfactory levels of process coordination and
communication. These problem areas formed the scope and bounds of a parallelism
management system from which a unique system was synthesised. The synthesised
parallelism management system is the first major result and achievement of this
research. The synthesised system contains three distinct and advanced services:
• Process Instantiation — Including single, multiple and group based
process creation; single, multiple and group based process duplication;
and data delivery;
• Process Mapping — Combining load collection, process allocation and
dynamic load balancing to form a single and novel service; and
• Process Interaction — Including process relationships, interprocess
communication and process coordination.
The provision of all three services within a parallelism management system is
totally unique, as is the provision of multiple and group instantiation methods. Also, no
other system investigated provides process duplication as an instantiation method, let
alone multiple and group based duplication. This system was synthesised in a manner
which adhered to the user requirements of an environment that provides good
performance and be highly transparent to provide a simple programming environment.
Furthermore, the synthesised system adheres to the software engineering requirements
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of providing a flexible, modular and simple environment for the implementation of
such a system.
The logical design of the parallelism management system is the second major
outcome and achievement of this research. The logical design was derived directly
from the synthesised system. The originality of this design is in being an enhancement
and extension to a client/server and microkernel based distributed operating system. A
unique and clear result of this research is that the three distinct services identified in the
synthesised system should be implemented as a set of server processes including the
Process Instantiation Server, Process Mapping Server and Process Interaction Server.
A further result of the research into the logical design asserts that the Process
Instantiation Server must not only support the instantiation of single processes but also
the instantiation of many processes using multiple and group methods. The services of
a Process Migration Server were also demonstrated to be essential to fully support the
process instantiation and mapping servers. Furthermore, it was reported that basing this
design on a client/server and microkernel based foundation simplifies implementation,
provides satisfactory levels of support to these servers and supports the identified user
and software engineering requirements.
The third major contribution of this work lies with the physical design and
implementation of an original system capable of managing SPMD parallelism on
COWs. Following the outcome of the logical design, it was demonstrated in this work
that through enhancements to the RHODOS distributed operating system (a client/
server and microkernel based operating system) a unique solution in the form of the
RHODOS Parallelism Management System (PMS) was both feasible and
implementable. The following major servers have been developed to achieve the
transparent and full management of parallel processes executed on COWs:
• REX Manager — an original and advanced server that provides not only
traditional single based process instantiation but also advanced multiple
and group based process instantiation services, for both process creation
and process duplication;
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• Global Scheduler — an original and advanced server that provides the
combined process mapping services of process allocation and dynamic
load balancing, which are employed at the time a process is instantiated
and during its execution, respectively;
• Process Migration Manager — a server that was enhanced to satisfy the
requirements of parallelism management in order to support both the REX
Manager and Global Scheduler in providing process duplication and
dynamic load balancing, respectively;
• Process Manager — a server that was enhanced to satisfy the
requirements of parallelism management in order to provide transparent
maintenance of parallel process relationship and the coordination between
processes located over various workstations; and
• IPC Manager — a server that was enhanced to satisfy the requirements of
parallelism management in order to provide transparent local and remote
interprocess communication services to parallel processes, as well as
modern group communication facilities.
The fourth major outcome of this research is the demonstration and
justification of the claims that the RHODOS Parallelism Management System
provides: improved performance for executing SPMD parallel programs; a simple
programming environment; and a general environment that is broadly applicable to
many different research areas of parallel processing on COWs.
The developed RHODOS PMS was studied experimentally and the following
results were obtained:
• The study of individual services of the RHODOS parallelism
management system shows that:
— significant performance improvements were obtained from multiple
based process instantiation and even more so from the group based
instantiation service, when compared to the standard single process
instantiation.
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— that the performance results for the process duplication service,
unique to the RHODOS PMS, are comparable to the performance
results for the process creation services. This provides considerable
potential for memory sharing and inheritance only available to
process duplication.
• The study of parallel execution of applications supported by the
RHODOS parallelism management system shows that:
— the RHODOS PMS improves the performance of a generic SPMD
parallel program.
— as the amount of computational work of the given program increase,
the overall speed-up performance obtained also increased, as
expected.
— of the instantiation methods provided within the RHODOS PMS, the
programs supported by the group process creation and process
duplication services provided the best performance results, especially
as the number of workstations contained within the COW increased.
— the RHODOS parallelism management system improves the
performance of the Successive Over Relaxation, Quicksort and
Travelling Salesman parallel applications when compared with the
equivalent applications supported by PVM and DSM. Although, the
benefits obtained for Quicksort problem were not as clear due to the
limited memory capacity of the workstations used in the RHODOS
COW.
— when the number of child parallel processes equals the number of
workstations within the COW, a minimum execution time is
obtained.
— the benefits of group process creation and duplication were shown to
provide considerable improvements over the single (traditional)
instantiation based methods.
— the applications employing process duplication produce comparable
performance results to those employing process creation.
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The RHODOS PMS simplifies the programming of parallel applications.
Combining a small number of extremely powerful primitives with complete location
transparency enables the RHODOS PMS to greatly reduce the programming load of
the user. Primitives are only required at the three stages of a parallel program including
the initialisation, execution and termination phases. The RHODOS PMS transparently
supports various process instantiation and load balancing methods which also aid in the
simplification of programming and increases the overall flexibility of the system.
The RHODOS parallelism management system was also shown to be general
and simple, enabling it to be employed in a variety of diverse research problem areas.
The problems which were shown to benefit from the RHODOS PMS included the
RHODOS Distributed Shared Memory system, the RHODOS Parallelising Compiler
project and the port of the PVM programming environment to RHODOS. These
projects were able to utilise the offered services simply and effectively through the
small number of powerful primitives offered by the RHODOS PMS.
Overall, this research has produced a novel system that addresses many of the
problems not previously addressed in other systems claiming to support parallel
processing on COWs. The RHODOS parallelism management system successfully
achieves the goal of designing, developing, implementing and testing a system that
supports the execution of SPMD based parallel programs such that the performance of
these programs are significantly improved whilst greatly reducing the programming
burden experienced by the user. Founding this system on a client/server and
microkernel based distributed operating system (RHODOS) is an original and unique
approach that provides the RHODOS PMS with high levels of transparency,
modularity and flexibility. Closely integrating the process mapping and process
instantiation servers produced a system with extremely flexible, responsive and
advanced load balancing service, that supports both process creation and process
duplication with the best performance obtained by the group based methods. 
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6.2 Future Work
An area of work that is currently under investigation is the execution of the PVM
parallel applications (SOR, QS and TSP) on the same workstations as the RHODOS
COW but running on UNIX. At the time of writing this thesis a suitable version of the
UNIX operating system wasn’t available for the Sun 3/50s and thus comparable
performance results were not available. These experiments will provide a better
indication of the performance improvements obtainable through the support of the
RHODOS PMS.
Throughout this research a number of areas were identified as potential areas
for further research. Firstly, although the RHODOS PMS was specifically designed for
SPMD based parallel processing, it would be interesting to conduct research into the
applicability of this system to support the MPMD model of parallelism. It would be
valuable to gauge the influence the RHODOS PMS has when supporting the execution
of MPMD based parallel applications. Secondly, non-dedicated COWs are capable of
executing many programs simultaneously. Therefore, it would be interesting to
research the impact of executing many (and possibly varied) parallel programs on a
COW and especially the impact on the overall execution times obtained. Finally, it
would be interesting to research both alternative structures for the RHODOS Global
Scheduler, including: time based; hierarchical; and fully distributed structures; and the
impact these structures have on the performance of SPMD based parallel programs.
A further set of very broad research areas have also be identified as a result of
this work. These research areas are presented in the following sub-sections.
Process Duplication and Distributed Shared Memory
A possible area of further research exists with the combination of the process
duplication services provided within the RHODOS PMS and the services of distributed
shared memory. Such a combination would allow the investigation of thread
processing techniques which are distributed over a number of workstations within a
COW. A considerable research effort would be required for this project but the results
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have the potential of providing higher execution performance for duplication parallel
programs distributed over numerous workstations within a COW, with multiple
processes executing on individual workstations.
Heterogeneous COWs
Throughout this work, COWs were assumed to be composed of homogenous
workstations, thus allowing the migration and creation of processes on local and
remote workstations, with complete transparency. It is also common for COWs to be
formed from heterogeneous sets of workstations, especially as the size of the COW
increases. It would be interesting and important to investigate the impact of
heterogeneity on the RHODOS PMS. It is clear that the process creation component of
the RHODOS PMS could simply be enhanced to load in from disk the appropriate
executable image for a selected destination workstation. As with interprocess
communication which could simply employ data encoding methods (such as XDR) to
convert the data into a standard format before it is transmitted and then converted back
into the appropriate format for the destination workstation architecture. The
enhancement of the process migration service to operate in a heterogeneous
environment would provide the greatest challenge as the executable image of a process
would not be compatible between processors of differing types. Possible approaches
may involve conversion of executable formats, through to the use of interpreted higher
level languages such as java.
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